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DEPARTMENT of lhe·INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

For Release June 18, 1980 

news release 

Powers (202) 343-9311 
Newman (202) 343-3171 

·FIVE-YEAR OCS LEASING SCHEDULE APPROVED 

Final approval of the 5-year planning schedule for oil and gas leasing on the 
Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) was announced today by Secretary of the Interior 
Cecil D. Andrus. 

Except for two modifications--advancing two of the pre-sale milestones for 
sale 53 - Central and Northern California, and delaying the proposed dates of three 

·reoffering sales by one month--the schedule remains the same as announced March 28 
and submitted to the President and the Congress April 4 • 

• 
With regard to sale 53, the Secretary said that a great deal of concern has been 

expressed in California about the inclusion of three of the five sedimentary basins 
presently under study in an environmental statement. The decision whether to include 
these basins in a sale will be made following completion of the final environmental 
statement and announced at the time of the issuance of the proposed notice of sale. 
"When the concerns that have been expressed are compared to current resource informa
tion it causes me to question whether these basins should be offered for lease," 
Andrus said. 

Secretary Andrus has determined that it is possible to accelerate the completion 
of the final environmental statement and the proposed notice of sale; the final state
ment will be released in September 1980 and the proposed notice of sale in October 
1980. This will allow an earlier decision on an issue of great concern to many 
residents of California. 

With respect to the reoffering sales, a proposed Notice of Sale has been added 
as part of the planning process. This has resulted in three of these five sales 
(RS-2, 4, 5) being scheduled one month later than shown on the March 1980 schedule. 

The final program, which covers the period June 1980 through June 1985, includes 
a total of 36 potential sales or an average of a little over seven sales each year. 
Five of the sales are annual reoffering sales designed to reauction tracts offered 
for lease in the previous calendar year outside the Gulf of Mexico for which bids 
were not received or high bids were rejected as inadequate. 

"The program I have approved will contribute significantly to our national effort 
to find new domestic sources of oil and gas and to obtain an increased degree of energy 
independence," Secretary Andrus said. "It is designed to help meet U.S. energy needs 
as envisioned by the 1978 Amendments to the OCS Lands Act and the National Energy Plan, 
as set forth in the Department of Energy's OCS production goals for 1985, 1990, and 
1995. 

''With the exception of the Kodiak sale, the final program also provides for the 
earliest possible timing, based on compliance with applicable statutes, of informed 
decisions on sales in frontier areas, principally in Alaska, where OCS leasing has 
not previously occurred." 

(more) 
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The program continues the caveat on availability of technology which Secretary 
Andrus applied to the potential 1985 Chukchi Sea sale when he announced the proposed 
final leasing program in March. The holding of the Chukchi Sea sale in its proposed 
1985 time slot remains dependent upon a reasonable assumption that technology will 
be available for the exploration and development of the tracts included in the sale. 

"As I have consistently stressed, our aim in developj_ng this program over the 
past 20 months has been to provide for a careful balancing of our need to find and 
produce oil and gas domestically with our need.to protect the human, coastal, and 
marine environments. I believe this program achieves that objective. 

"I hope my friend~ in State and local government and in the environmental com
munity, as well as in industry, will work with me to make this program a success. It 
represents one of the most economically-valuable arid environmentally-benign sources of 
domestic energy available to this country today. 

"I have worked hard to make certain that the program provides to the public the 
financial return and the environmental protection it requires and deserves. It would 
be a crime to prevent us as a Nation from realizing the Umnense benefits of this 
unique asset, and force us into deeper dependence on OPEC and greater reliance on 
much more costly and risky domestic sources 9£ fuel." 

The sche4ule includes 11 sales in the Gulf of Mexico, 6 in the Atlantic, 4 off 
California, 10 off Alaska, and 5 reoffering sales. Seven of the sales would be in 
frontier areas off Alaska where leasing has not previously taken place. 

The lease sale schedule by years is as follows: 

1980: A62 Gulf of Mexico; 55 Gulf of Alaska; 6~ Gulf of Mexico 

1981: 53 Central and Northern California; RS-1; A66 Gulf of'Mexico; 56 South 
Atlantic; 60 Cook Inlet; 66 Gulf of Mexico; 59 Mid-Atlantic 

1982: 67 Gulf of Mexico; RS-2; 68 Southern California; 69 Gulf of Mexico; 
57 Norton Basin; 52 ·North Atlantic; 70 St. George Basin 

1983: 71 Beaufort Sea; 72 Gulf of Mexico; 61 Kodiak; 73 California; RS-3; 
74 Gulf of Mexico; 75 North Aleutian Shelf; 76 Mid-Atlantic 

1984: 78 South Atlantic; 79 Gulf of Mexico; RS-4; 80 California; 81 Gulf of 
Mexico; 82 North Atlantic; 83 Navarin Basin 

1985: 84 Gulf of Mexico; 85 Chukchi Sea; 86 Hope Basin; RS-5 
(The RS sales are reoffering sales.) ... 

Before making his decision to· give final approval to the schedule, Secretary 
Andrus considered comments from members of the Congress, State officials, oil 
companies, and others suggesting timing and other changes in the program. 

"Many legi tim.ate concerns were expressed in these comments btit there were no 
over-riding new factors presented which persuaded me that a major change in the 
proposed final program should be made," Secretary Andrus said. "This is especially 
so since most of the comments suggesting a delay in a sale or removal of certain 
areas from a proposed sale were more pertinent to the individual sale decisions 
that will be made according to the schedule I have just adopted. They will be given 
careful consideration when those future decision points are reached." 

Maps are attached showing the location of the offshore areas referenced in the 
final schedule. A detailed schedule is also attached showing the timing of the pre
sale steps and the expected month for each proposed sale. 

X X X 
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United States Department of the Interior 

Merrorandum 

To: The Record 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

Fran: Assistant secretary--Policy, Budget and Administration 

Subject: Rea>rd of Secretary's Decision on Proposed Final OCS Oil 
and Gas Leas~ Program 

This rnarorandum has been prepared, pursuant to 40 CFR 1505.2, to record 
Secretary Andrus' decision of March 20th at which time he selected a 
proposed final 5-year OCS oil and gas leas~ progrcun. 

Section 18 of the OCS Lams Act, as amended, requires the Secretary of 
the Interior to prepare an OCS oil and gas leasirg pro;Jram to imPlanent 
the policies of the Act. The statute requires, amorg other ~s, that 
the leasirg pro;Jram =nsist of a schedule of proposed lease sales indicatirg 
as precisely as possible, the size, t.iminJ and location of leas~ 
activit¥ which the Secretary detennines will best meet national energy 
needs for the 5-year period follcM~ its approval. 

On Marc_h 28, tl1e l~C!e s~l-J.edu.le decision was an.rJOUrced. This piOIXJSed. 
final schedule =nsists of eleven sales in the Gulf of Mexi=, six in 
the Atlantic, four off California, 10 off Alaska and five reoffer~ 
sales. The proposed final schedule is included with the attached =PY 
of the April 4, 1980, sul:mission to the President which was prepared 
pursuant to section 18(d) (2) of the OCS Lams Act, as amended. 

The proposed final schedule is the result of a multi-stage process 
which started in October 1978 and is =nt.inui.rg at this time. The central 
theme of that process is review and ccmnent by interested parties. As 
a result, the decision announced on March 28 was a result of pertinent 
materials and information gathered over a =nsiderable period of time. 
These include, arrorg other ~s: the responses to the re:JUests for 
information made in October 1978; the material sent to the Secretary 
by the rnarorandum of February 21, 1979, fran the Deputy Assistant Secretary-
Policy, Budget and Administration; the ccmnents received on the draft 
proposed pro;Jram sent to the Goveroors of affected =astal States in 
March 1979; President Carter's Energy Message of April 5, 1979, and the 





Fact Sheet on it; the final CX::S production goals prepared by the Department 
of Energy sent to Interior by letter of May 17, 1979; the material sent 
to the Secretary by menorandum of May 29, 1979, fran the Assistant 
Secretary--Policy, Budget an:'! Administration; the environnental statanent 
prepared on the proposed 5-year oil an:'! gas lease schedule and the 
ccr.ments received on it and on the proposed program of June 1979, including 
reccmnendations for both more and less ambitious leasing programs; the 
material sent to the Secretary by IllalOrdlrlun of February 14, 1980, fran 
the Deputy Assistant Secretary--Policy, Budget an:'! Administration (includes 
Secretarial Issue Document) ; the relationship between national energy 
policy and the 5-year leasin;r program as set forth in the nta~DLarrlum of 
March 6, 1980, fi:an the Deputy Assistant Secretary--Policy, Budget and 
Administration; and the schedule proposed by NROC and described in the 
IllalOrandum of March 6, 1980, fran Deputy Assistant Secretary-Policy, 
Budget and Administration. 

Secretary Andrus considered eleven alternatives developed by Departmental 
staff and one alternative developed by the staff of the House Select 
Ccmnittee on the OCS. These alternative proposals are presented in the 
Secretarial Is5ue Document alon;r with an analysis, a table of characteristics, 
and a table of estimated appropriations and staff requiranents for 
each. He also considered the schedule proposed by NRDC and the reccmnendations 
of top policy advisors in the Department. Secretary An:'lrus noted on 
his decision sheet, copy attached, that alternatives VIII, IX and X were 
envirorrnentally preferable. · 

In addition., the Secretary considered, inter alia, the follow.in;r items~ 
the timing of sales including, but not limited to, California sales j!53, 
#73: and #80; AlaBka sales #57; #70, #71, #61, #75, #83, #85 ~~ *86; 
and North Atlantic sale i!52; inclusion of contingency sales in the 
schedule; dividing sale i!53 into separate sales based on geologic basins; 
and the inclusion of reoffering sales. 

The econ:::rnic and technical considerations and the statutory missions 
of the Department which were considered and relate to the decision 
announced on March 28, are set forth in the pertinent materials and 
information which are listed earlier in this IllalOLandum. Briefly, the 
econanic considerations include the national econ:::rnic benefits resulting 
fran OCS production, regional and national energy markets, and the 
possible enviror:mental and econanic costs which could result fran OCS 
oil and gas activity. The technical considerations included, anon;r other 
things, the availability of technology, the timin:J and sufficiency 
of information needed for sale decisions, local CZM plan iroplanentation; 
and adjustments of the boundaries of certain of the planning areas. 
The statutory mission is as set out in the OCS Lands Act, as amended, 
that is, to produce oil and gas fran the OCS in an envirorrnentally acceptable 
manner, and to meet the other purposes and policies of the statute. The 
Secretary also considered the r~anents of other statutes such as the 
NEPA, the Endangered Species Act, and the OOE Organization Act. 
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The essential considerations of national policy weighed for this decision 
include the National Policy set forth in section 3 of the OCS Lands Act, 
as amended, the relationship between National Energy Policy and the 5-
year leasing program, and the possible environmental CXll1Sff!Uences of 
selecting a particular program as described in the FES and Secretarial 
Issue Document. 

Upon consideration of the infonnation available to him, the Secretary 
concluded that there are potentially large national econ::rnic benefits 
which could accrue. fran OCS oil and gas production and that as advised 
by OOE, regional markets were not a constraint in detennining the pace 
or location of leasing. He also concluded that there did not appear to 
be environnental risks of such magnitude as to indicate that planning 
for sales in any area on the schedule should not go forward. HCMever, 
his decisions on when potential sales could be scheduled in frontier 
areas was made on the basis of when sufficient infonnation could reasonably 
be expected to be available for sale decisions, the time periods required 
to meet the statutory rff!Uirenents of the OCS Lands Act, the NEPA, the 
Endangered Species Act and the DOE Organization Act, and the time needed 
to meet Interior's administrative policies regarding oonsultation with 
other interested parties and the time needed to prepare materials for 
planning and decisiorrnaking. 

The availability of technology did not affect the selection or timing of 
any potential sales. If pre-sale planning data for any of the sales 
indicate that technological uncertainties in those areas are such as to 
make leasing of all or parts of them inappropriate in the proposed time-
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fraue, the areas or tracts in question can be removed fran leasin:f 
consideration. The Secretary did decide, ho.vever, because of the extraordinary 
ice conditions in the Chukchi Sea, that the schedule should include a 
special note that the timing of that sale is contingent upon a reasonable 
assumption that technology will be available for exploration and developnent 
of the tracts included in the sale. 

The status of State or local CZM plans did not affect the timing or 
location of potential sales. There is no fonnal requirement that such 
plans be in place before OCS activities proceed, and OCS planning activities, 
including exploration and developnent plans and an EIS at the develo:pnent 
stage, are sufficient to thoroughly understand proposed activities 
and impacts affecting the coastal zone, identify and analyze State and 
local preferences in consultation with those goverrments, and citizens, 
and develop appropriate mitigating measures. Authority to control 
activities in the coastal zone, as elsewhere onshore, resides with State 
and local goverrxnents independent of the status of coastal zone planning. 





The Secretary made several adjustments in area boundaries so that 
they would better reflect logical planni~ units based on geologic 
basins and the hydrocarbon potential of areas. 

The manner in which the Secretary met the requirenents of Section 18 of 
the OCS Lands Act, as amended, is described in Enclosure 6 of the April 
4 letter to the President. 

Potential =nsSiliences to the envi.rorment exist and are described in both 
the FES and the Secretarial Issue Document. All practicable means of 
avoidi~ or rninimizin:J environnental hann fran the alternative selected, 
=nsistent with the elenents of national policy, have been adopted in 
preparing the 5-year leasin:J program. The program is a schedule of 
planning milestones leadin:J up to sale- and site-specific decisions on 
whether or not to offer tracts for lease and, if offered, what tenns and 
conditions to require. Thus, the term "practicable means" in this =ntext 
means assuri~ that the pre-sale planni~ steps and the sale decisions 
are organized and scheduled in such a manner that sufficient information 
will be available for sale decisions and that all practicable mitigati~ 
measures for post-sale events can be put in place when sale decisions 
are made. In this re;:rard, the sales are scheduled based on estimates of 
the time required to assure that all necessary data for sale decisions, 
including those havin:J to do with the :imposition of appropriate mitigati~ 
measures, will be aa:pired by the time the decisions are made, and that 
the pre-sale plannin:J process will be conducted in a manner =nsistent 
with law and public policy, allowin:J adSIUate opporbmities for affected 
groups and individuals to ccmnent and make reccmnerrlations re;:rarding 
decisions. In addition, there are in place, or there is the framework 
for putting in place, criteria and requirenents =ntrollin:J the operations 
of lessees in all OCS areas on the schedule. These criteria and requiranents 
are established in re;:rulations, OCS Operating Orders, notices to lessees, 
review of exploration and developnent and production plans, and the OCS 
platfonn structural verification program. 

Section 1505.2(c) requires that a rnonitorin:J and enforcenent program 
shall be adopted and surmarized where applicable for any mitigation. 
For ongoi~ mitigation measures such as the criteria and requiranents 
resulting fran OCS Operatin:~ Orders, the Department has an inspection 
program. In addition it reviews exploration, drillin:J, production and 
pipeline· plans. These activities are extensive and, canbined with 
royalty accounti~, currently cost in excess of $30 million annually. 
They are expected to continue through the 5-year program, as projected 
in Enclosure 4 of the letter to the President of April 4, 1980. Other 
site-specific, rnonitorin:J and enforcanent programs will be designed for 
future sales, as they have been for past sales, where particular sitllations 
requiring such treatment are identified duri~ the pre-sale plannin:J for 
individual sales. 
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Umted ~tates Department of the Interior 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

March 12, 1980 

f~EMORANDUM 

TO: The Secretary 

FROM: Executive Secretary 

SUBJECT: 5-Year OCS Leasing Program 

Your decision is requested on a final OCS 5-year leasing program to 
be forwarded to the President and to the Congress under Section 18 
of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Amendments of 1978. 

Attachments: 

1) Executive Summary of the Secretarial Issue Document 

2) Decision Sheets 

3) Summary of Recommendations 

- 4) Secretarial Issue Doc~ment 

5) Summal'Y of Comments on the Final EIS 

6) Comments and 5-Year Leasing Schedule Proposed by the Natural 
Resources Defense Council 

7) Memorandum from the Deputy Assistant Secretary·- Policy, Budget, 
and Administration, on the Relationship Between National Energy 
Policy and the 5-Year Leasing Program 

8) Comments and Recommendations from Policy Officials 
a) Assistant Secretary - Energy and f'>inerals 
b) Assistant Secretary- Fish and Wildlife and Parks 
c) Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs 
d) Assistant Secretary - Land and Water Resources 
e) Assistant Secretary- Policy, Budget, and Administration 
f) Solicitor 

A copy of the FES is provided separately. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARI'MENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Metrorandum 

To: The SecretaJ:y 

Office of the SecretaJ:y . 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Februacy 14, 1980 

Through: Executive Secretariat 

Fran:n8 pu#sistant SecretaJ:y-~Policy, Budget and Administration 

Subject: 5"'-Year OCS Leasing Program 

BACKGROUND 

The 5-year OCS leasing program is being prepared pUrsuant to Seqtion · 
18 of the OCS Lands Act, as amended. Under the process established by 
that section, you are row asked to decide upon and transmit to the 
President and· the Congress your proposed final program. 

This step follows the preparation of your proposed program last June and 
its transmittal to the Congress, the Attorney General, and the Governors 
of the affected coastal States., and general availability for public 
conment. The propcsed final program shall be acccmpanied by "'lY ccrnme.'lt-"' 
received on the. June program, along with an indication of why any specific 
reccmnendation of the Attorney General or a State or local governnent 
regarding that program was not a=epted. Subsequent to your decision, a 
separate document will be prepared for transmittal to the President and 
the Congress which will represent the propcsed final program. As discussed 
later, a substantial number of ccrnments were received from State and 
local governnents. The Attorney General did not ccmnent. 

Your present decision also follows BIM' s preparation of a draft environmental 
statement (DES) on the leasing schedule, conment by interested parties on 
the DES, and preparation of a final environmei1tal statement (FES). The 
FES was submitted to EPA on January 18, 1980, and EPA announced its 
availability on January 28, 1980. A Secretarial Issue Document (SID) 
has also been prepared to assist you in reaching your decision. In 
addition to using the. SID in reaching your decision, you should carefully 
consider the treatment given many of the same issues in the FES. To 
assist you in this, extensive references to appropriate parts of the FES 
are made throughout the SID. The SID and the FES are attached. A 
sumnary of the carments received on the FES will be provided to you by 
separate merrorandum. 
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In making your decision on a proposed final program you should consider 
inter alia: the background material. prepared for the June proposal, 
dated May 29r 1979; carrments received on the June proposal; the FES; 
and other pertinent conments raised as a result of the environmental 
statement process. The transmittal to Congress and the President will, 
however, only need to include responses to specific recarrmendations 
submitted by any State or local governnent which you did not accept. 
Technical carments on the DES and those concerning NEPA- ccrnpliance have 
been addressed in the FES. -

The attachments to this menorandum are:-

Attachment 1 - June schedule 

Attachment 2 - Maps of leasing areas 

Attachment 3 - Secretarial ISsue Document 

Attachment 4 -Final E!Wironmental Statement 

ALTERNATIVE 5-YEAR SOlEDULES 

Twelve alternative 5-year schedules have been developed for your 
consideration as a result of the section 18 consultation, the process 
conductedunder NEPA, the establishment of production goals by the 
Department of Energy (roE) , a change in the period of time covered by _ the 5-
year program, and the January 1980 report by the House Select Corrmittee 
on the OCS, Offshore Oil and Gas: The Five-Year Leasing Program and 
Implementation of the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act Amendments of 
1978. 

The proposed program adopted by you last June serves as the core alternative. 
Alternative schedules have been developed to address the follCJIVing 
issues: roE production goals; status of coastal zone management programs; 
availability of environmental infonnation; concerns expressed by the 
State of california; sensitivity of other resources; availability of 
technology; transportation and processing of Alaskan oil and gas; 
concerns expressed by the State of Alaska; no future OCS leasing; addition 
of Hope Basin to the June proposed program; and concerns raised by the staff 
of the House Select Corrmi ttee on the OCS. Also developed for your 
consideration is an annual nationwide reoffering sale. 

The proposed program published last June covers the period March 1980 
through February 1985. The schedule includes planning for 30 potential 
sales plus one contingency sale in the Gulf of Mexico. The schedule 
contains 11 sales in the Gulf of Mexico, six in the Atlantic, four off 
California, and nine off Alaska. Six of the sales, if held, would be 
first ever sales in regions off Alaska. The June program is listed as 
Alternative I. Other alternatives considered are: 
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Alternative 2, 33 sales (DOE production goals).. This is the schedule 
prepared by DOE in developing OCS production goals, modified slightly by 
switching St. George Basin and Gulf of Alaska sales with each other (1983 
and 1982 in the DOE schedUle). and s.t. George Basin and Chukchi Sea 
sales with each other (1985 and 1984 in the. DOE s.chedulel. These 
changes were made in order· to recognize DOI 's criteria concerning 
timing of sales in frontier area5. · 

Alternative 3,. 30 sales (Status of Coastal Zone Manage:nent (CZM) programs). 
Modify the June schedule by delaying the sales in St. George Basin U.O 
years from 1982 to 1984, North Aleutian She:lf one year from 1983 to 1984 
and Norton Basin three years fran 1982 to 1985 in order to allow: more 
tiJ:rJe for district CZM plans to be developed, approved and implemented. 
The shoreline areas adjacent to these leasing areas are unorganized and 
the villages have hot initiated CZM efforts. They therefore have limited 
planning capabilities. 

Alternative 4, 30 sales (Availability of environmental info:r:rnation) . 
Delay the sale in St. George Basin from 1982 to 1983 in order. to assure 
availability of oceanographic and meteorologic data for use in modelling 
of oil spills, instead of using prelirnina:r:y data as would be required 
under the proposed schedule. 

Alternative 5, 29 sales (State of california proposal). Delay Central 
and Northern califorma sale #53 fran 1981 until 1983, delete california 
Sale #73 propcsed for 1983, and designate the 1984 propcsed California 
Sale #80 as a Southern California sale, in order to provide additional 
emriro:i1mental info:r:rnation on·. the Central and Northern California ·area. 
An additional U.O years would provide for the completibn of a se"hird a.TJ.d 
marine mamnal stUdy being conducted by the University of California, 
Santa cruz, prior to preparation of the site-specific FES. This st:udy, 
an aerial survey of pcpulations, is scheduled. to be completed in June 
1981, with an interful report due in April 1980. The interful repcrt will 
be used in the FES under the propcsed program and the final seabird and 
marine mamnal study results will be used in the reviev of exploration 
and developnent plans. This study supplanents existing literature, 
an ecological characterization stUdy already prepared by the Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) , and a seabird nesting and seasonal use survey 
being conducted by the FWS. The availability of the results of the 
FWS studies, together with existing literature, ensures that there will 
be adequate information for the DES under the timetable included in the 
proposed schedule. 

Alternative 6, 29 sales (Sensitivity of other resources). Omit the 
North. Aleutian Shelf sale from the schedule. Do not consider the area for 
leasing until sane future time because of the value and sensitivicy of 
other marine. resources located there. Additional tiJ:rJe will delay the 
occurrence of environmental effects: and allow: more extensive long-tem 
environmental data collection and assessment. 
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Alternative 7, 30 sales (Availability of technology). Omit the Chukchi 
Sea sale and substitute a sale in the Beaufort Sea in 1985 in order to 
penni t more tline to develop technology for shear rone and pack ice 
con:li tions. -

Alternative 8, 25 sales (Transportation and processing of Alaskan oil 
and gas). Omit sales in St. George Basin, North Aleutian Shelf, Navarin 
Basin, Norton Basin, and Chukchi Sea in order to reduce the amount of 
Alaskan oil for which transportation will need to be developed and to 
address possible problEmS with the availability of gas processing facilities. 

Alternative 9, 28 sales (State of Alaska proposal) . Omit sales in the 
North Aleutian Shelf, St. George Basin, and Chukchi Sea, delay the 
Kodiak Sale #46 fran 1981 to 1983 and Norton Basin Sale lf57 fran 1982 to 
1984, and add Hope Basin to 1985. Omit the pack ice and shear zone areas 
fran the Beaufort Sea Sale #71. The sale deletions are to allcw additional 
time· for long..-tenn envirormental data collections and. envirormental 
impact analyses;· the delay. in Kodiak and .Norton· Basin is for·. additional 
data collection and analyses, and with respect to. Norton Basin it is 
also to provide additional time for local CZM planning; the addition of 
Hope Basin is to add a nav sale area which m....<>ets the planning criteria 
specified by the State of Alaska; the deletion of tracts located in the 
pack ice and shear zone areas is to provide additional time for developnent 
of technology. 

Alternative 10, no sales (No future OCS leasing). Cease OCS leasing in 
1980 in order to reduce potential envirormental impacts as presented in 
the FES • 

Alternative 11, 31 sales (Addition of Hope Basin). Add a Hope Basin sale 
in 1985 to the proJ?::>sed program. The June proposal covered the period 
March 1980 through February 1985. The. period covered by the final 
proposal extends through May 1985 which makes it possible to add an 
additional sale area. 

Alternative 12, 38 sales (House Select Ccmnittee on the OCS staff proposal). 
Add five Gulf of Mexico sales (beginning in August of 1980), Beaufort 
Sea and Navarin Basin sales in 1982, a Zhemchug-St. George sale in 1983, 
and a Mid-Atlantic sale in 1984. Move the Norton Basin sale fran Septanber 
1982 to November 1981. Delete the 1980 Gulf of Alaska sale. Add n.o 
contingency sales. Adopt second sale constituent mechanism. 

An additional alternative has been offered by the Natural Resources 
Defense Council (NROC). We have analyzed NROC's alternative and our analysis 
will be provided to you by sep<kate mem::>randum prior to our meeting on 
the 5-'-year program. The proposal is for 29 sales. Ccmpared with your 
June proposal, it would: .(l) delete four sales off Alaska, one off 
California and one in the North Atlantic; (2) delay' one California and 
one North Atlantic sale; (3) limit an Alaskan sale and North Atlantic 
sale to specific areas; and (4) add four sales in the Gulf of Mexico and 
one in the Hope Ea:;;in. 

Table 1 illustrates characteristics of alternative leasing schedules and 
Table 2 provides a sale-by-sille ccmparison of the schedule alternatives. 

3/6/80 
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CX>MPARISON OF CCS PRODUCI'ION ESTIMATES 

The ES and the SID contain estimates of oil and gas production ass=iated 
with alternative leasin:J schedules. These estimates, developed by the 
GS, differ markedly as sha.m bel<M", fran those developed and reported in 
earlier proposals for the 5-year leasin:J program. The echclier estimates 
were prepared usin:J data and analysis enployed by the OOE in its preparation 
of final CCS production goals. · 

Production Estimates - DOE Basis Oil Gas 
(million bbL} (trillion cu. ft.) 

Proposed 5-Year Leasin:J Program· 2600 
OOE Proposed Lease Schedule/Production Goals 3000 

6.7 
7.1 

Production Estimates - GS Basis 

Alternative 1 {Proposed 5-Year Leasin:J 
Schedule) · 

Alternative II (DOE Production Goals) 
6600 
6700 

29.0 
30.0 

The difference betJNeen the OOE production estimates· and the GS estimates 
presented in the FES is attributable to the follcwin:J four factors: 

0 OOE and GS applied different assumptions about the rate of petroleum 
discovexy that would result fran each lease sale. The GS assumed that 
20% of the recoverable resource estimate would be produced fran each of 
five lease sales in a frontier province. OOE assumed a logistic or s
shaped curve relationship between the proportion of acreage leased and 
the arrount of resources that would be discovered. There is. at present 
no empirical basis for projectin:J with precision what the relationship 
between acres leased and production realized may be in untested frontier 
areas. 

0 The GS and the OOE used different approaches in determining the 
arrount of resources which could be econanically produced. ·The GS relied 
upon past history and experience for its assumptions pertainin:J to econanics 
and technology. These assumptions were used in estimatin:J the undiscovered 
recoverable resources in each basin. The DOE, on the other hand, applied 
a canplex m:xlel to the GS estimates of recoverable resources that established 
costs and econanic production for individual 100, 000-acre bl=ks in each 
CCS region. 

0 The GS estimate of gas J?.roduction is higher, in part, because 
the Survey assumed that gas production would == in all Alaskan 
provinces. DOE assumed that the absence of existin:J and planned trans
portation systems would prObably present a barrier to the developnent 
of gas resources in a number of Alaskan provinces. 00E assumed Alaskan 
gas production would take place only in the Beaufort Sea and the CoOk 
Inlet. 
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o The GS based its production projections on m:>re recent estirr.ates 
of recoverable resources for the OCS than were available to OOE at the 
tirne it made its estimates. For those provinces where OCS sales are 
planned, the increased recoverable resource estimates are 10. 6% higher for 
oil and 18.4% higher for gas. Additionally, major changes have occurred 
in the province ranking by resource potential. 

These four factors are differences in the technical methods used in 
estimating future production and differences in the resource estimates 
rather than policy differences. 

The proposed 5-year leasing program is not expected to exceed DOE 's 
production goals when using ca:nparable data and estimating techniques. 

1. On the basis of t.'1e· estimates prepared in June using DOE's 
analysis, the proposed 5-year leasing program would provide about 87% 
of the oil production goal and 94% of ·the gas. 

2. On the basis of the USGS estimates set forth in the EIS and SID, 
Alternative I (proposed 5-year leasing program) would provide about 
98.5% of oil and 96% of gas production achieved by the OOE rrodified 
SChedule. · 

Even if the leasing program were to exceed the numerical production 
goal, it would be consistent with national energy policy. The policy 
principle underlying OOE 's production goals is to seek increased OCS 
production in order to decrease u.s. energy_ imports. All economic 
production possible, given non-market constraints,. is desirable under 
this principle. 

Ccmnents on the June program and the DES can be =nbined into two 
general groups--ccmnents on the timing and location of leasing; and 
other ocmnents which deal with procedures, content of the proposed 
program or DES, and canpliance with section 18 of the OCS Lands Act, as 
amended. 

Timing and Location of Leasing 

Alaska-.,-The State of Alaska reccmnends a less aggressive program offshore 
Alaska. Gove..rnor Hamnond has prepared an alternative schedule which 
groups sales into three categories. based on teChnology, offshore and 
onshore studies, transportation, potential resource conflicts, onshore 
impacts, and the State's ability to participate in the planning process. 
Alternative DC:=Sists .. of his proposal. Under the State's proposal, 
early Alaskan sales in the schedule would be Gulf of Alaska and L=er 
Cook Inlet. Navarin Basin, Norton Basin, Hope Basin, and Kodiak would 
be delayed until late in the 5-year schedule; Chukchi, North Aleutian 
Shelf, St. George Basin, Bristol Basin, and the ice shear and pack ice 
zones of Beaufort would be o:nitted. An important element in the 
State's recorrmendation is Coordination of Federal and State leasing 
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programs. The State's schedule for leasing in state waters includes 
Cook Inlet (1980, 1981, 1983), Norton Basin (1981, 1983), Chukchi 
(1983) and Beaufort (1983) •· The State also asks that you give serious 
=nsideration to a ne.v study area designation that allows planning and 
assessment in certain frontier areas w:ithout those areas being subjected 
to the political momen:tum that it believes sets in once an area is on 
the schedule. 

National and regional environmental organizations, officials of local 
Alaska government, a spokesman for Alaskail fishermen, and others have 
recarmended scheduling similar to that proposed· by Governor Harrmond. 
These groups are especially concerned about environmental risks, onshore 
impacts,· and whether the program proposed in June will allow for collection 
and analysis of environmental data in ti,ne to support sale decisions . 

. NOAA recarmended deletion of the North Aleutian Shelf and St. George 
Basin areas fran the schedule. Both Alternatives VIII and IX delete these 
two areas. 

Oil companies (Exxon, SOHIO, Mobil, and Shell) generally asked for a 
nore aggressive leasing program off Alaska with sales noved up and more 
frequent sales with emphasis placed on the areas -with higher· potential-
St. George Basin, North Aleutian Shelf, Navarin Basin, Beaufort Sea, 
Chukchi Sea, and Bristol Basin. Alternative XII addresses these concerns. 

California-state and local officials and environmental groups have 
questioned several aspects of the proposed schedule off California. There 
is, as you know, considerable opposition to Sale 1153 (1981) and a great 
deal of effort to delay it or delete it fran the schedule. Concerns 
are expressed about erwironmental risks as ccmpared to the relatively 
small expected resources, adequacy and timing of environmental and 
seismic studies, and onshore jmpacts. 

Questions have also been raised about Sales 1173 {1983) and 1130 (1934) 
because their location is identified only as being· off california. You 
may recall that this was done i.r1 order to maintain flexibility on 
location decisions. Recarrnendations have also been received that the 
California areas be· broken up into smaller units based on geologic 
basins. 

Alternative V delays Sale 1153 by 2 years, deletes California Sale #73 
and identifies California Sale 1180 as Southern California. 

Other issues raised =ncerning the timing and location of sales off 
California include air quality, marine navigational safety, marine 
sanctuaries, visual degradation, the effectiveness of oil· spill 
clean-up technology and deep water technology, threat to tourism, 
endangered species and the transportation of production to markets. 

North Atlantic--NOAA suggested delaying Sales #52 (1932) and 1182 (1984) 
until the results of Sale 1142 are available in order to better assess 
the risks of additional sales~ 
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South Atlantic--North Carolina and Florida have both questioned the 
timing of Sale #78 South Atlantic/Blake. Plateau, because they believe the 
environmental studies may not be sufficiently advanced for a sale 
in 1984. Florida has also questioned whether there. will .oe suffici.ent 
environmental infonnation for Sale li56 ·(19811, especially those portions 
of the tentative· tract selection in the Blake Plateau. 

Gulf of Mexico--There is general agreement with the pacing of sales in the 
Gulf of Mexico although Florida is concerned about the adequacy of studies 
in the eastern Gulf offshore Florida. 

OTHER CCM1ENTS 

General 

Sane of the other issues raised, and discussed below, deal with aspects 
difficult to separate fran questions about timing and location. Thus, 
the following discussion will overlap with the preceding section in 
sane instances. 

Sane ca:rrnenters believed that you should have available for review 
detailed infonnation about individual sale areas bef=e they are 
included in the plannirlg schedule. For example, EPA ccmnented that 
the ES should analyze the probable extent, impact and possible 
mitigating measures, as well as cost of mitigating measures, of the 
rrost probable catastrOphic spill f= each region so that regions could 
be excluded fran plannirlg if mitigation costs are prohibitive. This, 
and other n10re detailed questions, are rrore appropriately considered in 
individual sale ES's rather than in·anES which evaluates the action of 
putting a set of potential sales in a· particular sequence on a planning 
sctredule. No evidence developed to date indicates that suitable 
mitigating measures will be so costly in any particular area as to 
preclude exploration and development. 

Compliance with Section 18 

Numerous ca:rrnents were received which questioned the Department's 
canpliance with section 18 of the OCS Lands Act, as amended. In order 
to assure that all the issues raised were fully addressed, Appendix II 
of the SID provides a detailed analysis of all canments received relating 
to this section. The following summary attempts to highlight sane of 
the issues raised and responses to them. 

Weighing of factors-section 18 of the OCS Lands Act, as amended, requires 
inter alia that the management of the OCS be based generally upon the 
factors listed in subsections 18 (a) Cll and (4) and that the timing and 
location o£ exploration, development and production be based on consideration 
of eight factors listed in subsection 18 Cal (21 · and three factors listed 
in subsection 18{a) (3). Under section 18(aJ (2) these factors are as 
follows: · (1) existing infonnation concerning the geographical, geological, 
and ecological characteristics of such regions.; (2) an equitable sharing of 
developmentalbenefits and envirorn:nental riSks among the various regions; 
(3) the location of such regions with respect to, and the relative needs of, 
regional and national energy markets; (4) the. location of such regions with 
respect to other uses of the sea and seabed, including fisheries, navigation, 
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existing or proposed sealanes, potential sites of deep;vater ports, and 
other anticipated uses of the resources arid space of the Outer Continental 
Shelf; (5) the interest of potential oil and gas producers. in the develop:nent 
of oil and gas resOurces as indicated hy exploration or na:nination; (6) laws,· 
goals, and policies of affected States which have been specifically identified 
by the Governors of such States as relevant matters for the Secretary's 
consideration; (7) the relative environmental sensitivity and marine pro
ductivity of different areas of the Outer Continental Shelf; and (8) relevant 
environmental and predictive information for different areas of the outer 
Continental Shelf. Under subsection 18(a) (3) the three factors are as 
follows: (1). the:_potential for environmental damage; (2) the potential· 
for the discovery of oil and gas; and (3) the potential for adverse 
impact on the coastal zone.· The carment has been made by IDAA, New 
York, California, Massachusetts, NROC, and others, that the June program 
and DES do not ade:ruately explain how these factors were weighed. In 
this regard, one of the recurring suggestions is that the environmental 
sensitivity of areas· be ranked as areas were ranked for their hydrocarbon 
potential. We have fo1J!ld,, however, that it is not meaningful tO weigh 
and rank, for example, the Georges Bank fishery with the bird colonies 
of the Farallon Islands, the Pacific and Arctic whales, or the coral 
banks of the Gulf of Mexico. Furthermore, no oonsensus on such a ranking 
exists. Given the absence. of meaningful measurements, non-canp3rability 
of values, and lack of agreement among experts, we provided you in May 
with a sensitivity matrix which went as far as we felt was credible in 
displaying relative environmental sensitivities of potential leasing 
areas. In additioo, pages iii-viii of the surntlli3Iy in the FES provides a 
discussion of the environmental consequences of the ten alternatives analyzed 
in the FES •. This includes risks of oil spills, potential effects on 
unique or unusual resources and habitats, develq:ment effects such as 
the effects of drill cuttings and muds., potential multiple-use conflicts, 
socio-economic effects and. effects on ecosystans. 

California suggested a matrix and parameters which were carefully evaluated. 
While many of the parameters were judged to provide useful characterizations, 
the matrix was not adopted, since on the whole it did not constitute a 
rrore useful decisionmaking tool than the existing sensitivity matrix 
developed prior to the decision on the June proposed program or the ES 
matrix which was similar in approach. (A more detailed discussion of 
the problems with the California matrix appears at pp. 363-4 in the 
FES.) One assumption behind California's matrix was that differences in 
geohazards among regions would <;:ause different spill risks among regions. 
While this seems intuitively reasonable, data do not exist to support 
this hypothesis. In fact, the available data indicate that while 
geohazards can threaten the structural integrity of offshore emplacements, 
there is no observed relationship between structural failure and spills. 
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The issue has. also been raised as to whether the proposed. program results 
in an e::ruitable sharing of developnental benefits and environmental risks 
among regions. The law and legislative history do not define "e::ruitable 
sharing" and as a consequence regional interests have claimed that the 
resources they are interested in protecting are more important than the 
ones elsewhere. We believe it is reasonable to interpret the congressional 
directive as meaning that no area with economically recoverable deposits 
of hydrocarbcns is to be exempt freim oil and gas production i£ it can 
be achieved without undue risks. In this regard, it is interesting to 
note that the report by the House Select Comnittee on the OCS did not 
conclude that any OCS area should be anitted frcrn the 5-year program fo:r
erwironmental reasons. We also believe that developnental benefits are 
not only realized regionally as a result of production and refining 
processes, but also are reaped generally· by the consumer of the hydrocaxbons 
and the totality of citizens whose. real inccrnes, and perhaps national 
security, are improved by the reduction in. oil imports. 

West Coast Refinery Capacity/Processing of AL;lskan Gas 

. This issue, scnletimes referred to as the ''West Coast Oil Glut," was 
· raised· by California and others. The question concerns whether there is 
installed refinery capacity on the west coast and transportation capacity 
to other market areas sufficient to absorb production fran offshore 
California and Alaska which would be added to onshore west coast production 
and the light crude which California currently imports frcrn Indonesia~ 
COE in its report on OCS production goals concluded that this argument 
should not ·affect your decisions on the pace of leasing off California 
and Alaska. The recent decision by President Carter to approve the 
proposal by the No:tthern Tier Pipeline cornpan,y to build a west-to-east 
crude oil pipeline provides con=ete evidence that efforts are already 
tL.""ldervVay to afk1ress arq tempora;..y :L.TibalanCe on the west coast .. 

A related issue is the transportation and processing of potential 
Alaskan gas finds. While DOE assumed in its developnent of ocs production 
goals that gas will not be produced fran any Alaskan OCS area except 
Beaufort Sea and Cook Inlet, BIM has assumed in its ES analysis that other 
Alaskan gas will be produced. If the gas is produced, it will need to 
be shipped either by LNG tankers or by pipeline to the lower 48 States. 
There are currently .no LNG pr=essing facilities on the west coast, 
though one has. been proposed and conditionally approved by the Federal 
Energy Regulatory Camnission for Point Conception, California. Because 
of safety factors, it is unlikely that large volumes of LNG could be 
tankered through the PanamaCanal. Thus, the shipnent of Alaskan gas by 
LNG tankers may require major construction of LNG receiving terminals on 
the west coast, or near the u.s. i.'l. Canada or Mexico. Another option is 
to export the gas. (A more detailed discussion of these issues appears 
at pp. 45-50 of the FES.) 

It is important fur the country to determine through exploration a more 
precise understanding of the resources it has to draw upon to meet its 
need for dcrnestic energy supply. Planning for transportation, refining, 
and pr=essing capacity to handle that supply ban only pr=eed realistically 
once the l=ation of those hydroca:tbons is known. 
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Contingency Sales 

NRIX: and others have recorrmended more contingency sales which could be 
substituted for frontier· area· sales ... The House Select Ccmnittee report 
also recbrnmended that two additional contingency sales be added in areas 
where the rrost infonnation is available, where jJrevious developnent has 
taken place,· and where State and lccal government have more experience 
dealing with the related impacts. The March draft .schedule included 
three contingency sales and the June proposal one. While the concept of 
contingency sales initially seemed sound, it DJ:JW appears to undermine 
the clarity and reliability of the schedule. For example, onshore 
planners, affected States and industry must assume that all sales, 
including contingency sales, will be held. Thus, while .contingency 
sales may appear to give you desired flexibility, others must treat them 
as actual sales. It also can lead to inefficient use of scarce planning 
resources. It can be argued .that if we haVe the capacity to do the 
planning for contingency sales along with. other sales, we should hold 
them ·if the sale preparation activities support proceeding with the 
sale, This is true even if no other sales have been deleted fran the 
schedule. 

5-Year Program as a Leasing Decision 

california and the Sierra Club disagreed with DOI 's statements that: 
(l) inclusion of a sale on the schedule is not a decision to lease, and 
(2) detailed evaluations of impacts. of oil and gas operations in a 
particular locale should be left to the sale ES which considers the actual 
decision to lease. The regulations for NEPA implementation clearly 
prohibit a decision on a major Federal action, in this case the decision 
to lease a specific OCS ·area, until the ES analyses are perfomed and 
the NEPA process canpleted. Thus, the 5-year program cannot be considered 
to be a leasing decision for proposed sale areas. Rather, the 5-year 
program should be viewed as a planning tcol that provides an identification 
of areas. where we will be initiating planning and studies which will be 
valuable in any future decision regarding leasing. 

This ccmnent appears to stan in part from the fact that your schedule 
has been quite reliable for the past 2 years, but it fails to recognize 
not only the legal requirements but also that the tracts actually offered 
as a result of the final decision to lease are only a small part of the 
acreage included in the OCS area as a whole; and sanetimes are appreciably 
less than the total tracts analyzed in the sale ES, Also, it is possible 
that some scheduled sales will not be held at all, as was the case with 
the proposed Blake Plateau sale whioh appeared on your August 1377 schedule. 
The actual leasing decision is based on infonnation developed in the 
sale ES, and the 5-year program anticipates that an ES will be prepared 
for each potential sale. In the case of the Gulf of Mexico, BIM is now 
preparing one Es covering the offering of tracts for two sales. This 
should reduce administrative costs while still bringing environmental 
issues fully to the attention of decisionmakei::s. · 
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TECHNICAL ADJUSTMENTS IN PBOGRAM 

Since the decision was reached on the June pro£Dsed prcgram, a Ill.llid::ler of 
technical adju.;;.tments have been propcsed to address both administrative 
and technical issues~ These are ininor ·adjustments and would not 
significantly affect the environmental impact analysis presented in the 
FES. .The propcsed adjustments are discussed below. 

North Atlantic Sales 

The call for the sec:Ond North Atlantic sale, Sale lf52 (1\.ugust 1982) , 
was delayed by 2 months because of uncertainty over the timing of Sale 
jf42. In order to provide ade::ruate time for the pre-sale plarming steps 
to occur, the recomnenclation is that the proposed sale date for Sale lf52 
be switched with the proposed sale date for the Gulf of Mexi= Sale #69. 
Sale #69 would then be scheduled for August 1982, and Sale #52 for 
October 1982. 

Consolidation of Sale· Preparation for Gulf of Mexi= . Sales 

For the years 1980 and 1981, we have planned on =nsolidating the sale 
preparation for the ."blo Gulf of Mexico sales propcsed each year. Because 
this approach reduces administrative costs while simultaneously fulfilling 
Interior's statutory mandate, it is reccmnended that the same approach 
~ followed in 1982, 1983, · and 1984. This procedure will produce a 
more canprehensive environmental statement which parallels the gulf-wide 
calls for ncminations whi<;:h we are now pursuing. 

Boundaries of Leasing Areas 

Since the propcsed program was prepared, four boundary changes have 
been suggested as better reflecting the. geology and other natural 
features of the OCS. 

Mid and South Atlantic-:-The tentative tract .selection for South Atlantic 
Sale #56 (1981) includes tracts in the southernmost Mid-Atlantic area, 
based on resource and environmental planning data. In order for maps 
to better reflect actual planning units in this area,· the boundaries 
should be revised by rroving the Mid/South Atlantic boundary northward to 
36° 50' north latitude. 

South AtlanticjBlake Plateau-. The· Blake Plateau area has been defined as 
the area seaward of 200 meters water depth between 28° and 35° north 
latitude. The extent and begirming pcint of the Blake Plateau area have 
never been subject to definitive resolution. There is no persuasive 
geolcgic or enviro:nrnental basis for separating this area fran tl-te South 
Atlantic area whiCh is shoreward of it. The profDsed revision is to 
consolidate these two areas for plarming purposes. There is no other 
location on the u.s; ocs where separate leaSing areas are designated 
by reference to a water depth danarcation lirie. 
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testing all prospective frontier areas, consistent with Section 18, rather 
than returning quickly to certain of those areas for second sales, based 
on resource estimates which are relatively attractive and represent the 
best infonnation currently available, nut are recognized to have a high 
margin of error associated with than. · 
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Memorarrlum 

UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

OFFICE OF THE SOLICITOR 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

MAR 12 1980 

'Ib: Executive Secretariat 

Fran: Dtf>i!l.'ti: Eblicitor 

Subjeqt: Prop:)sed 5-Year OCS Leasing Program 

~ have reviewed the Secretarial Issue I::ocLIDent and find that the I::ocLIDent 
canplies with the requiranents contained in section 18 of the OCS Lards 
k!t, as arrended, for the preparation of a 5-Year Oil and Gas Leasing 
Program. 

Alternative XII carmot be legally chosen at this time, because it v.e.s not 
considered in the section 18 Program process. All other eleven alternatives 
may be legally chosen. I understand that the Office. of Policy, Budget 
and l'dministration has recanmended selection of alternative XI, and I 

· con= with that reccrnmendation. 

A A _..., 

-::/.#. ( 1'1/_~ ,__,/~ , 

Frederick N •. Ferg n 
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Compliance With Section 18. of the OCSIA 

Section 18 directs you to prepare a schedUle of propJSed lease sales 
which you deteJ:inine Will best meet national energy needs for the next 
five years, consistent With the principles of that section (Sec. 18(a)). 
National energy needs consistent With those principles can. best be met 
by achievi,ng the greatest value of OCS production (WEB II, DJE production 
goals) which cari be obtained With due consideration of eoonanic, social 
and environmental values of the renewable and nonrenewable resources 
contained . in the ocs, and the potential impact of oil and gas exploration 
on the other resource values of the OCS and the marine, coastal, and 
human enirironments (Sec. 18(a) (1} ) • 

OCS production is valuable to this country in all locations where the 
benefits in oil and gas value outweigh the i::osts, where costs are broadly 
considered as provided in Sec~ 18(.a) (2). Information about the potential 
value of production canes fran existing geographical and geological 
info:rma.tion (Sec. 18(a) {2) (A)) and fran the interest of potential producers 
as indicated by exploration or ncmination (Sec. 18(a} (2) (E)}. You Will 
recall that a ranki.D:J of the 22 OCS areas by estimated resource potential 
and industry interest in exploration was provided to you in June, based 
on info:rma.tion requested fran USGS· and industry. 

Costs include: 

(1} operator costs, including costs of exploration, developnent and 
production, and oosts of transportation to points of use reflecting 
relative r.eros- Of re.gioral- g,ncl r.LS.ri .. :nal 6.l"liel:'-:JY rrrarkets (Sec. 18 (a) (2j (C)) ; 

( 2) oosts imposed on other uses and users of ocecin resources, 
including costs which have a direct market value, such as damage to 
fishing gear, and oosts which do not have such a direct market value, 
such as preanption of space fran fishing or navigation (Sec. 18 (a) (2) (D)) ; 

(3) costs experienCed in light of laws, goals and policies of affected 
States, either by operators who must modify operations to meet such 
State re;[Uirenents or as onshore :impacts whose magnitude can be judged in 
part by the degree to which they may not fUlly satisfy State goals and 
policies (Sec. 18{a) (2) {F)); and 

(4) intangible oosts imposed on sensitive and productive marine 
environments, which do not lend themselves to easy measurement but can be 
very sizeable {Sec. 18 (a) (2) (G) ). 
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If the anticipated benefits outweigh the anticipated costs for an area, 
then the proper balance between the potential for environmental Clarnage, 
the potential for the discovery of oil and gas, and the potential for 
adverse impact on the =astal zone (Sec. 18 (a) (3J ) is to schedule the 
area for leasing consideration. ThiS meets the Equity standard of Sec. 
18 (a) (2) (B) --Equitable sharing means undertaking develq:ment cannensurate 
with production potential, as lon:J as the Costs of that develoj::men.t, broadly 
construed, do not exceed the benefits. The costs as well as the benefits 
involved will, of course,· be much better kncMn at sale time, but the 
relative scarcity of info:troation at this poiilt is not a basis for declirling 
to proceed with planning activities iil an area unless the best estimate 
which can be made now is that the costs iil that area outweigh the benefits. 

The timing of sales which best meets national energy needs is one which 
noves into the Jrost valuable. areas first, where value is calculated as 
benefits minus the full ran:re of costs discussed above. However, sales 
in each of those areas cari only occur as soon as sufficient info:troation, 
including existing info:rmation concerning geographical, geological 
and ecological characteristics (See. 18 (a) (2) (All and relevant environmental 

·and predictive infO:troation .(Sec. 18(a) (2} (H)) is available for decision. 

This approach was the basic logic used to develop the alternative you 
selected in June. Sales were schecfuled by starting at the top of the 
resource potential rankings and deteJ::mining the earliest date when 
sufficient info:troation would be available to pennit a decision, in light 
of anticipated costs,. on whether to lease and under what teJ:ms and conditions. 
Since that time, an ES bas been prepa.red which provides a basis for a further 
decision on whether the anticipated costs of OCS develoj::men.t are of such 
magnitude in the differ.ent areas to cause sane areas to be emitted fran 
the schedule or to be Jroved up or down in the net value ranking. 

I do not believe, on the basis of the info:troation developed. to date, that 
any area should be emitted or Jroved significantly in the net value rankings. 
This. is not because some areas do not have Jrore valuable or vulnerable 
resources than others, but because of the very extensive mitigatin;J measures 
you have put in place under the OCS Lands Act, as amended, which reduce 
the risk of actual impact on those resources dramatically. I believe that 
it is a matter for very serious consideration to emit certain sale areas 
because they are a source of great concern to many people, but I cannot 
reccmnend that you make such cmissions within the carefully defined, 
even handed framework of Section l8. 

I am reccmnending Alternative XI because it follows the .logic laid out 
above, extended fmn the June proposal to include Hope Basin as a result 
of the later end date of the 5-year period. However, I do not believe that 
further sale additions such as those proposed by OOE and the staff of 
the House Select Co:rmittee are appropriate.. They do oot,. in my judgment, 
allow sufficient time before first. sales and betileen subsequent sales to 
acquire, assemle, . and analyze. necessary data for decisions-a principal 
detenninant of Alternative XI. ThiS includes information used to assure 
receipt of fair market value {Sec~ ·lB(al (4ll-- Also, Alternative XI contains 
what I consider to be a valuable diversification strategy of entering and 
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United States Department of the Interior 

To: The Secretary 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

Through: Executive Secretar,iat 

' .fo .. .., . . . li '""~ t and ,._,_._. -trati" Fran:"·-- Ass~stant Secretary~o cy, B~e ""'-"''-"''"-"' · on 

Subject: Recam1endation - 5-Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasin;J Program 

I reccmnend that you make the follc:MinJ- decisions: 

- adopt Alternative XI as your 5-year pr03ram; 

-- adopt technical changes A through F; 

-- adopt the annual natiolTII'ide reoffering sale; 

- reschedule at earliest possible date any sale delayErl by litigation 
(includin.:f 1979 Beaufort Sea sale); 

- delete the 1983 Gulf: of Mexico con"tin:fency sale--#77; and 

- select Alternatives VIII, IX, X, and the one proposed by NRDC as 
the environnentally preferable alternatives. 

Your decision on the 5-year program should represent a careful balancing 
between our national energy neieds and the high standard of environmental 
protection called for by the OCS Lands Act, as amended. I believe the 
adoption of Alternative XI, together with an annual natiOITilide. reofferi_nJ 
sale, strikes this balance. Of the alternatives presented to you, this 
is the IlDSt ambitious progral!l in teDns of opening up new areas for 
exploration. It adds Hope Basin to your June proposal, an area which 
has been suggested by the State of Alaska and Natural Resources Defense 
Council as a possible candidate for leasing. Alternative XII, which was 
proposed by the staff of the House Select Ccmni ttee on the OCS, includes 
I!Dre sales and schedules sane frontier area sales sconer than Alternative 
XI, but does not allc:w sufficient ti111e for collection and analysis of 
environmental and geol03ic data and may not be adoptable without the 
preparation of a supplanental environnental statanent which would delay 
implanentation of the 5-year program. 
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Alternative XI allows all regions of the country to contribute to meeting 
our national energy needs and share in the developnental benefits and 
environnental risks by including all areas with significant evidence of 
hydr=arbon potential. Environmental concerns identified to date have 
been addressed through a careful linkiilg of the studies program with the 
tiroi~ of the pre-sale p.l.annin; steps. It increases the chances of 
ha~ a large find on the OCS, s.imilar to the PruOhoe Bay field, by 
including the largest number of frontier areas of all the alternatives. 
It is administratively achievable which is an irrq;x:>rtant factor in maintai.rri.nJ 
a credible program. 

The adoption of an annual nationwide. reoffering sale will be responsive 
to the proposal of the staff of the House Select Cc:mni ttee to· include 
a "oonstitllent sale" and should provide for the pranpt.reoffering of 
tracts whose bids have been rejected or tracts which did not receive 
bids. 

I also reccmnend that you drop the one renaini.ng contingency sale in the 
June proposed program--Gulf of Mexico sale * 77. As discussed in the 
sumnary Ill6l0randum,. closer scrutiny of the contingency sale concept has 
led us to the view that it undeDnines. the clarity and reliability of the 
schedule. Scarce resources IliUSt be allocated to the planning for a sale 
which !1\CiY never take place. FUrther, if the sale preparation activities 
support proceeding with the contingency sale, the sale should be held 
independent of whether another sale is deleted •. 

I am recannen4ing· that you adopt all six technical chan3"es. One would 
switch boo saleS in order to .recognize the effects of delays in sale H2 
caused by litigation. The other five are designed to improve the program 
by ItDdifying or deleting boundaries. One of the boundary changes is to 
llDVe the northern boundacy of the North Aleutian· Shelf northward by one- . 
half degree. This change would add a geologically irrq;x:>rtant area to the 
area you designated last June and woUld m:ive. the boundary to 105 miles 
fran the north shore of Bristol Bay instead of 140 miles as.,it is ro.1. 

CEQ regulations require that you identify the environmentally preferable 
alternative(s) • I reccmnend that you select Alternatives VIII, IX and 
X, and the one proposed by NRDC as the environmentally preferable 
alternatives. As discussed in the sumnary memorandum, those schedules, 
if adopted as your. 5-year program,. would generate less environnental 
risk than the schedule I am recc:mneo:ling. The schedule I am recanroending 
is more responsive to :important natiorial policy and econcmic issues and 
is, in my view, more adVantageous to the nation than any of the environmentally . 
preferable alternatives. 

Finally, a number of ccmnenters addressed the matter of canpliance with 
Section 18. My reccmnendations are based on an explicit approach to 
ccniplying with that section, as discussed in the attachment to this 
Ill6l0randum., 

Attachment 



APPENDIX I 

Sumnary of Corrroents on Proposed Program 

Numerous carments have been received on the proposed leasing program 
which was transmitted to the Congress on June 18, 1979, to the Governors 
of the affected Stateson June 25, 1979, and to the Attorney General on 
June 28, 1979. The program was published in the Federal Register on 
July 23, 1979, with a general request for carment. All carments were to 
be submitted by September 21, 1979. 

All carments received have been stmnarized and are organized in 
the following manner: State government, local government, industry, 
environmental interest groups and the public. 
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A; State Government Corrments 

l. Massachusetts -By letter dated September 4, 1979, Governor 
Edward .:r. King expressed the following corrments: 

-- The Corrn10nwealth is pleased that the proposed program schedules 
sales in the North Atlantic in a manner which allows sufficient time for 
the cqllection of environmental data and operating experience necessary 
to meet the requirements of an accelerated program. 

--Emphasized the importance of section 18 of the OCSLAA. 

- Hoped that their cc:mnents would be helpful in preventing any 
delay in implementation of the lease schedule by indicating where program 
=npliance with the Act would be strengthened. 

--Supports the goal of exploration and development of energy 
resources in the nation's OCS with proper safeguards. 

-- Supports the size, timing, and location of North Atlantic lease 
sales <J.S proposed in the 5-year program. 

-- Support:s Interior's policy of scheduling the second lease sale 
in a f=ntier area within 2 1/2 to 3 years after initial sale. 

-- If proper environmental information is available by the second 
le<J.Se sale, along with resource information and experience with operations, 
the interval between the second and third lease sales should be. shortened 
to no more than two years. 

-- Noted the dispute and negotiations over· the Canadian-American 
maritime boundary with regard to leasing of an additional 1.6 million 
a=es on Georges Bank over the next five years, and the Ccmnonwealth 
will assist in attanpts to resolve the issue in a timely manner. 

-- Concerned about the failure of the Department of Energy to 
set reasoriable production goals based on the need to maximize OCS production. 

-- Concurs with DOI findings (Tab B-2, p. 3) . 

-- Feels that a primary problem of the DOE analysis stems fran the 
computer model used to generate the data and that based on its use, the 
DOE reccmnended schedule is based on the maximization of net econanic 
values rather than the maximization of production. 

--DOE should revise its analysis to provide Interior with detailed 
information regqrding the maximum expected oil ·and gas production fran 
each lease sale in each OCS region. 

--Feels that the net energy value is a truer measure of the value of 
OCS p=duction and DOI and DOE should use this measure. 
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-- DOE analysis places heavy emphasis on current manpower and 
budget levels in developing the leasing schedule. 

-- DOI and DOE both place too much emphasis on the stabls quo in 
developing alternative leasing schedules and many factors (technological 
problems, legal requirements, and EIS' s) legitimately constrain the rate 
of leasing. 

- Proposed program reveals that administrative requirements are 
the primary detenninant in the leasing schedule and that other factors 
such as the' nee:). to . ir=ease production and the factors in section 18 
(a) (2) are of secOndary importance. 

--Proposed program does not address the State's earlier request 
to deronstrate how the schedule responded to concerns other than its 
own administrative requirements. 

-- If factors in section 18 require a shift in DOI personnel or 
increase in budget, then Congress and the Administration should be 
prepared to act accordingly. 

-- Proposed program presents virtually no data on the regional 
develq:mental benefits or the regional environmental risks as required 
under section 18 (a) (2) of the OCSLAA, and the Ccmnomvealth J~e-emphasizes 
its previous objection to this lack of consideration. 

-Benefits and risks need to be assessed for each OCS region. 

-- '!;he develqmental benefits are. clearly not equally distributed. 

-- DOI has i.nadequately assess;ed the regional developnental benefits 
and environmental risks and has not deronstrated that the schedule provides 
for an equitable sharing of those benefits and risks among OCS regions. 

-- Proposed program does not provide the qualitative and quantitative 
information which is required to rank OCS regions by their relative 
environmental sensitivity and marine productivicy. 

-- Proposed program contains little info:rmation on: the marine 
productivity. of the OCS regions ·even though Massachusetts previously 
sul::mitted data on the North Atlantic marine productivity and reference 
for other regions, and the Secretary of Ccmnerce provided ad.ditional 
information to DOI by letter dated January 18, 1979. 

- Program has not drawn upon ELM's Environmental Studies Program 
and previous EIS 's to canpile data for use in ranking the OCS regions 
by marine productivity. · 

-- Re-emphasized that the environmental sensitivity analysis must 
give a heavy emphasis to the presence of =itical habitats, including 
spawning and nursery grounds, whelping areas and rookeries. · 

--Oceanographic,· meterological and geological processes, low energy
high energy environments must be considered in evaluating environmental 
sensitivity. 
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-- OCSLAA requires OOI to consider the relative ranking of OCS 
regions by environmental sensitivity and marine productivity, and such a 
ranking has not been developed nor is it clear how the Secretary considered 
this issue and how it has affected the leasing schedule. 

-- There is little indication of how the proposed schedule provides 
a "proper" balance between ·the environment and the need for energy as 
required under section 18(a) (3) of the OCSLAA. 

-~ Program would benefit fran an explanation of how the lease schedule 
meets the requirements of section 18(a) (3) and how environmental protection 
and ·=as tal zone impacts were considered ·in developing the leasing schedule 
options. 

- Expressed concern regarding the 50 percent reduction in the 
enviro!ll!lSntal studies program budget over the 5-year period. 

-- Feels that additional infonnation needs to be provided regarding 
the regional expenditure of funds so that the funding of environmental 
studies in a specific region can be related to a particular set of leases 
scheduled. 

~- The Secretary should. utilize all available infonnation provided 
by the environmental studies program in carrying out responsibilities 
under section 18(e). 

-- In frontier areas, the environmental studies program should be 
an integral part of the decision on the size and location of tracts. 

2. Rhode Island """ By letter received Septanber 26, 1979, Governor 
J. Joseph Garrahy expressed the following concerns: 

-- Rhode Island supports the expeditious developnent of OCS oil and 
gas and believes existing legislation will ensure adequate safeguards 
for their fishing industry, tourism and recreational uses of its coastal 
areas. 

--Of the four leasing options, option II best achieves our national 
goals and those of Rhode Island· and provides an e::J:Ui table sharing of 
developnent benefits and environmental risks to affected States. 

-- Rhode Island will <:antinue to oppose any effort to reduce the 
number of sales in the North and Mid-Atantic areas or any efforts to 
delay such sales. 

-- Requested that prior to ccxnpletion of plans for the location of 
exploratory or production wells, drilling canpanies consult with representatives 
of the fishermen to assure that interference with ccrnnercial fishing is 
kept to a minimum. 

-- Consultation between the energy and fisheries representatives would 
ccxnplement the best feature of the Intergovernmental Planning Program, 
collaborative planning. 
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3. Connecticut- By letter dated August 20, 1979, Governor Ella 
Grasso expressed the following =nnents: 

- Thanked the Secretary for his letters regarding the proposed 
5-year OCS oil and gas leasing program and Georges Bank sale. 

-- Informed us that Mr. Joseph Belanger, Connecticut's representative 
to the OCS Policy Conmittee, had beeD. asked to c=rdinate the review of 
these d,ocuments by appropriate State agencies and that the State's 
substantive carrments would be forwarded to OOI by September 21, 1979. 

By letter dated September 7, 1979, Governor Ella Grasso advised the 
Department of the following views: 

~-The staff of State agencies give their unan:imous support to the 
proposed 5-year program. 

-- In light of our nation's energy needs and the authorities provided 
under the OCS Lands Act, as amended, Governor Grasso adds her strong 
personal support, 

4. New ;;ork- By letter dated July 20, 1979, Governor Hugh Carey 
expressed the following c:::annents: 

-- Infonned us that in regard to the Call for Nan:inations and Carments 
on proposed Mid-Atlantic sale Jio59, the State Department of Environmental 
Conservation would be c=rdinating the State review. 

--The State has a vital interest in the developnent of potential 
offshore energy resources particularly with regard to. the State's 
existing marine tourisrn and ~ecreation ind.Usu-y "coupled wib.~ its need 
for secure ·and adequate energy supplies. 

-- New York has consistently supported the adoption of the 5-year 
leasing program as a necessary step in orderly administration of the 
Federal offshore leasing process. 

-- Infonned us that the State Department of Environmental Conservation, 
the lead State agency for OCS matters, has been asked to c=rdinate State 
and local government revieW of the proposed program. 

-- Appreciates opporbmi ty to review proposed program and looks 
forward to continued c=peration. 
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By letter dated September 25, 1979, Robert F. Placke, Carmissioner 
of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, made 
the follwing points on behalf of the Governor: 

-- The State views the program as the ==erstone of the offshore 
leasing process. 

-- The final document should provide an integrated discussion of the 
reasons for the selection and timing of specific proposed lease sales over 
the 5-year period. 

-- New York generally agrees with the proposed timing of sales in 
the North and Mid-Atlantic, but is =ncerned about potential =nflicts 
of OCS activities with the =rrnercial and recreational fishing industries 
and the tourism and recreation industries. 

-- The State is concerned also about the risks of developnent in 
extre;mely deepwater geohazard areas· on the =ntinental slope. 

-Adequate administrative and financial support must be given bY 
the Federal Government to mitigating measures. 

-Funding should be provided for the OCS State Participation Grants. 

5. New Jersey- By letter dated October 1, 1979, David N. Kinsey, 
Acting Director, Division of Coastal Resources, Department of Environmental 
Protection, on behalf of Governor Byrne, elq)ressed the following ccmnents: 

--Letter also reflects New Jersey's initial =nnents on the DEIS 
for the 5-year schedule. 

-- Preparation of the DEIS, as recatmended by New Jersey and others, 
is a clear indication of the ccmnitment of DOI to carry out the spirit 
of the OCSIM which re;ruires coordination and =nsultation with affected 
States. 

-- Indicated. that DOI 's earlier response that spacing of first and 
second sales in frontier areas at three-year intervals and successive 
sales at two-year intervals will provide for an "orderly fla.v of infonnation 
from one sale to the next" has not been the experience to date in sales 
off New Jersey's =ast (sales ll40 and li49). 

-- Infonnation fran initial elq)loration should be available in a 
timely fashion for inclusion in the DEIS prepared for each sale and may 
re:pire a more careful linking of the steps in lease sales. 

-New Jersey's earlier ccmnents support DOI's policy of advanced 
planning for the Alaskan OCS. 

--The proposed program and the DEIS do not fully respond to the 
leaSing sequence in the Alaskan OCS as reccmnended. Governor Harrmond 
of Alaska. 
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-- The propose:l program and DEIS ao not recognize and assess the 
nearshorfrooffshore distinction in the Beaufort Sea and the Alaskan 
recarrmendation that several Alaskan OCS frontier basins be delaye:l 
or postpone:l indefinitely until safe technology is developed. 

-- The Department should consider an alternate sche:lule. for the 
offshore areas of Beaufort and Chukchi Sea or the use of contingency sales. 

--The contingency sale approach, introduce:l in the March 1979 draft 
propose:l program, is supported by New Jersey and they. recarmend that 
contingency sales be used more extensively, particularly in frontier 
areas such as North Aleutian Shelf, st. George Basin and Chukchi Sea. 

--Part B, Tab 6 of the background material f= the propose:l program 
inadequately presents the info:rmation require:l under section lB(a) (2) of CCSLAA, 
specifically the relative environmental sensitivity and marine productivity 
of the different areas of the OCS as well as an equitable sharing of 
developnental benefits and environmental risks anong the regions. 

-- The infol:lllation presente:l in Part B, Tab 6, has several deficiencies 
of content and approac..'1: 

o the infOJ:lllation is quite general and limi te:l 

o matriX aoes not facilitate canparisiorl$ of environmental 
Serl$itivity am::mg regions for an analysis of sharing of · 
environffiental risks 

o matriX does not appear to make use of infol:lllation collecte:l 
in the Environmental Studies· Program 

o it is not clear how. the indicators of "environmental con
siderations" has been, or can be weighed and considere:l in 
establishing the 5-year program 

0 matriX fails to indicate what weight or value was assigne:l 
to coastal barrier islands 

- Reccmnend.e:l that the environmental considerations aspects of the 
program be more fully developed into a working tool f= decisionrnakers 
and then canpletely integrate:l with other elements of the program, as 
require:l by section 18. 

-- Propose:l program only includes est:iJ:nates of appropriations and 
activities far the pre-sale phase of the Environmental Studies Program. 

-- The full cost of essential post-sale and monitoring studies must 
be include:l in the program if the Environmental Studies Program is to 
be fully effective. 

- New Jersey looks forward to continue:l participation in the Fe:leral 
OCS program. 
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6. Virginia - By letter elated July 2, 1979, Maurice B. Rowe, Secretary 
of Comnerce and Resources, on behalf of Governor Dalton, made the followin:j 
carments: 

-- Thanked us for copies of the proposed program. 

-- Infonned us that Virginia 1 s technical agencies would provide 
additional review' of the final program. 

-- This extensive formalization of OCS leasing and exploration 
activities will materially assist Virginia in participating with DOI 
in the development of major potential national resources. 

By letter elated September 25, 1979, Maurice B. Rowe, Secretary of 
Corrrnerce and Resources, expressed the followin:j =ncerns: 

-- , Industry 1 s interest in the area offshore North Carolina and 
their naninations for sale #56 underlines the :importance of OC:S matters 
to Virginia 1 s tourism, fishin:j and marine industries and resources. 

--The Department, of the Interior has been ineffective in its actions 
to encourage the Department of ccmnerce to take those actions the OCSLAA 
calls for in regard to administrative assistance (funding authorized by 
Congress but not appropriated). 

-All of the OCS exploration activities are relevant to energy 
=ncerns, and it is difficult to make wise decisions when there is no 
clear definition of the national interest. It is :iinportant that the 
relationship of OCS exploration and developnent to national energy needs 
be more clearly defined than the simple directive fran the President 
en=uraging the addition of more tracts to OCS sales. 

- Virginia has been anxious to share in the benefits of OCS 
exploration and to serve ,in a capacity of assistance to the Federal 
Government. 

-- Opportunity has not been clearly provided for i::_he States to be 
of assistance in the decisionnaking activities or in the procedural and 
management phases of the sales. 

--Environmental =ncerns have not been clearly =nsidered and met 
in such matters as canpleting the environmental work prior to holding 
sales and should be more effectively handled for sale #56. 

-- Fishin:j, oyster and shellfish industry are extremely =ncerned 
about oil spills. 

--; Emphasis is needed toward canpleting arrangements to rnin:iroize 
=nflicts betwen shipping and OCS exploration. 

- Requested DOI to include =nsideration of all previous Virginia 
ccmnents at this time. 

- '------ --------~--~-~---c-- -~---------~-- '-~--~--,-,~--~~-~--:'='"""''---~--
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7. North Carolina - By letter of Septanber 21, 1979, Governor Hunt 
made the following points: 

--The State is =ncerned that sale 4178 is scheduled too soon 
following sale 4156 to allow for meaningful assessment of drilling activities. 

-- Requests that long in advance of any future sale that a ccrnprehensive 
and current data base be established prior to the Call for Nominations to 
insure the opportunicy for States and others to have meaningful participation 
based on facts not =njecture. 

-- Delay deep.vater exploration until technolcgy is proven. 

8. Florida - By letter dated Septanber 7, 1979, Governcr Bob Graham 
made the following points: · · 

-- The State supports OCS operations providing that =nsideration is 
. given to its =astal environment. 

-- Concern is voiced as to whether proper envirormental studies will 
be funded, processed and performed; the data analyzed, and the resulting 
info:rmation sent to the States in time to meet various leasing deadlines. 

-- Florida objects to t.'1e proposed sale. on Blake Plateau until physical
metecrological studies are made and therefbre selects Option 4. 

-- Florida has no objection to the schedule in the South Atlantic 
and Eastern Gulf of Mexi= providing the environmental studies are 
ccmpleted before Notice of Sale. 

- Disagrees with statement by Secretary Andrus that planning for 
proposed sales can be started with a high degree of =nfidence. 

- The South Atlantic States have concerns about ccrnpletion of 
studies before sale 4156 is scheduled and may object to the sale. 

-- Concerned about the effect of the. leasing areas on the nature 
and =ntent of environmental studies. 

-·Object to any leasing south of 26° North until =rpletion of 
at least three years of envirormental studies in Florida Bay. 

-- Unless the sales proposed in the 5-year schedule are accurately 
defined geographically and unless =ntinui t:'( of these areas is maintained 
throughout the schedule, it is impossible £or study plans to provide the 
necessary information beca\lse of lead times required for the studies. 
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9. Alabama - By letter dated AUgust 2, 1',)79·, ThCI!laS J. Joiner, Oil 
and Gas Supervisor, State Oil and Gas Board, expressed the following 
carments on behal£ of Governor Fob James: 

-- Commends the Secretary for the decision .to increase the number 
of sales. 

-- Con=s with the scheduling of at least 11 sales in the Gulf of Mexico. 

-- Con=s with the additional contingency sale in the Gulf of Mexico. 

-~ Con=s with the decision to provide earlier consideration for the 
Alaskan frontier areas. 

10. ·Louisiana - By letter of September 12, 1979, Governor Edwards 
made the following points: 

-- The program's failure to meet the DOE production goals coupled 
with the period required to realize usable production fran newly leased 
tracts does not offer much encouragement in efforts to reduce dependency 
on foreign .crude. Suggested we may need to further enhance the 5-year 
program. 

--An . .average of 180 drilling pennits a day are delayed because 
Federal regulatory agencies cannot agree. Federal agencies should get 
their pennitting procedures aligned by resolving the existent conflicting 
jurisdictional mandates. 

11. Mississippi - By letter of Septanber 18, 1979, Governor Finch 
expressed the follCMing viavs: 

-- Supported the proposed OCS oil and gas lease sale schedule 
described for the Gulf of Mexico. 

-- Requested that certain technical descriptions be incorporated into 
the report. · 

-- Looks forward to continued participation in the review process. 

12. California - By letter dated September 19, 1979, Governor 
Edmund G. Brown, Jr. made the following =rments: 

-- Proposed program does not evaluate sever.al critical factors required 
by the OCSLAA. 

- Schedule does not evaluate regions ag.ainst each other and rank 
them in prioricy as required by the OCSLAA. 

-- Schedule proposes leasing of vast offshore areas that prevent 
a proper balancing of enVironmental risks with resource potential. · 

-- Future offshore California leasing sbould be tied (conditioned) 
to the use of pipelines for transportation. 
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-- The OCSLAA re::ruire balancing of resource production and environmental 
protection and such balancing ind:Lcates that basins offshore San Diego, 
San Mateo, Bodega Bay and Mend=ino would be deleted because of low 
resource potential and high environmental risk. 

-- Strongly urges substantial m:xlification in the final pr<XJram to 
reflect State concerns. · 

-- OOI has not shown how.· the factors· mandated by Congress (section 18) 
were analyzed together to determine the proposed schedule. 

-- Interior has failed to meet the re::ruirement of section 18 (a) of 
OCSLAA which provides that the program shall indicate as precisely as 
possible the size, timing and lociation of proposed leasing activity. 

--·The broadly defined "california" area nor lease sale Jf53 confonn 
to the standard set in s.ection 18 (a} (2) of selecting bCS areas for 
development on the basis of oil and gas bearing physi<XJraphic regions, 
which clearly means sedimentary basins. 

-· California maintains that due to the lack of data on the environmental 
impacts of ocs develq:ment in Northern and Central California reflected by 
the status of the Environmental Studies Program for this area, it is not 
possible for DOI to do the analysis re::ruired by section 18 (a) (3) of the 
OCSLAA and make the. re:ruired balance. 

- The timing of a 1981. sale in Central and Northern California is 
premature in light of section 18(a) {3). · 

-- The location of proposed sale lf53 is contrary to the requirements 
of t.~ Act_ because h"1e balancing canr1ot_ serio-Usly be done 'W'hen such an 

· extensive area is not divided into five physiographic areas (area covers 
five sedimentary basins). · 

--Option 4 of the proposed schedule, filling 100% of the DOE's 
production goals, best meets the r8:[Uirement of section 18(a) (1) of 
the OCSIM, but even this option does not reflect consideration by OOI 
of the value of the resources on the OCS and the potential impact on 
these resources if OCS develq:ment occurs because sale #53 is still 
included and is scheduled for 1981 before the environmental studies 
on the area will be ccmpleted. 

- Proposed schedule does not contain an evaluation of the tourist 
or recreation industr:Les of California. 

-- Impacts on the marine, coastal and human environments, per section 
18(a) (l) of. the Act, have also been overlooked in the proposed schedule 
but are discu5sed in the DEIS; not clear how OOI will incorporate the 
DEIS analysis into its decisions on the proposed schedUle. 

-- Concerned about minimizing potential conflicts between OCS 
developnent and. other uses especially corrmercial fishing; sections 101(13) 
and 102(7) of OCSLA express congressional intent to minimize conflicts, 
but this policy does not seem to have been carried out by OOI in selecting 
ocs areas for the schedUle. 
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-- California strongly disagrees with DOI approach regarding timing 
and location and feels that all 8 factors of section lS(a) (2) niust be 
con5idered and canpared in developing the final program as to the timing 
and location of lease sales. 

--The proposed program does not contain predictive info:rn1ation, as 
required by la>v (section 18(a) (2) (H). 

-- Concerns such as air and water qualit:y, capacity of an area for 
industrial development, or aesthetics in an area that supports a thriving 
tourist or recreational industry are not included as "environmental 
considerations," . thus· leaving out important concerns listed in California's 
CZ!-1 program and the laws, goals and policies of the State. 

--The tables which rank envirormental sensitivity contain the same 
deficiencies in scope of information as mentioned in the preceding concern •. 

-- DOI' s environmental studies are mentioned in the proposed program 
but are not considered in the lea.Sing decision (Tab 7) • · 

.,..- Many studies have not been completed in time to be used in the 
schedule or even in the EIS for specific lease sales. 

-- Studies described ·by DOI as "ccxnpleted" in the proposed program 
have not been made available to the State. 

-- The program contains contradictory infO:rnlation on the status and 
description. of environmental studies. 

-- The proposed schedule does not seem to be based· on the factors 
listed- in section l8(a) {2) _(B) airl (G). 

-- The definition of the leasing areas is so broad as to make any 
meaningful ranking and canparing of areas impossible; the Northern and 
Central California area covers five offshore basins and ten in Southern 
California. 

-- The program should explicitly include analysis of those specific 
basin-level OCS areas where. low petroleum resource potential and high 
environmental risks merit exclusion fran the schedule. -

--Three California sanctuaries, SantaBarbara Channel Islands, Monterey 
Bay and Farallon Islands-Point Reyes, are in the consideration process by 
NOAA for potential marine sanctuary designation. 

-Concerned about section 18(a) (2) (C) since "Interior and DOE seem 
to indicate as much OCS a=eage as possible should be leased off the 
West Coast. and Alaska, not because the production can econanically be 
transported to national markets, but because it can and should be transported 
to Japan." 

--Interior has not met the OCSLAA requirements of section lS(a) (2) (D) 
to consider the conflicting uses of navigation, existing or proposed 
sealanes and potential sites of dee~ter ports, and such an analysis of 
conflicting uses should canpare these uses at the same level of econanic 
detail as DOE used to support its oil production goals. 
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-- Coast Guard-established sealanes offshore Southern California and 
in the Santa Barbara Channel present a use =nflict with OCS developnent, 
and Interior has permitted leasing in these lanes. 

-- Any use conflict analysis must break down areas into single basin 
areas at least. 

-- There is no indication as to how Interior will incorporate the 
DEIS analysis, particularly ·regarding use eonflicts, in t."J.e fonnillation 
of the five-year leasing program. · 

-- It is not clear how industry's ranking of potential resources and 
interest in exploration was used to fonnulate the schedule (particularly 
the Kodiak area) . 

-- Expressed =ncern regarding Interior's =nsideration of State 
and country goverrment recC:mnendations on lease sale i153. 

-- The Interior Department has not ade:ruately =nsidered the factors 
listed in the OCSLM of 1978 in developing the proposed program. 

-- Requested that the re=rds of the August 29 and 30 House Select 
Com:nittee on the Outer Continental Shelf hearings in San Francis= on 
the 5-year schedule and lease sale i153 be inccrporated into the State's 
ccmnents on the 5-year schedule when the final volume of ·hearings is 
released. · 

- Interior has not considered the California Coastal ManagE!lleilt 
Program nor does the proposed S-year leasing program provide a "proper 
balar.ce" a.~ng t..l-J.e cor.r.Sideratior.s called for in Section 13 (a) ( 3} • 

-- The background materials accanpanying the Secretary's June 25, 
19 79, letter· does not contain an analysis supporting the Secretary's 
=nclusion that he had "not ascertained any impediments to consideration 
of OCS areas for leasing because of any State laws, goals or policies 
which have been identified, or because of provisions of any coastal 
zone managElllent programs. n 

- The Department in essence ignored the State's May 31, 1979, 
ccmnents on the draft p=posed program to delete lease sale i153 fran 
the program; the State also reccmnended that tracts which were deleted· 
fran sale #48, based upon the State's CZM program and for ot."J.er State 
policies, not be included in future sales. 

--California disagrees with Interior's interpretation that because 
Congress specifically excluded an area near Point Reyes Wilderness fran 
leasing, Congress intended that no other OCS area anywhere· be excluded 
fran petroleum leasing. 
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-- OCS basins where petroleum resources are low aiid the potential 
for environmental. damage and adverse impacts on the coastal· zone are high 
should be deleted fran the schedule. 

-- California has previously informed Interior that specific OCS 
areas should never be leased due to their unique environmental value (Santa 
Monica Bay and the OCS around Santa Barbara Channel Islands) . 

--The balancing analysis required under section 18(a) (3) of OCSLAA 
cannot be conducted without defining discrete meaningful OCS areas. 

- Suggested that the Santa Maria Basin and the Eel River Basin 
might be candidates for further consideration in the 5-year program. 

--Air quality requirements are explicitly incorporated into California's 
Coastal Zone Management (CZM) program via two provisions of law (section 
307(f) of the CZM Act and section 30253(3) of the California coastal 
Act). 

- Federal approval of California.' s CZM program affords the State 
the right to review ocs oil and gas activities for consistency with the 
California Coastal ManagEment Program (CCMP). 

-- State agrees with the DEIS ·statements concerning California air 
quality but is concerned that the draft Federal air quality control program 
will not provide sufficient protection to .the State's air quality; does 
not meet congressional intent of OCSLAA; and, if finalized, would place 
extremely serious financial and health burden on California. 

-- Requested ti'...at_ at+._enticn be directed to the· State's c. ... utuents on 
the proposed Federal air quality control regulations sul::mitted to the 
Chief, Conservation Division, USGS, and that the contents of that 
submission be incorporated by reference. 

-- It is the State's policy that pipelines are the preferred trans
portation method for OCS crude. 

-- The proposed schedule fails to adequately address environmental 
issues as maiidated by the OCSLAA of 1978 and by the National. Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) . 

- The DEIS on the program was published too late to be fully discussed 
as part of the State's cc:mnents on the proposed schedule and thus the 
pr=ess of addressing environmental issues has been fragmented, rather than 
integrated, as NEPA requires. 

-- The administrative record on the proposed 5-year .schedule should 
be held open to incorporate California's COlllleilts on the DEIS. 

-- Because of the failure to properly integrate the NEPA process into 
the decisionmaking process, it is unlikely that the final leasing schedule 
will adequately address environmental concerns, and thus, will violate 
both the OCSLAA and NEPA. 
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-- There is a technical limit to the arnoilllt of heavy crude which 
californ:ia can refine. 

-- Regardless of future OCS leasing activity, there will probably 
be a crude oil glut on the West Coast by 1985 on the order of 800, 000 BPD. 

-- It would be helpful to have cc:rnparisons of the environmental risks 
which are necessary to be mitigated in relation to the estimated production 
which might be achieved for each of the OCS areas under =nsideration. 

-- Recarmends that future Federal discussions of the 5-year program 
provide the Federal assessment of environmental risk in relation to 
anticipated prcduction for each =ntemplated sale area and that conclusions 
be presented in this context. 

-- Suggested. that a matrix expressing hazard and other developnent 
constraints be developed for canparing individual lease sale areas 
along with recoverable resource potential. 

-- Reccm:nended a 6-step scale of significance including fishing 
grounds and areas of special biological importance for the significance 
of marine resources. 

- Suggested developnent of a matrix to analyze general onshore 
impacts of OCS activities (air quality, secondary industrial developnent) 
similar to the environmental risk characterization. 

13. Oregon- By letter of October 18, 1979, Governor Victor Atiyeh 
made the folla.ving points! 

-- Is pleased by increased Il.U!tlber of sales in revised schedule. 

-- Requests opportunity to review lease sale #53 notice of sale 
and subsequent plans f= consistency with Oregon's management program. 

14. Washington- By letter dated July 27, 1979, Governor Dixy Lee 
P.ay expressed the folla.ving carments: 

-- Washington has no catments at this tilne, is grateful for being 
kept infonned on the lease sale program, and requested OOI to =ntinue to 
include the State in reviews of the program. 
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15. Alaska - By letters dated August 3, 1979, and September 28, 
1979, Governor Jay Hamnond made the foll=ing points: 

-- Requests deletions of the sale scheduled to take place in Bristol 
Bay because of the importance of the area for fish and wildlife. 

-- Opposes early scheduling of lease sales in frontier areas because 
such placenent severely restricts State and Federal timetables f= 
conducting needed studies and to prepare for onshore irnpacts. 

-~Opposes placing nav sales early in the schedule because that 
would re:ruire that the Federal Government initiate pre-leasing steps 
prior to the canpletion of the public and State participation pr=ess 
developed for reviav of the schedule. 

--The alternate Federal leasing schedule proposed by AlaSka is 
conspicuous by its absence and is resUl::mitted for consideration. 

-- The disparity between the alternatives .identified in June and the 
DEIS tends to ha!rper public understanding and questions their usefulness 
as decisionmaking tools. 

-- The State intends to co=dinate its offshore sales with the 
Department's and asks for scheduling which pennits such coordination. 

-Administer the prcgram.without frequent alteration in order for 
the State to structure its leasing program in a timely and coordinated 
manner. 

-- DOubts whether the petroleum industry is prepared to implement 
the program considering constraints on capital and e:ruipnent. 

-- Wishes to knew ha.v production will be transported to markets in 
the la.ver 48 States. 

-- If oil is found in quantities anticipated, it appears unlikely 
that refinery capacity in Calif=nia will be expanded enough to accacrncdate 
all resulting production. 

-- Reconsider the Federal policy prohibiting the foreign sale of 
AlaSka crude oil. 

- It is contemplated that nav LNG facilities will be constructed 
to process and transport gas; however, attenpts to establish LNG 
receiving facilities have been largely unsuccessful due to the inability 
to obtain requisite State and Federal pennits and the DOE policy of opposing 
nav LNG applications. 

-Rapid hydr=arbon depletion is not in the best interest of the u.s. 
Alaska OCS hydr=arbons will be more essential to the national econany 
and national secilri ty in the future. 
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-- Socio-econanic impacts to the State are llkely to be significant. 

-The Federal Government's attitude toward developnent of Alaska's 
energy and mineral resources as manifested by the simultaneously proposed 
i.mm:Jderate errvirornnental =nstraints and massive land withdrawals on 
upland a=eage and rapid developnent of offshore areas is in=nsistent. 
This portends fubJ.re proble:ns regarding the developnent of offshore 
facilities and transportation and utility syste:ns. 

--The =npressed timeframe of September 1982 to February 1983 for 
three major sales does not afford ade::ruate tirile for sale preparation by 
the Federal Goverrnnent, the State or the oil industry. 

--The ability of State government to properly respond to an accelerated 
leasing program is dependent upon ade::ruate Federal assistance. CEIP funds 
were authorized at too low a level, have not been appropriated, and are subject 
to allocation after the State is well into the pre-leasing process. 

--Alaska's position on: leasing in Bristol Basin and the North 
Aleutian Shelf has been to request indefinite postponement pending 
acquisition of more ccmprehensive oceanographic and biological resources 
infonnation and developnent of district ooastal management programs; a 
position shared by NMFS and FWS. 

-- New findings regardings basic oceanographic properties in the 
Bering Sea need further scrutiny before leasing. 

- The Federal Government should revise its pre-leasing process by 
adopting an interim designation that would allow certain investigations 
to be authorized and funded without highly sensitive frontier areas being 
prar.aturely scheduled as "lease areas." 

-The State would like to work with DOl on the developnent of mitigating 
measures. 

-- The Chukchi Sea presents a. canbination of several environmental 
hazards to developnent and a weak errvirornnental infonoation base and is 
therefore p:r;oposed for premabJ.re scheduling. 

-- Suggests that Hope Basin and Chukchi Sea be united for planning 
and research purposes. 

-- Evidence fran Beaufort sale region indicates that five years of 
environmental assessment is barely enough to indicate the beSt approaches 
for industry and government in frontier lease sales. 

--Alternative DEIS-S which substitutes a Beaufort sale for a 
Chukchi sale is confusing because of State reservations about planning 
sales seaward of the outer edge of landfast ice at this time. 
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By letter dated December 3, 1979, Governor Jays. Hamrond made 
the following additional points: 

-- Enclosed ccmneil.ts and resolutions from Mr. Nonnan Cohen, Rural 
Alaska Ccmmmity Action Program, Inc. (RurAL CAP). 

-- RurAL CAP's Resolution 79-l, calling for a 5-year rroratoriurn on 
leasing in and off Alaska, unders=res the need for the Department to 
adopt a less aggressive schedule than the proposed program. 

- Stated that he believes the scheClule which the State has =nsistently 
advocated would satisfy scrne of RurAL CAP's =ncerns while recognizing 
the national pressures for developnent in offshore AlaSka. 

-- Resul:mitted the State's proposal. 

- The State supports RurAL CAP's Resolution 79-4 which requests 
Federal agencies to coordinate their CX:::S research with the info:rrna.tion 
requirements of coastal service area boards in developing =astal_ 
management plans. 

- It is essential that BIM's socioeconani.c and environmental studies 
program be attuned to the needs of local planning interests, and Alaska 
is interested in :improving this coordination. 

····- ·-----------~----------~--------~----~--- -~----------~-----~~-
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B. Local Goverment Corrments 

1. County of San Di<=go, california - By letter dated August 22, 1979, Tan 
Hamilton, Chainnan, Board of supervisors, expressed the follav-ing. c=nents: 

-- Pleased with the decision· to prepare an EIS on the leasing program 
and felt that the final EIS should be published prior to sul:mission of 
the program to the President· or Congress. 

--Concerned about the. limitations in the. ability of State and local 
goverments to participate in the ocs leasing pr=ess because of the 
length and variety of coastline, the need to rronitor OCS develop:nent 
and limitations on available stafL 

--Grants fran the Coastal Energy Impact Program cannot fully mitigate 
the fact that responding to the above issue would detract fran the =unty's 
ability to deal with other issues. 

- Two lease sales, lf73 and if80 sho1lld be CCYrlbined in· the intereSt 
of efficiency. 

-- Pleased with decision not to offer any tracts irrmediately off 
San Di<=go coast in sale #48. 

-- Reccmnended that the follaqing areas in southern California be 
deleted fran the Call for Nominations for the lease sales scheduled in 
the 5-year program: offshore of the Northern Channel Islands, Offshore 
Santa Barbara Island itself, offshore San Di<=go County and within the 
Vessel Precautionary Area offshore the Ports of Los. Angeles and Long Beach. 

2. Planning Department; San Luis Obispo, California ~ By letter dated 
September 17, 1979, Patricia Beck, Supervisor, Coastal Plann.in:::r, made the 
follav-ing =rments: 

-- C=nents presented were approved by the County Board of Supervisors 
and sent to the Governor pursuant to section 19 of the OCSLAA. 

-- County supports the California Coastal Ccmnission staff analysis 
and reccmnenclations. 

-- Proposed schedule does not adequately =nsider the follav-ing factors · 
required by the OCSLAA: 

o equitable Sharing of developnental benefits and enviromental 
risks anong regions. 

o other uses· of the OCS 

o laws, goals and policies of the atfeeted States. 

o the relative envirormental sensitivity and marine productivity 
of various areas. 

o an assessment of future possible impacts. 
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-- Areas of proposed lease sales are so large that congressionally 
mandated factors caimot be adeqUately considered. 

-- Reduce the size of the leasing areas; proposed sale #53 consists of 1.3 
million acres, five geologic basins, and over 700 miles of coastline. 

-- The p;mposed timing of sale #53 is premature since many of the 
baseline environmental studies. are presently being considered far cantract 
while the DEIS. is being wr:i tten. 

-- It is doubtful if the fishery analysis, the marine mamnal and 
seabird survey 1 and the oceanographic and mineralogical data analysis 
for sale #53 will be canpleted in time for inclusion in DElS. 

-- Felt that during the call for Ncminations for sale #53 1 the negative 
naninations of environmentally sensitive areas did not affect ELM's 
recom:netldation of tracts to be included in the environmental review process. 

-- Reccmnended that the nomination process be revised to beca:ne more 
sensitive to enviroi'lmental concerns and that the process be restructured 
so that industry would first ncminate tracts on oil potential and the.> 
solicit negative naninations. 

3. County of San Mateo, Redwood City, California - By letter dated 
October 10, 1979, William Rozar, Planner, Department of Environmental 
Services, offered the following ccmnents: 

-- Submitted a resolution of the Board of Supervisors of San Hateo 
county which supports the California Coastal Conmission ccmnents regarding 
the proposed 5-year leasing. scheclule for OCS lease sale #53. 

--The proposed schedule for OCS lease sale #53· does not adequately 
consider the· environmental criteria required by. the OCSLIIA. 

4. Western Alaska Villages -By petition dated October 8, 1979, the 
following proposal was made: 

-- Postpone lease sales in Norton Basin for five years to allow 
formulation of coa5tal zone management plans, local participation in 
the Call for Ncminations, and planning for OCS develq:ment. 
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5. Rural Alaska Cormnmity Action Program, Inc. - By letter dated November 
26, 1979, Mr. Norman A. Cohen submitted the following carnments to Alaska's 
Governor Harrm:md, who subsequently sent them to the Department: 

-- The Alaska Federation of Natives, Alaska Native Foundation, 
Alaska Legal Services .. Corporation and the Rural Alaska Comnunity Action 
Progra'Il, Inc. co-sponsored a 2-day "Rural Alaska Coastal Management 
Conference," and the j:>articip3Ilts unanimously passed six resolutions 
calling for more =ntrol by coastal resource service areas (oopies enclosed). 

-- Requested the Governor to write Secretary Andrus and request a 
5-year moratorium on all OCS lease sales off Alaska (Resolution 79-1) · or 
until coastal zone management district plans are in effect. 

- Resolution 79-4 requests.Tederal agencies to develop methods to 
coordinate their OCS research with info:trnation needs of the coastal 
resource service area· boards. 

- Submitted fo:ti!IS illustrating the status of district ooastal 
management plans for five western Alaskan regions (Kotzebue Sound; 
Norton Sound; Yukoh~Kuskokwim; Bristol Bay; and Aleutian-Pribilof) . 

-----· ---·----~..,---oc:--~-
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C. Industry Comnents 

1. American Petroleum Industry- By letter of July 23, 1979, C. J. DiBona 
made the· following points: 

-- The national interest would be better served by earlier scheduling 
of frontier areas, particularly those offs.'lore Western Alaska. 

-- Industry's procedures for bringing ne,.; OCS resources to market can 
be canpleted expeditiously ohly if necessary plarming to meet financial, 
equipnent, and manpower requirements can be carried out within a relatively 
constant ti.11leframe. 

2 •. Atlantic Richfield Company- By letter of September 20, 1979, E. F. 
Livaudais, Jr. , made· the following points: 

-.:..The canpany is generally supportive of the lease schedule as 
proposed and urges adoption of the schedule as proposed" 

'-- Industry is capable of exploring and developing the frontier 
areas in a safe, efficient and professional manner. 

--Alaskan frontier lease tenns should be longer than five years 
since equipnent required for this type of exploration is less readily 
available than I!Pre COilllentional equipnent. 

3. E=n- By letter of July 6, 1979, John J. Loftis, Jr. , made the 
following points: 

- Further acceleration of Alaska area sales would be in the national 
interest. 

-- Reccmnended several changes to the schedule dates. March sale 
dates are preferred since the successful bidder can use the summer season 
for tract clearance surveys. 

-- In 1980 and 1981, sales are grol,lped in sequential months; sales 
spread throughout the year would allow both industry and governnent 
to =re efficiently utilize rnanp=er. 

-- Shorten the times between call for nominations and the lease sale. 

4. Houston Oil and Minerals Corp. -By letter of August 17, 1979, John 
Gooch made the following points: 

-- Pleased with the number of sales scheduled. 

-- The proposed increase in the budget and staff should acccmoodate 
the additional workload resulting fran the upward revision of the number 
of sales. · 
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--Alleviate pennitting delays which are being encountered with 
increasing frequency. 

-- Money is invested in geophysical and stratigraphic testing on 
tracts which are withdrawn at the last moment. · 

-- Concerned about high bid rejection. 

5. Mobil Oil Corp .. - By letter of September 21,, 1979, A. H. Massad, made 
the following points: 

--Additional lease acceleration rrrust be made in the prime Alaska 
frontier areas to have any hope of reducing dependency on imported 
crude oil in the near future. · 

--Alaska frontier sales should be initiated earlier in the program. 

-- Mobil believes exploration and developnent can be carried out 
in Bristol Basin without significant envirorxnental consequences or 
multiple use conflicts • 

. -- All of Bristol Ba.Sin shoUld be included in the ~year OCS program. 

-An alternate schedUle is reccmnended for Alaskan OCS areas which 
will pennit exploration to be initiated earlier than the June proposal. 

--Alternate scheduling is proposed for other lease areas as well. 

-- Lease tenns shoUld be ten years. 

6. Shell Oil Company- By letter of September 20, 1979, Jack Threet made 
the follt:wing points: 

-- Urges the inclusion of earlier and repeated sales in the high 
potential geologic basins off Alaska. 

-- An accelerated sale program would encounter no signficant 
constraints due to ~er and equipneni: requirements if carried out 
as announced. 

--:-Proposed an alternate schedUle for consideration. 

7. SOHIO- By letter of September 14, 1979, c. c. s. Davies made the 
following points: 

-- Extend the northern boundary of the North Aleutian Shelf sale 
area and advance the sale date.· 

-- The company is pleased with the advancement of sane of the 
Alaska frontier area sale dates. 

-- Chukchi sale shoUld be advanced~ 
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Scheduling must be reliable for planning purr:oses . 

-- Ameliorate the excessively severe lease issuance conditions. 

- Retain the traditional size of California initial lease sale areas. 

8. Sunmark Exploration Company- By letter of September 19, 1979, Marion D. 
Noble made the following points: 

-- The econcmic well being of the country and national security 
may rest upon ability to utilize OCS lands. 

-- Areas which have a potential for oil that are in deep water or 
ice infested areas must be offered early in such. a manner that industry 
will be encouraged to develop the technology to operate in those areas. 

'-- Speed up sales in basins with proven reserves, e.g., Santa Barbara. 

-Have multiple sales in each of .those frontier areas in which 
industry has indicated their highest interest. 

- Encourage deep water exploration by in=easing primary tenn of 
the lease and changing the bidding system by decreasing front-end costs. 

--- --- -·-·· ---····---- ----------~---.. --------------------~-------- ----~----. -".'"-. ~-..,---------- -- --- -
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D. Environmental Organization Comnents 

L Enviro:nrnental Policy Center - By letter elated June 14, 1979, Hope 
Robertson, Washington Representative, expressed the foll=ing concerns: 

--Reiterated their strong support for the March schedule which 
targeted St. George, North Aleutian Shelf and Chukchi for study with 
a later deteimi.nation for possible sale areas. 

-- Proposed sales of concern include: the addition of St. George -
1982; North Aleutian Shelf - 1983; deletion of Cook Inlet sale and sub
stitution of Navarin Basin - 1984; and the Chukchi sale - 1985. 

-- Urged the Secretary not to speed up the sale process in the 
above-mentioned areas. 

-- Nant thorough sbldy of Alaskah ecosystem and the develO]:ment of 
new teclmology to handle the adverse eondi tions of the Alaskah ocs. 

-- Need. to have the ability to avoid any adverse impacts on the 
envirorment, including potential blow-outs, before we drill. 

-~Urged consideration of returning to original five-year leasing 
program. 

-- Questioned if the concept of contingency sales·· could be applied 
to these more sensitive areas since this would enable environmental 
studies to proceed wi thbut being locked into holding sales in these 
controversial areas. 

2. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc. - By letter elated Septs:nber 21, 
1979, Frances Beinecke,. Atlantic Coast Project, made the following ccmnents: 

-- Expressed great concern re:,arding the early scheduling of several 
Alaskah sales: St. George Basin - 1982; Navarin Basin - 1984; Chukchi Sea -
1985; and North Aleutian Shelf - 1983, for which only limited envirormental 
or geological infonnation eldsts and for which no ·available developnent 
teclmology eldsts at the present time. 

-~ Concerned about the deletion of the use of contingency sales 
for frontier areas, urged the use of contingency sales and reccmnended 
that Chukchi and St. George Basin be treated as contingency sales. 

-. Proposed program does not meet the requirements of Section 18 (a) (2) 
or (a) (3) of the CJCSI.AA.. since it does not properly balance "the potential 
for envirormental damage, the potential for the discovery for oil and gas, 
and the potential for adverse impact on the boas tal zone." 18 (a) ( 3) • 

- Proposed program does not inte;:rrate the info:rroation on enviro:nrnental 
sensitivity /marine productivity, tecl:lOOlogical availability, geological, 
geophysical and predictive infonnation into the lease schedi.lle. . 
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--The Environmental Studies J?rogram is not used as a planning tool 
in proposing frontier area sale dates, particularly in St. George planning. 

-- l?roposed program indicates a substantial reduction iri the funding 
of the Environmental Studies J?rogram between n= and 1985, ignoring the 
many decisions made after the lease sale and the need for additional 
information through the exploration and developnent process, 

--Expressed support f= the March schedule. 

-- Si;rongly reccmnends. the deletion of the North Aleutian Shelf 
sale fran the 5-Year LeaSing program. 

-- Unavailability of appropriate technologies at this time requires 
that the St. George,· North Aleutian Shelf, Navariri and Chukchi sales be 
pushed back, if not deleted, iri the schedule. 

-- Reccmnended that if St. George Basin is included iri the program, 
that it be a later contingency sale and that the July 29 Feder-al Register 
Call for Nc:minations be withdrawn. · 

-- Expressed concern regarding geologic hazards in deep offshore 
waters including the deep areas of sale JJ<59. 

--Concerned about the unavailability of environmental information, 
reconnaisanoe information, particularly for the four above-mentioned 
Alaskan. frontier sale areas. 

-- The environmental matrix, Tab 6 of the background information, 
has major shortcanings since it is too broad, all=s no canparison of 
environmental sensitivity of one region to another, has no capability 
of weighing canpeting resource values. withiri a region, and does not 
compare, analyze or weigh the final results. 

--The Environmental Studies Program is not given adequate attention 
in the proposed leasing schedule. 

-,- . The Area Descriptions sections on the Availability· of Environmental 
and Geotechnical Data is weak due to the paucity of infonnation on areas 
where studies have been conducted~ 

--The scheduling of St. George Basiri should be consistent with BIM's 
analysis of the availability of environmental infonnation. 

-- Recarnlended that the program iridicate the pre-lease, post-lease 
and monitoring needs of the Environmental Studies Program, and the funding 
requirements needed to accanplish this. 

-- Strongly reccmnended that the full cost of pre- and post-lease 
· sale decisions be presented to the Secretary and Congress in the context 
of the program. · 
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3. Clean Air Coalition- By letter dated Sepi:Eillber 19, 1979, Beryl 
Reichenberg, Chainnan, Clean Air Coalition of San Luis Obispo County, 
California, expressed the follo;ving concerns: 

-- Because the lease sale areas are so large, the erwironrnental 
analysis required under section 18(a) (2) of the OCSLAA is superficial 
and often meaningless. 

- The erwironmental analysis provided in the schedule fails to 
adequately consider air quality :impacts and other factors including 
predictive information. 

-- Impacts such as refining capacity and transportation (tankering) 
will continue. to have environmental :impacts on California, particularly 
in terms of air quality, and. such :impacts should be fully considered. 

-- A more prudent basis for developing a lease schedule would involve 
substantiating resource estimates and properties of oil by exploratory 
drilling prior to schedule developnent and leasing since impacts could 
then be fully addressed concerning resource values versus social, economic 
and environmental costs of develop:nent. 

--The assumption that the OCSLAA have provided the legislative 
framework to ensure safe developnent of oil and gas has yet to be 
substantiated. 

-- GS 's proposed OCS air quality rules will not adequately protect 
onshore air quality, particularly for San Luis Obispo County. 

-- Proposed schedule gives excessive weight to estimated but un
substantiated resource potential and oil industry preferences with little 
weight to erwironmental considerations. 

- Requested that: lease sale areas be.reduced in size; lease sales 
be delayed until long-term refining and distribution systems are assured; 
tankering be considered only in extre:ne cases where production is so 
far fran shore that a pipeline is uneconomical; resource potential and 
properties of oil through exploratory drilling precede leasing; and 
that no leasing off california occur until there is a frame;rork for new 
source review and e:nission control consistent with onshore regulations . 

. ---- ·---··-···--·-- ---
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E. Public Comnents 

1. League of Women Voters of San Luis Obispo, California -By letter dated, 
September 19, 19 79, Louise Radcliff, President, expressed the follaving 
ccmnents: 

-- Feels strongly that the proposed program does not fulfill the 
requirements of the OCS Lahds Act Amendments. 

-- BI11's environmental analysis is mainly oonfined to marine impacts 
and onshore impacts are of equal importance particularly in relatively 
undeveloped, non-industrialized areas such as San Luis Obispo. 

- Concerned about OCS operations impacts on air quality particularly 
because of the county's low inversion layer. 

-Proposed program gives little attention to air quality. 

--Proposed program does not fully consider the impacts of OCS 
operations and ancillary facilities as they affect agricultural and 
recreational economics (socio-economic onshOre impacts). 

-- Concerned that adequate mitigation measures may not be devised 
and enforced, particularly in regard to USGS air quality regulations 
which the lOC<ll Air Pollution Control District has said will not adequately 
protect the oounty fran OCS emissions. 

2. Anthony w. Kelley - By letter dated October 24, 1979, Mr. Kelley 
expressed full support of 5-year leasing of the Outer Continental Shelf. 

3. Josephine T. Kelley- By letter dated October 24, 1979, Ms. Kelley 
stated that she dOeS support the 5-year leasing schedule of the Outer 
Continental Shelf. 



APPENDIX II 

SECriON 18 - COMMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

Numerous ccmnents were received on issues relating to the requirements of 
section 18 of the OCS Lands Act, as amended, specifically subsections 18(a) 
and (b). For corwenience, we have addressed each subsection of section 18 
using a fonnat of subsection, ccmnenter, carment and response. 

Section 18 (a) :" •.. The leasing program shall consist of a schedule of 
proposed lease sales indicating, as precisely as J??SSilile, the size, 
timing and location of leasing activity which he detenoines will best 
meet national energy needs for the 5-year period following its approval 
or reapproval.n 

(California) 

Cornnent: California stated that Interior failed to meet this requirement 
since the proposed program does not indicate as precisely as possilile the 
size, timing and location of proposed leasing activity. California 
interprets subsection 18 (a) (2) which refers to "oil- and gas-bearing 
physiographic regions" as meaning sed:illlentary basins and thus believes 
that the location of proposed sale #53 and other proposed California areas 
do not confonn to the standard set in section 18(a) (2). 
Response: The program identifies sales off California as 6i t:her Central 
and Northern California, Southern California, including Santa Barbara 
Charmel, or as "California'' sales. With respect to proposed sale #53 -
Central and Northern California, tentative tract selection has· already 
occurred and has resulted in the preliminary selection of 214 tracts. 
The proposed sale area includes five separate sedimentary basins. The 
OCS Lands Act, as amended~ refers to "physiographic regions" which we 
have interpreted in a broad sense for several reasons. We believe that 
the treatment of these basins as separate sale areas would place 
unnecessary administrative burdens on the Department and others and would 
:;:esult in urmecessary expenditure of public and private funds in sale 
preparation. The time allotted to planning for a sale, including 
developnent of five individual envirormental impact statements, could 
also result in delays in exploration and developnent. The size of 
proposed sale #53 is also consistent with those of previous sales held by 
the Department (e.g., Gulf of MeXico). As planning for the sale proceeds, 
we will consider the effects of OCS develop:nent in each of the five areas 
and the appropriateness of Jeasing in each area, particularly during the 
erwironmental analysis process. Although the resources of an individual 
basin included in this sale may be relatively low, we believe that in 
the aggregate a Central and Northern California sale can make a significant 
contribution to the nation • s energy needs. FUrther, until exploratory 
drilling takes place, the extent of reserves in a particular basin is 
not krlow:n. Exploratory drilling may reveal that a basin is dry, or it 
may reveal that it contains greater than expected amounts of hydrocarbons. 
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Proposed sale 1168 may include areas off berth Southern California and in 
the Santa Barbara Channel. As is the case with sale 1153, all basins in 
the sale proposal will be analyzed on an individual basis. The analyses 
performed on proposed sales 1173 and #80, which are identified as including 
areas off California, will also include individual basin assessments. 

Section 18 (a) (2) : "Timing ai1d location of exploration, developnent, and 
prod1.1ction. of oil and.gas among the oil- and gas-bearing physiographic 
regions of the outer Continental Shelf shall be based on a consideration 
of- " .•. the eight =iteria listed in (A) through (H) . 

(County of San Mateo, Redwood City, California; League of ~lanen Voters, 
San Luis Obispo, California; and Clean Air Coalition, San Luis Obispo, 
California; Massachusetts; New Jer5eyi California; Nablral Resources 
Defense Council (NRLC) ) 

Corrments: A concern expressed by several cc:mnenters involved the 
interrelationship of the eight =iteria specifically mentioned in this 
subpart and how they were considered and integrated into the proposed 
program. One ccmnenter expressed concern that DOI had placed teo much 
emphasis on industry's interest in develop:nent, section 18(a) (2) (E). 
Other ccmnenters expressed general concerns that the proposed program 
did not fulfill the environmental requirements of the OCS Lands Act, 
as amended, and that the environmental analysis under subpart 18 (a) (2) 
was inadequate, superficial .and meaningless.· 
Response: Subpart (a) (2) sets out factors relevant in establishing the 
timing and location of lease sales. Disagreenent over the role these 
factors should play in determining the leasing program may be due· to 
differing perceptions of the thrust of section 18, and the Amendments of 
which it is a part. A primary objective of the program is to in=ease 
the contribution the U.S. CCS can make in fulfilling national el'l.ergy 
needs, consistent with a high standard of environmental protection. The 
legislative teals provided by the Act ensure that oil and gas developnent 
can be conducted safely in all parts of the u.s. The factors in subpart 
(a) (2) are not to be. vi61ed as constraints which w:::>uld preclude leasing 
in an area, but rather as issues which need to be addressed in the 
planning process or as factors which would affect the precise timing of 
a sale. For example, the fact that one area is regarded as being particularly 
environmentally sensitive would not necessarily renove it as a possible 
candidate, but rather. would trigger the planning for environmental 
studies to provide sufficient time for evaluation of study results. 

Subpart (2) (B) which calls for an equitable sharing of developnental 
benefits and environmental risks supports the contention that no one region 
is to bear the burden of supplying our nation with energy supplies, and 
that all regions should contribute to energy supplies unless the environ
mental risks are teo high. If economically recoverable deposits are 
located in an ccs area, then the area becanes a candidate for leasing. 
As we enter an era of resource scarcity, the policy options and associated 
tradeoffs becane inore difficult to evaluate. The fact that one of the CCS 
areas has a biologically rich ecosystem which might be adversely affected 
by an oil spill or that the scenic beauty of an area would be modified by 
offshore develop:nent are not sufficient reasons, in and of themselves, 
to renove an area frtm the schedule for leasing consideration. The 
OCS Lands Act, as amended, provides for the develop:nent of offshore oil 
and gas resources and does so, with. full regard for protection of· the 
environment, including the coastal zone, and legitimate ooncerns of the 
coastal States. It is in this context the eight factors have been 
considered. 
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Section 18(a) (2) (A):" .•. existing information concerning the geographical, 
geological, and ecological characteristics of such regions." 

We have not received any carments expressly identifying weaknesses in 
our treatment of this subsection. However, both Oregon and Mississippi 
provided additional technical infm:roation appropriate to the "Area 
Des=iptions" sections of both the background material (Part B, Tab. 7) 
and the draft environmental statement (Section III) . This information 
will be incorpcrated into the leasing program when the program is reviewed 
in ac=dance with section 18 (e) of the OCS Lands Act, as amended. None 
of the information provided indicated that the timing. or location of sales 
ought to be changed. 

Section 18(a) (2) (B):" ••• an EqUitable sharing of developnental benefits 
and environmental risks among the various regions." 

(Massachusetts; New Jersey; Virginia; California; Planning Department, 
San Luis Obispo, California) 

Camnents: Massachusetts expressed the following ooncerns: the proposed 
schedule inadequately assessed these criteria; the developnental benefits 
were not equally distributed; the schedule did not provide for EqUitable 
sharing; and there is a need to assess the benefits and risks associated 
with each OCS region. California expressed ooncern that the proposed 
schedule did not seem to be based on the factors in this subpart while 
the Planning Department, San Luis Obispo, California, stated that the 
program did not adequately oonsider these criteria. New Jersey felt 
that the. environmental matrix did not facilitate =nparisons of the 
environmental senSitivity among regions, so that an analysis could be 
made of environmental risks.. Virginia expressed concerns about potential 
oil spill risks, particularly to their fishing and shellfishing industries. 
Response: Two basic processes were used to fulfill the environmental 
requirements regarding program developnent--the developnent of the back
ground material, particularly an environmental sensitivity matrix (Part B, 
Tab 6 of Se=etarial memorandum dated May 29, 1979) and the environmental 
analysis conducted pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPAl . 
Because of the broad nabrre of a 5-year planning dOCt:llllSilt, these analyses 
are general in sane aspects. However, we believe they serve to meet 
the requirenents of the OCS Lands Act, as amended, and are valuable in 
alerting decisionrnakers to the relative environmental sensitivites of 
the various proposed sale areas as well as the potential risks and 
:impacts associated with OCS developnent. Finally, more specific environ
meil.tal analyses will be conducted in each region pursuant to NEPA before 
a decision is made regarding an individual sale. 
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The infonnation and analysis canpleted to date has been used in 
identifying the stuclies which will he necessa.xy for specific decision 
points and for estimating the length of time it will take to prepare for 
a sale decision. The directive to share developnental benefits and 
environmental risks requires the Department to ensure that all regions 
of the country with eco:nc:mically recoverable deposits of hydrocarbons 
participate in the leasing program to the extent that .environmental risks 
are not too high. This manda.te addresses the historical inequity which 
has resulted from over~reliance on the Gulf of Mexico. The proposed 
program meets this mandate by including promising areas in the lease 
schedule where it now appears that leasing may be possible. The one 
area which· was not included in the. proposed program where there is 
evidence of hydrocartJon potential was Hope Basin. This omission was due 
to the length of time the Bureau of Land Management estimated it would 

· take to conduct environmental studies to be used in planning for a sale. 
Factoring this time estimate in with the necessaxy pre-sale steps, it 
was detennined that a sale could be scheduled in the spring of 1985, 
which was outside of the period of time covered by the proposed program. 
Since the proposed final program will cover the period ·June 1980 through 
May 1985, an alternative schedule (Alternative XI in the SID) was developed 
which includes Hope Basin. Although this specific alternative was not 
considered per se in the FES, the Hope Basin effects. were fully analyzed 
under Alternative IX in the FES. It is also interesting to note that the 
report by the House Select Cc:mnittee on the OCS did not conclude that 
any OCS area should be omitted fran tl1e 5-year program for· environmental 
reasons. 

Section l8(a) (2) (C):" ••. the location of such regions with respect to, 
and the relative ·needs of, ·regional and ·national energy markets. " 

(California; Alaska) 

Comments: California and Alaska expressed. concern regarding adequate 
consideration of the location of OCS regions to the relative needs of 
regional and national energy markets. In particular, California stated 
that Interior and roE seem to indicate that as much acreage as possible 
should be leased off the West COast and Alaska, not because the production 
can economically be transported to national markets, but because it can 
and should be transported to Japan. 
Response: The final environmental statement has been expanded to include 
a discussion of the availability of transportation networks to bring 
supplies to market, particularly as it relates to Pacific and Alaska sales 
(pages 45-52) • Also included is an analysis of West Coast refinery 
capabilities and an alternative schedule to address this concern. The 
analysis indicates that roE believes that existing or planned clcmestic 
refinery capacity will not pose a constraint, even if offShore production 
exceeds what has been estimated for the proposed program. 
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OOE has thoroughly exa)llined possible constraints on OCS production in 
consideration of regional energy demand and supply and has concluded that 

/ there are no constraints to ocs production resulting fran .these considerations. 
OOE also concluded that a lack of transportation facilities should not 
affect leasing plans off the West Coast or Alaska. Such findings should 
not be misinterpreted to mean that OOI or OOE supports exporting this 
production to Japan as this is a policy decision of international importance 
outside the purview of this proposal. Rather, the OOE finding allows the 
Secretary of the Interior to select areas for leasing based on a total 
national energy perspective unlimited by regional requirements. 

Further, if the current policy on export of oil to Japan continues and 
a significant find is made on the West Coast, the find will be the econanic 
incentive to develop ways to bring the supplies to market. There is no 
justification to iiWest capital in transportation facilities unless there 
is. sane assurance that the resources will be there to transport. 

Section 18(a) (2) (D):" .• ,the location of such regions with respect to 
other uses of the sea and seabed, including fisheries, navigation, existing 
or proposed sealanes, potential sites of deepwater ports, and other· 
anticipated uses of the. resources and space of the Outer Continental Shelf." 

(California; Planning Department, San Luis. Obispo, California; Nav York; 
Rhode Island) 

Ccmnents: Corrments received fran California stated that the proposed 
program did not consider other uses of the sea and seabed in regard to 
navigation, sealanes and deepwater ports,. and specifically that the 
Coast Guard established sealanes offshore southern California and in the 
Santa Bamara Channel which present a use conflict with OCS developnent. 
California also stated that OOI has permitted leasing in these lanes, 
thus setting a priority of ignoring its statutory responsibility in this 
area of use conflict. The Planning Department of San Luis Obispo 
believed these criteria were not adequately considered. 

Several ccmnenters (New York, Rhode Island, California) expressed concern 
regarding potential conflicts of OCS activities with the ccmnercial and 
recreational fishing industry. 
Response: The Department of the Interior's action to permit leasing of 
a particular area where Coast Guard sealanes are established does not 
necessarily mean use conflicts exist since subsea crn1pletions and slant 
drilling are operational alternatives to eliminate such potential conflict. 
Further, it is the Coast Guard's responsibility to ensure safe navigation 
under the Ports and Waterways Safety Act. Following passage of the 
1978 Amendments to the Ports and. Waterways Safety Act, the.Coast Guard 
initiated studies in all OCS areas which may result in the designation 
of safe access routes if the studies indicate they are necessary. If 
safe access routes are designated under the statute in leased OCS areas, 
all lease rights within the area would be subordinate to the paramount 
rights of navigational safety. The Department will continue to work 
closely with the Coast Guard on these matters. 
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We do not foresee irresolvable conflicts between OCS activities and fishery 
interests. Geological Survey's OCS Operating Orders, ELM's. regulations 
for leasing and pipeline rights-of-way (43 CFR 3300), Departffient of 
Corrmerce regulations for Title IV of the Fishermen's Contingency Fund, 
sale-specific lease stipulations, among other mechanisms, provide protective 
measures ·for fishery resources.·. !n addition, we believe the Intergovernmental 
Planning Program, on which both the State. and fishery' interests will be 
represented, will offer an opportunity for reconciliation of potential 
conflicts ass=iated with exploratory and development activities •. Finally, 
experience in the Gulf of Mexi.co shows that the fishing and offshore 
oil and gas industries can live side-by-side--it is not necessary for one 
to give way to the other. 

Section 18(a) (2) (E):" ••• the interest of potential oil and gas producers 
in the development of oil and gas resources as indicated by exploration 
or nomination." 

(California; Clean Air Coalition, California; NRDC) 

Ccmnents.: California stated that it was not clear haN the above criteria 
were us.ed to formulate the proposed schedule particularly for the proposed 
Kodiak sale. Two ccmnenters, Clean Air Coalition and NRDC, expressed 
concern that too much Emphasis was given to estimated resource potential 
and industry ranking while little weight was given to environmental 
considerations. 
Response: · The criteria were used to identify areas where both the potential 
for discovery and industry's interest in exploration were high. Ranking 
of. this info:rmation revealed extrenely low interest in exploration and 
resource potential in several areas, namely Florida Straits, southern 
Aleutian, and Washington-Oregon. Upon consideration of this factor 
along with other requ:irenents of section 18, these areas were not included 
in the schedule. The Kodiak Shelf area also received low rankings, 19th 
in resource potential and 21st in industry interest. However, because 
Kodiak was on the fonner OCS schedule and administrative planning is nt::M 
in fairly advanced stages, we believe it is a cost-efficient use of · 
public and private funds to pr=eed with the sale. Moreover, its resource 
potential could change once sane exploratory drilling takes place. 

Industry has expressed high interest in OCS activities in the Central 
and Western Gulf, Bristol Basin, Beaufort Sea, Santa Barbara, Mid-Atlantic 
and St. George Basin. Their ccmnents on the proposed program generally 
reveal they are satisfied with the proposal for the "lower 48" but would 
prefer a faster pace of leasing in the Alaskan frontier areas. The requ:irenents 
of the OCS Lands Act, as amended, and NEPA were carefully considered in 
determining what the earliest possible date was to schedule sales in 
Alaskan. frontier· areas of high resource potential. Providing for a 
faster pace of leasing probably would result in having less environmental 
and geotechnical infonnation at each point in the sale decision process. 
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Section 18(a)(2) (F):" ..• laws, goals and ]X)licies of affected States which 
have been specifically identified by the C-oVernors of such States as 
relevant matters for the Secretary's consideration." 

(California; Planning Department, San Luis Obis]X), California; Oregon) 

Corrments: California· stated the background information did not contain 
an analysis sup]X)rtin:; the Secretary• s conclusion that we had not ascertained 
any impediments to consideration of OCS areas for leasing because of 
such issues or -provisions in any State coastal zone rnanagB!lent program. 
The San Luis ObiSpJ County felt adequate consideration was not given 
to this criterion. · 
Response: In regard to consideration of laws, goals or policies of 
affected States, we have not detenni.ned any absolute impediment to inclusion 
of any OCS area on the planning schedule. Also, it would be inconsistent 
with the Coastal zone Managemertt Act for any approved coastal plan to 
include provisions which would preclude an entire area fran being considered 
.as a candidate for leasing; While the Governors of same affected States 
have objected to inclusion of sane areas on the leasing schedule, when 
their views are balanced against national energy policy, there does not 
appear to be any reason to exclude the areas fran the planning s_chedule. 

Section 18 (a) (2) (G) :" .•. the relative environmental sensitivity and marine 
productivity of different areas of the Outer Continental Shelf." 

(Massachusetts; California; New Jersey; Virginia; Planning Department, 
San Luis Obispo, California; League o£ Women Voters, San Luis Obispo, 
California; NRDC; Clean Air Coalition, San Luis ObiSpJ, California) 

Ccmnents: Massachusetts believed _the environmental sensitivity analysis 
contained little information on marine productivity, and it submitted 
sane productivity values for one OCS area. Massachusetts expressed 
concern that consideration of these factors include heavy enphasis on 
the presence of =itical habitats including spawning and nursery grounds, 
whelping areas and rookeries. Massachusetts also felt that the Act 
requires a ranking of the OCS regions based on this factor. 

New Jersey expressed concerns that the matrix was too general, limited 
and inadequate. They also believed the matrix did not appear to use 
BIM • s environmental sbldies program information;_ . 

California stated that t.'1e proposed schedule did not seem to be based 
on the require:nents of this subsection. They also proposed another 
matrix format composed of parameters for ocs lease area canparisons based 
on geohazards, a six-step scale of significance for marine resources, and 
other constraints and ~titive uses. 
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Virginia stated that environmental concerns had not been clearly considered 
prior to the holding of sales. The Planning Depil.rtment of San Luis 
Obispo did not believe this factor was adequately considered. The San 
Luis Obispo League of Wanen Voters stated that the environmental analysis 
was too confined to marine impacts. The Clean Air Coalition stated that 
the analysis failed to consider air quality impacts. 

NRDC stated the proposed program did not integrate the geological, 
geophysical and predictive infonnation into the lease schedule. It also 
stated that the matrix was too broad; did not provide a oomparison 
between the acs regions; did not contain capability of weighing ccrapeting 
resource values; and did not analyze final results. 
Response: Cotments regarding a rrore quantitative analysis of marine 
productivity have been seriously. considered. Ac=ate ·measurements of 
biological productivity can only be made by assessing basic or primary 
productivity, the rate at which radiant energy is stored by producer · 
organisms in the fom of organic substances which can be used as food 
materials. Such rates would need to be obtained through biological sampling 
in each of the proposed OCS planning areas using similar methodologies and 
specifications,. and enough samples would need to be taken in each area to 
have a statistically valid sample reflecting acct:irate area-wide productivity. 
Average productivity rates could then be obtained. However, many limiting 
factors such as salinity, temperature, tides, depth, circulation patterns, 
waves and alterations in sedimentary processes effect the energy dynamics 
of various oceanic areas at any given time. Wiry conservative and gross 
primary productivity of open ocean marine ecosystems has been estimated 
at 1,000 kilocalories per square meter per year. Given the problems of 
the absence of meaningful measurements, non-comparability of values, and 
lack of agreement arocmg experts,. we have not included quantitative 
productivity measurements in the matrix. Rather, we have chosen those 
ecological indicators which we believe reflect the maj= sensitivities 
of the various leasing areas. These indicators are useful in determining 
what types of issues will need to be analyzed in planning for a sale. 

Several corrmenters expressed concerns that the environmental matrix did 
not facilitate a ranking of .the various OCS areas based on this criterion. 
We believe that a ranking similar to that for hydrocarbon potenqal or 
industry's interest in exploration would not be meaningful in tems of 
oomparing the environmental values of the specific biological resources of 
each individual ocs area. For example, it would not be meaningful to 
oompare the distinct Georges Bank fishe..."Y resources wi tl1 those of the 
Gulf of Mexico or the Alaskan OCS areas for several reasons. First, 
oomparison and weighing of various fishery species in the Alaskan OCS 
cannot be equated to the species of Gecrges Bank since, in general, they 
are ccxnplete:q different resources, each with their own distinct values 
(e.g. 1 crabs in Bristol Bay vs. lobsters in the North Atlantic). The 
ecological conditions of any specific area are responsible for the value 
or abundance.of organisms produced. Second, if the assumption was made 
to oompare ccmnercial fishery statistics for crabs in Bristol Bey with those 
in the Mid-Atlantic, the results would be fallacious since the econc:mic 
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viability of an area is dependent on both the organiS!l'.s and the level of 
exploitation which varies fran area to area. Also, the econcmic values 
would fluctuate fran area to area dependent on supply and demand. can
parisons of catch statistics also are not true measurements of the resources 
supported by an area since this infonnation merely reflects where the 
fish,were landed rather than where they were caught. Thus, we do not 
believe it is meaningful to carpare statistics which lack a corrmon 
dencminator. For example, indicators of subsistence harvest are not 
comparable to =nrnercia1 fishery landings. Similarly, it is .not meaningful 
to carpare, by value or rank, the Pacific or Arctic wl:>.ales with the coral 
banks in the Gulf of Mexico. 

The purpose of the environmental matrix, as set forth in Part B, Tab 6 
of the background material dated May 29, 1979, was to illustrate how the 
biological resources of the various OCS areas are vastly different and 
unique unto the:nselves. The sale-specific environmental statements have 
also attempted to illustrate this by assessing biological·· productivity 
in a broad sense, giving consideration to fisheries data, the existence 
and extent of especially productive biological habitats, and the importance 
of various areas in the life cycles of different cypes of species. 

In regard to the use of BIM's environmental studies program information 
in the environmental matrix, sane information was used, but due to the 
vast amount of infonnation aCXIUired through this program, it was not 
feasible to include all of it. in the matrix. We have determined that no 
existing information obtained to date indicates that ocs planning should 
be =tailed in any available OCS area. 

The erivironmental matrix. and parameters suggested by california were. 
carefully evaluated. While many of the parameters were judged to provide 
useful characterizations, the matrix. was not adopted since on the whole 
it did not constitute a more useful decisiormaking. tool than the existing 
sensitivity matrix developed prior to the decision on the June proposed 
program or the ES matrix which was similar in approach. (A J1lore detailed 
discussion of the problems with the California matrix appears at pp. 363-
4 in the FES.) One assumption behind California's matrix was that 
differences in geohazards among regions would cause different spill risks 
among regions. While this seems intuitively reasonable, data do not exist 
to support this hypothesis. In fact, the available data indicate that 
while geohazards can threaten the structural integrity of offshore 
emplace:oents, there is no observed relationship between structural failure 
and spills. 

Some ccmnenters stated that the environmental analysis was too confined to 
marine impacts and should be expanded to include air quality and other 
onshore :impacts. Since the developnent of the 5-Year OCS Oil and Gas 
Leasing Program is integrated with the FES for the proposed schedule, 
to expand on such :inlpacts would be redundant since information is provided 
in Section IV of the FES. 
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Section 18 (a) (2) (H):".; .relevant environmental and predictive infonnation 
for different areas of the Outer Continental. Shelf. " 

(California; Planning Department, San Luis Obispo, California; NRDC) 

Com:nents: Several carments were made that the proposed program did not 
. adequately address the relevant environmental and predictive infonnation 
for different areas of the ocs. (section 18 (a) (2) (H)). 
Response: The purpose of the environmental statement on the proposed 
schedule is to assess the environmental impacts ·of the proposal and 
alternatives to it •. The DES attempted to utilize predictive infonnation 
in assessing potential impacts in sections N, A.l and N B.I. These 
sections of the DES have been supplemented in the FES to ~tter explain 
the relationship between hazards and oil spill risk. Moreover, this 
infonnation was utilized in developing the alternatives for the program 
which are set out in this document. However, to a large extent, predictive 
infonnation requires site specificity. Such infonnation will prove very 
valuable at later stages in the OCS plarming process when specific sale 
areas. are. identified. ·Environmental and predictive infonnation are also 
an integral part of· BIM • s Environmental Studies Program. . No environmental 
or predictive information has been identified which' would indicate that 
plarming for a sale in an area is inappropriate. Moreover, sales are 
scheduled with sufficient. lead time so that deficiencies in OOI 's available 
environmental and predictive info:r;mation can be addressed. 

Section 18(a) (3) :"The Secretary shall select the timing and location of 
leasing, to the maximum extent practicable,· so as to obtain· a proper balance 
between the p()tential for environmental damage, the potential for the 
discovery of oil and gas, and . the potential for adverse impact on the 
ooastal zone." 

(Massachusetts; New Jersey; California; NRDC) 

Comments: Three com:nenters (California, New Jersey and Massachusetts) stated 
it was not clear how these factors were analyzed together and balanced in 
detennining the proposed program. Massachusetts stated that the program would 
benefit frcm an explanation of how environmental protection and ooastal 
zone impacts were =nsidered in developing .leasing schedule options, while 
New Jersey suggested that. the environmental aspects be more fully developed 
intO a working tool for decisionrnakers. California also stated· that the 
proposed OCS areas were too large to properly balance environmental 
risks with resource potential; such balancing would result in the deletion 
of 4 areas off its coast due to low res=ce potential and high risks; 
there is a lack of data on environmental impacts in northern and central 
California,. and thus it is not possible to satisfy 18 (a) (3) ; and the 
timing of a 1981 California sale is prenature in view of this objection. 
NRDC stated that the proposed· program did not meet the requirenents of this 
sUbsection. · 
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ResfX)nse: We believe the profXJSed program reflects the balancing called 
for in this subsection of the Act. Review of industry's interest in 
exploration of ·the various OCS areas along with its estimates of resource 
fX)tential indicates, in general, high interest in OCS activities in the 
Central and Western Gulf, Santa Barbara Channel, Beaufort Sea, Bristol 
Basin, North and Mid-Atlantic, and St. Gecrge Basin. Major oorrrnents 
received fran industry on the proposed program reveal that generally it 
is satisfied with the propcsed schedule for the "lp;ver 48" States, but 
would prefer a faster pace of leasing in the Alaskan frontier areas. 
However, the Ai:::t requires the balancing of the pctential for environmental 
damages along with the other criteria in section 13(a) (2) and infonnation 
available to. us . including carrnents from environmental groups and the 
States were carefully =nsidered in detenninin<;'Fearliest pcssible sale 
dates in frontier areas. · ForeXa!nple, the Bureau of Land Management's 
Environmental Studies Program has been carefully integrated with the 
proposed schedule in order to assure that useful environmental information 
is acquired for specific sale areas in a timely marmer so it can be 
utilized by decisionmakers •. We also believe that the =nprehensive set 
of controls available to States to manage their =astal zone and the 
continuous coordination with States by the Department of the Interior 
throughout the pre-sale and fX)St-sale process, will help prevent occurrence 
of any adverse effects fran offshore developnent. This balancing 
requirement also has to be =nsidered together with the directive to 
provide for an equitable sharing of developnental benefits and environmental 
risks. All regions are being asked to bear their share of. the burden. 

Section (a) (4) "Leasing activities shall be =nducted to assure .receipt 
of fair market value for the lands leased and the rights cOnveyed by the 
·Federal Government." 

No ccmnents were received on the prOfXJSed program expressly related to 
this subsection. However, one ccmnent was received relating to fair 
market value in respcnse to the draft environmental statement on the 
propcsed program, and a respcnse is provided in the final environmental 
statement. 

Section 18 (b) "The leasing program shall include. estirnates of the · 
appropriations and staff. required to - (I} obtain resource info:anation 
and any other information· needed to ·prepare the leasing program required 
by this section; (2} analyze and interpret the exploratory data and any 
other infonnation which may be. ccmpiled under the authority of this Act; 
( 3} · =nduct environmental studies· and prepare. any environmental · i.rrrpact 
statement required in accordance with this Act and with section 102(2) {C) 
of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 u.s.c. 4332(2} (C) l; 
and ( 4} supervise operations =nducted pursuant to each lease in the 
manner necessary to assure due diligence in the exploration and development 
of the lease area and =npliance with the requirements of applicable law 
and regulations, and with the tenns of the lease." 

(Massachusetts, New Jersey, NRDC, California) 
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Carrments: Califo;rnia stated. that the Depari:lnent' s OCS environmental 
studies program, while mentioned·. in· the proposed program, was not oonsidered 
in the leasing decision. Both Massachusetts and NRDC expressed ooncerns 
about the substantial reduction, approximately 50 percent, in the funding 
of the environmental studies program over the 5-year period. Massachusetts 
also stated that additional infonnation needs to be provided regarding 
the regional expenditure of funds so that the funding of enVironmental 
studies in one region can be =npared to a particular set of leases 
scheduled. It also stated that in frontier areas, the environmental 
studies program should be an integral part of the decision on the size 
and location of tracts and that the Secretary should utilize. all available · 
infonnation provided by the studies program in carrying out his responsibilities 
under section 18 (e) • 

New Jersey expressed concerns that the proposed program only included 
estimates of appropriations and activities for the. pre-sale phase of 
the environmental studies program and stated that the. fu1l cost of essential 
post-sale and monitoring studies must be included in the 5-year program 
if . the studies program is to :pe. fully effective. 

NRDC had s:i:Inilar concerns to New Jersey's and strongly reccmnended that 
the full cost of pre- and post-lease sale decisions be presented to the 
Secretary and Congress in the context of the program. ·It also stated that 
the environmental studies program was not used as a planning tool in 
proposing frontier area sale dates, particularly in St. George Basin. 
Further, NRDC stated that the substantial reduction in funding of the 
studies program between 1980 and· 1985 fails . to recognize the many decisions 
made after the lease sale and the need for addition<tl infonnation through 
the exploration and developnent processes. 

Response: The environmental studies program budget estimates have been 
revised to reflect the full oosts of pre-, post- and rnoni toring studies 
currently planned for the sales in the 5-year program as well as sales 
recently held for which rnonitorillg and/or post-sale studies are ongoing 
or planned. These revised estimates are included in the Secretarial· 
Issue Document and have also been calculated for each of the alternatives. 
The revised studies program estimates continue to decrease during the 5-
year period because the envirormental· studies program places enphasis on 
preparing for frontier area sales which decrease over time~ 

Further, th<e budget estimates do not reflect the cost of preparing for 
specific. sales to be held. after May 1985, although full FY 198.5 estimates 
are included in anticipation of a continuing program. It should be 
noted that with respect to the monitoring and post-sale phases, much of 
the. financial burden for environmental surveil larice is placed on the 
lessee, eithet through lease stipulations or through requirements associated 
with exploration and developnent plans. In any case, the budget figures 
after FY 81 reflect initial estimates and have not been evaluated through 
either internal or Office of Management and Budget processes and are 
subject to refinement. 
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The Secretarial Issue Document contains. budget est:imates for each of the 
alternatives. A regional expenditure breakout of funding for the environmental 
studies program1 as suggested by Massachusetts, was not done because it 
was not believed to be particularly usefUl or meaningful. For example, 
some OCS areas have been extensively studied, and thus, program funding 
for these areas woUld show small costs which certainly woUld not reflect 
the wealth of environmental information already gathered. 

The environmental studies· program was- a =itical: factor. in ·the develop:nent 
of propOsed sale dates. The proposed program was closely integrated 
with the environmental studies program so that environmental studies 
would help provide usefUl information in the planning leading to a sale 
decision. The availability of environmental information had a direct 
effect upon the time and location of sales, particularly in frontier 
areas, as evidenced by the discussion of costs for Alternative XII· in 
the SID. ••- The proposed program adopted by Secretary Andrus was designed 
to ensure that sufficient data woUld he available to support each of the 
decision .points for all sales. In several cases, alternative schedUles 
were developed to ac=rmodate additional information expected through 
the environmental studies program (e.g., Alternative IV, V) . 
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United States Department of the Interior 

Mem:lrandurn 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

To: The Secretary 

Through: Executive Secretariat 

6. MAR 1900 

Fran: Assistant Secretary-Policy, Budget arrl Administration· 

SUbject: CCmnents and 5-Year Leasing Schedule Proposed by Natural 
Resources Defense COuncil 

This memorandum provides additional infonnation which should be considered 
together with the decision material dated February 14, 1980, relating to 
the 5-year OCS leasing program. By letter dated February 8, 1980~ the 
Natural Resources Defense Council provided ccmnents on the final environmental 
statement for the proposed 5-year ocs oil and gas lease sale schedule. A 
copy of its letter is attached (attachment 1). I have also attached an 
analysis of its leasing schedule follcwing the fcmnat utilized in the 
Secretarial Issue Document (SID) dated February 14, 1980 (attachment 2) . 

Attachments 

.<·-

• 

---- .--·-.- --- .. . ,. . : ··:.:~ ..... _~ . ·· .. :·,;.::' _•::· 
__ ,. _ _,--,(' -. -.- .· .-.·-··.·.·-
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',_. - February· 8, 1980 
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"· c 

~he Hon. Cecil D. Andrus 
Secretary of Interior 
18th and C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

Re: OCS Five Year Leasing Program 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

~he Natural Resources Defense Co~ncil has just completed 
its initial review of the Final Environmental Impact Statement 
on the Proposed Five Year Oil and Gas Leasing Program. In this 
letter, we will give you our preliminary comments on the sug
gested alternatives in the FEIS in order that they can be fac
tored into your decision on the Program as early in the process 
as possible. We would also like to. propose for your considera
tion an alternativewhich combines many features of those al
ternatives contained in the FEIS, but which we believe is pref
erable to any of them. 

First, turning to the substance of the FEIS, we are dis
mayed to see that there are virtually no modifications in the 
way the considerations in Section 18 are discussed. As we are 
sure you are aware; comments on the DEIS from states and con
cerned citizens were virtually unanimous in their comment that 
the requirements of Sec:tion 18 had not been met. Section 18 

·requi-res that the timin~J and location of lease sales be based 
on consideration of, inter alia, the relative environmental 
sensitivity and marine product~vity of different OCS areas and 
relevant environmental information concerning marine resources 
in these areas. In addition, the·Program must strike a proper 
balance between potential for environmental damage, potential 
for discover~ of oil and gas, and the potential for adverse im
pact on the coastal zone. The Program, as proposed in Alterna
tive I,. does not adequately. consider or balance these environ
mental considerations as required by the statute. For these 

) 
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reasons as detailed in our earlier comments on the June Pro-
( gram and~ the DEIS, we must strongly oppose Alternative I. 

Recognizing the Administration's intent to have an aggres-
·sive Five Year Leasing Program, we would like to propose an 
alternative which modifies and combines certain alternatives 
contained in the FEIS which we believe is preferable to any 
single one suggested therein. This combination is necessary 
because the FEIS' various alternatives respond only to com
ments about one region's sensitivity. They do not integrate 
the concerns about all regions into any single alternative. 

The alternative we ask youto consider combines elements 
of Alternatives II, V and IX; it also proposes modifications 
for the North Atlantic. The sequence of sales that we propose 
.is listed as an attachment to this letter. 

First, our alternative would add three Gulf of Mexico 
sales to those proposed in Alternative I, bringing the total 
to 15. This is consistent with DOE's proposal as outlined. in 
Alternative II. Sales in the Gulf of Mexico are preferable to 
the frontier a.reas in Alaska because the infrastructure both 
for processing and transportation is in place; the extent of 
the resource is better known; and the natural gas in .. this region 
can be fully utilized, which it cannot in most frontier areas 
in Alaska where, according to the FEIS, gas would have to be 
reinjected. Natural gas is an environmentally preferable energy 
source because its effects on the marine environment are less 
than petroleum. 

Second, our proposed alternative incorporates your Alter
native v, which schedules Northern California Sale 53 in 1983 
and omits Sale 73. This responds to concer:(ls of the State of 
California and environmental organizations that the resources 
in this area must be fully studied prior to a lease sale. This 
region provides significant habitat for numerteus marine mammals 
and is also subject to seismic activity which must be fully re-

, searched prior to the commencement of drilling operations. 
This alternative also locates Sa.le 80 in Southern California, 
an area with large quantities of undeveloped resources and 
available infrastructure. 

Third, our alternative schedules Sale 52 in.the North 
Atlantic in 1985 and deletes Sale 82. Exploration resulting· 
from Sale 42 must be fully conducted prior to leasing additional 
acreage in the North Atlantic. Also, we propose that all tracts 
within 100 fathoms not be included in this sa].e as this repre
sents the richly productive waters of the Georges Bank. 



The Alaskan frontier areas contain extensive fishery re
sources, marine mammals and bird life. The full extent and 
vulnerability of these resources needs to be fully studied. 
Our concerns for these areas stems from the fact that no clean 
up technology is available for sea ice areas, no development 
or transportation technology is available for areas of deep 
water with sea ice conditions, ~o infrastructure is available 
to process or transport any developable hydrocarbons, .and trans
portation for all areas but the Beaufort Sea has to be by 
tanker, and any gas will most probably be reinjected, not uti
lized. These factors, coupled with no real knowledge that oil 
will be found in these areas, leads us to recommend that they 
not be depended on heavily in the Five Year Program. 

. Our recommendation is to adopt Alternative IX with one 
modification, which is deletion of the Navarin. It retains 
sales in the Gulf of Alaska, Cook Inlet, Kodiak, Norton Basin 
and the nearshore Beaufort Sea. It adds a Hope Basin Sale in 
1985 to replace the proposed Chukchi Sea sale. 

Our proposal, which consists of 29 sales, concentrates in 
areas both where technology is available, the extent of hydro
carbon reserves are better known, and can be fully utilized. 

As a primary purpose of this Program is to increase domestic 
petroleum production in the short-term, we think it is advisable 
to concentrate the Program in areas where this can be assured 
of happening quickly. The Bering Sea and arctic waters of Alaska, 
except for the Beaufort Sea, are not such places. There are 
many problems and uncertainties associated with developing these 
areas quickly and getting potential petroleum to market. 

We still have concerns such as protection of the Flower 
Garden Banks, the Georges Bank fishery, the sediment-prone 
slopes of the Mid-Atlantic, and sensitive areas off of California. 
Many of these concerns must be addressed before leasing in these 
areas can safely proceed. we reques·;; that the Program identify 
the sensitivities of these areas and state that these will be 
addressed before lease sales are held. 

The alternative that we propose does, we believe, provide 
the opportunity for an aggressive oil and gas program which 
provides the balance re~uired.by Section 18 of the OCS Lands Act 
and responds to the seribus concerns expressed by many states 
and concerned citizens in their comments on the June program 
and the DEIS. 
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We look forward to meeting with you on February 15 to 

discuss this proposal more fully. 

Attachment 
cc: Carolita Kallaur 

•. 

Sincerely, 

{~~G-
. . ""'"' 

Frances Beinecke 
Sarah Chasis 
Atlantic Coast Project 



1980. 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

The Natural Resources Defense Council's 
Proposed Five Year Program 

A62 Gulf of Mexico 
55 Gulf of Alaska 
62 Gulf of Mexico 
46 Kodiak 

A66 Gulf of Mexico 
56 South Atlantic 
60 Cook Inlet 
66 Gulf of Mexico 
59 Mid Atlantic 

67 Gulf of Mexico 
68 Southern California 
57 Norton Basin 
69 Gulf of Mexico 

Gulf of Mexico 

53 Central & Northern California 
71 Beaufort Sea (includes landfast areas only) 
72 Gulf of Mexico 
74 Gulf o= ~exico 
76 Mid Atlantic 
77 Gulf of Mexico 

78 South Atlantic/Blake 
79 Gulf of Mexico 
80 Southern California 
81 Gulf of Mexico' 

Gulf of Mexico 

Gulf of Mexico 
~ North Atlantic (outside 100 fathoms) 

Hope Basin 
Gulf of Mexico 
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Natural Resources Defense Council Proposal 

a. Des=iption 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) proposal 
reflects a canbination of elements of Alternative II (OOE Production 
Goals), Alternative V (State of California Proposal), Alternative IX 
(State of Alaska Proposal), and modifications in the North Atlantic 
region. It calls for 29 sales over the 5-year period and places emphasis 
on sales in areas where technol~ is available and hydr=arbon reserves 
are known (e.g., Gulf of Mexico). In contrast to Alternative I, this 
proposal: 

-deletes six sales--4170 St. George (1982), l!73 California (1983), 
il75 North Aleutian Shelf (1983), l!82 North Atlantic (1984) , l!83 Navarin 
(1984) , and #85 Chukchi (1985) ; · 

---delays two sales--#53 Central and Northern California two years 
frau 1981 to 1983, and #52 North Atlantic three years frcm 1982 to 1985; 

-- limits two sales--delayed sale ll52 North Atlantic would exclude 
water depths less than 100 fathoms (600 feet) to avoid the m::Jst productive 
part of Georges Bank (nearly all of sale #42 was in water shallower than 
100 fathoms), and sale #71 Beaufort Sea to nearshore areas to avoid difficult 
ice conditions; 

-- adds five sales--four in the Gulf of Mexico, 1982, 1983, 1984, 
and 1985,· and Hope Basin in 1985; and 

- designates sale l!80· in 1984 as a Southern California sale. 

Table 1 illustrates cl:-.aracteristics ass=iated with the NRDC 
proposal, and Table 2 shows the estimates of appropriations and 
staff necessa.L-y to implement it. 

b. Discussion 

(1) Benefits 

.A major benefit ass=iated with this proposal is 
that oil spill risk is the lowest of any of the alternatives with the 
exception of Alternative x·, the No Future OCS Leasing alternative. 
Potentially 14.73 oil spills in excess of 1000 barrels would be statistically 
probable under this proposal. · 

An:>ther major benefit is tkt the NRDC proposal would substantially 
reduce, if not eliminate, all envirormental, social and econcrnic effects 
for the southern Bering Sea and Chukchi Sea areas as described under 
section III-B and under Alternative I in the Secretarial Issue Document 
(SID). The southern Bering Sea region is widely recognized as an 
envirormentally sensitive area. The emission of sales in St. George 
Basin, Navarin Basin, and North Aleutian Shelf would reduce potential 
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Table 1 • Characteristics of mmc Proposal. 
' I")' "' 

Range for Alternatives 

Oil and Gas Statistics NRDC Proposal 
excluding Alternative X* 
(high to la.-r) 

TOtal Oil (million barr~ls)** •••••••••••• 
Total Gas (trillion cubic feet)** •••••••• 
Net Econanic Value ($billions)*~~ •••.•••• 
.l·Eximum Acreage Offered (million acres) ••• 
Ntl!T'J:.e.r of Sales .............. : ••••••••••••• 
Nurrber of Frontier Areas ••••••.•••••••••• 
Number of Exploratory Wells .•••••••.••••• 
Number of Development & Production Wells •• 
Number of Platfonns ....................... . 
Statisticall~ Probable Number bf Oil 
. Spills 10 bbl. . ................... . 

<.~ ··~ 

Timing of Frontier Sales/Relative Rankings 

Kc:xliak • •.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No!'""""l..On ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
St. George .•..•.••.•.•......•...•••...... 
North Aleutian Shelf ....••••..•....•••••• 
South Atlantic/Blake •.•..•.•••.•...•••••• 
Navarm ............... ,. .......•..........• 
Cl1tLl.:::chi ••••••••••••••••••••.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
l-lO:f?E! ••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••• • • • ••••••• 

Number of Sales per Region 

3370 
19.754 
53.8 
30.1 
29 
4 

2333 
4231 

550 

14.73 

~ 

1980 
1982 
--
--

1984 --
-· 

1985 

Atlantic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Gulf of .t1exico • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • 15 
califorrl.ia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 3 
Alaska . . . . . . . • ... • . • . . • • . . . • • • . • . • . • . . . . . • 6 

' 

(8881 - 3370) 
(40.5 - 19. 754) 

(102 - 53.8) 
(39.1- 27.9) 
(38 - 25) 

(8 - 2) 
(2680 ~ 1730) 
(6103 - 4231) 

(685 - 532) 

(44.56- 14.73) 

Industry Interest 
in f'XI?loration 

21 
10 

9 
4 

15 
12 
17 
14 

Resource Potential 
Industry Geological Survey 

19 
9 
5 
6 

13 
11 
10 
14 

18 
13 

5 
12 
17 
14 

2 
19 

*Alternative X results in a rating of zero in all cases. The ranges have been altered to include statistics 
associated with this proposal. 

·**Resource estimates are "ri!!ked estimates," that is, the probability that no oil may be found is factored into 
p...,~ estimates. 

**' ' net econcmic value has been adjusted to refler ~.he loss in present value (10% discount) to account for 
delays in tr.e econo.mc benefits of production. Thl adjustments do not reflect any offsetting incr es in value 

'' · • --- ,._,, ··"·;rr,"' nf nil and qfts realized as a result of prcx:luction occurring in later year, 

-



NROC A. .native Table 2. E:stimat dations and Staff Requirem:mts 
FY SO FY 8.L FY 82 FY 83 FY 84 FY 85 

$ $ $ $ $ . $ 
Activity (Mill FTP (Mil) . FTP (Mil) FTP (Mil) FTP (Mil)· FTP {Mil) FTP 

Rezource Info:z:mation: 
USGS '42.5 603 44.7 603 . 54.7 653 45.3 653 47.7 653 47.7 653 
F'\'IS .2 5 .4 6 .5 8 .6 9 .7 11 .7 11 

Total '42. 7 608 45.1 609 55.2 661 45.9 662 48.4 664 48.4 664 
' 

Exploration Data: . 

USGS . 2.2 3 2.2 3 2.3 3 2.3 3 2.3 3 2.3 3 

Environrrental Statem;mts 
and Studies: 

BIH 37.2 100 38.4 100 26.8 100 25.0 100 25.2 100 23.2 100 
USGS 10.0 112 14.7 116 14.7 132 12.9 132 12.9 132 12.9 132 

Total - .....,.<- 48.1 212 . 53.1 216 41.5 232 37.9 232 38.1 232 36.1 232 

Supervise Lease Operations: 
USGS 30.3 461 32.7 461 . 36.1 567 37.1 607 38.7 647 41.0 647 

,. 

General Administrative 
Activities: 

BU1 10.3 146 10.4 146 9.4 146 9.2 146 9.2 146 9.1 146 
USGS 2.6 62 2.8 62 3.1 68 2.8 70 2.9 72 3.0 72 
Ei\'S .1 2 .1 2 ' .1 2 .1 2 .1 2 .1 2 
PCCS .5 10 .5 10 .5 10 .5 10 .5 10 .5 10 
SOL ,3 11 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 

Total 13.8 231 14.2 232 13.5 238 13.0 240 13.1 242 13.1 242 

SUmnary: 
BlH 47.5 246 48.8 246 36.2 246 34.2 246 34.4 246 32.3 246 
USGS' 88.5 1241 97.1 1245 110.9 1423 100.4 1465 104.5 1507 106.9 1507 
FWS .3 7 .5 8 .6 10 .7 11 .8 13 .8 13 
POCS .s 10 .s 10 .5 10 .s 10 .5 10 .5 10 
SOL .3 11 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 .4 12 

Total 137.1 1515 147.3 1521 148;6 .1701 136.2 1744 140.6 1788 140,9 1788 



effects on imp:>rt:tnt breeding lhlbitats, migratory routes .and 
feeding areas for seabirds, shorebirds, and migratory w<:lterfowl and 
breeding <:lnd migratory corridors for many species of fish and marine 
ll\3lll11als, including endangered species of whales. Potential adverse 
effects on extensive bottom fisheries and the coastal salrron and crab 
fisheries would also be reduced. Similar benefits would also be expected 
in the Chukchi Sea region because if a sale were held there, new onshore 
service support and transportation facilities would be needed. Effects on 
subsistence harvesting of fish and marine marrmals in the Chukchi Sea area 
would be reduced, but both of these latter benefits could be scmewhat 
offset by inclusion of the Hope Basin area. 

As described under Alternative VII (Availability of Technology) in 
the SID, the Chukchi Sea has the Irost harsh operating environment of 
any of the ocs areas and if a sale were held there, it would involve 
tracts in the shear zone and pack. ice areas. Thus, the omission of the 
Chukchi Sea sale coupled with omission of those areas. seaward of the 
landfast ice zone in the Beaufort Sea would provide industry addi tiona! 
time to develop and refine operatin;r technology for working in shear zone 
and pack ice areas. 

Onshore ccmnuni ties in the St. George Basin and North Aleutian 
Shelf areas would have addi tiona! time to beccme involved in district 
coastal zone managanent (CZH). planning, thus potentially lessening the 
effects of onshore develop:nent. It is difficult to project benefits 
attributed to this factOr because district CZM: planning has not yet been 
initiated in these areas. 

A benefit resulting fran this proposal is that it opens up a new· /-
frontier area, Hope Basin, for assessment of oil and gas r.esources. C 

.Assuming this area is hydrocarbon prone, it would provide for early 
developnent and production and furt.l-ter, would provide a transition area 
between OCS ~t;orking conditions in souther.n Alaskan waters and the relatively 
harsh conditions in the arctic. 

This proposal calls for 15 sales in the Gulf of Hexico, one Irore 
sale than that proposed for this region under Alter.native II. This has 
several benefits. It concentrates sales in an area of known potential 

. resources, allows the Department to concentrate its manpower and funding 
resources used for obtaining environmental and ·geophysical data in fewer 
areas, and similarly, it permits industry to focus its geophysical data 
gathering in fewer areas and perhaps require less onshore infrastructure 
investment. This proposal would result in the lowest JCUrllber of estimated 
develOfment and production wel~s of any of the other a:li.ternati ves except 
Alternative X (No Future OCS LE!asing) • 

Reduced environmental, social, and econcmic effec1t:.s would be expected 
in the North Atlantic because one less sale would be bcld in this area 
and because sale l!52 would be restricted to those areas deeper than 100 fathcms. 
This latter action can be e>.-pected to reduce potential use conflicts 
with crnmercial fishing in the Georges Bank area. H~er, by restricting 
sale #52 to the area deeper than 100 fathoms, it canna1t be concluded 
that all potential adverse environmental effects in the .Georges Bank 
area would be eliminn ted due to the proximity of Georg~ Bank to the 
proposed lrosing area. 



The description and benefits regarding Alternative V (S~<te of 
California Proposal) in the SID are equally applicable to this proposal. 

(2) Costs 

The major cost associated with this proposal is that 
it would result in estimated total oil and total gas resources which are 
substantially lo..;cr than any of the other alternatives, excluding 

. Alter~tive X (No Future CX::S LeasiJB) . This is contrary to a major 
objective of national energy policy to reduce dependence on importee'!. 
oil. The la.vered resource estimates occur as a result of a combination 

·of factors as described bela.v. In canparison with Alternative I, this 
proposal would result in a net econanic loss of $20.9 billion. 

Although this proposal includes four frontier areas in the 5-year 
program, a major cost is that it does not alla.v for an early assessment 
of oil .and gas resources in four Alaskan frontier areas where the 
resource potential is believed to be hign--St. George Basin, North Aleutian 
Shelf, Navarin Basin and Chukchi Sea, tbus significantly reducing the 
probability of finding and developing fi6N· danestic energy supplies. 
Further, the o:nission of a North Atlantic sale and a California sale, 
and a thr~year delay in exploratory activities for sale 1152 -North 
Atlantic, as canpared to Alternative I, also reduce estimated total oil 
and total gas resources since these. areas are =nsidered prospective. 

The heavy reliance on the Gulf of Mexico l1as sane major weaknesses with 
respect to national energy. policy. For example, increasing the number 
of sales in the Gulf of Mexico does not necessarily result in either an 
increase in the area offered or in increased production. While it was 

~'. necessary to estimate the size of sales under each of the alternatives, 
these estirtiQ.tes are by no means binding or indicative of any policy 
position. As discussed under Part II.D. of the SID, if at the time of 
tentative tract selection industry interest is higher than presently anticipated 
and any environmental issues can be satisfactorily addressed, Interior 
will consider larger offerings. The difference between two sales a year 
in the Gulf. of Mexico versus .three sales may in effect be insignificant 
since virtually the· same acreage may end up being offered under both 
options. This is because the Department has moved to annual calls for 
n::xninations which =ver the entire Gulf of Me.xico each time. Selling the 
tracts in which industry expresses an interest in three sales rather than 
two is likely to result in sanewhat I!Dre acreage being leased, but probably 
not much •. For purposes of this analysis, we have, ha.vever, assl.lllled that 
a greater al!Dunt of acreage would be leased in the Gulf of Mexico under 
the NRDC Alternative than und~ other alternatives which only have two 
sales a year. q 

The concentration of sales in the Gulf of Mexico at the expense of 
frontier areas weakens the overall exploration strategy for finding naN 

resources. While there is a higher probability that resource estimates 
are correct for the Gulf of Me.xico than for frontier areas because of a 
better undcrstandim of the geology, the probability of finding a large 
field similar to Prudhoe Bay in untested areas is better than in the 
Gulf of Mexico. It is misleading to assume that Gulf of Me.xico sales are 
intcrcho:tngcable with frontier sales. The figures bela.v illustrate the 
differences in expected production of oil and gas and in net econanic 
value of holding four additionul Gulf of Mcxi= sales versus the four 
Alaskan sales this alternative would delete--St. George, North Aleutian 
Shelf, Navar in ilnd Chukchi. 



oil 
(billion bbl) 

4 Gulf of Mexico sales 
4 Alaskan sales 

• 26 
2.40 

Production 
gas 

(trillion cf) 

3.50 
8.20 

Net Ecdnamic Value 
($ billion) 

8.9 
17.0 

. Related to this p::>int is the belief that the relatively large 
basins in the Gulf of Mexico have been found and what r=ai.ns are 
geologically canple:<, more subtle. accumulations which wilQ require a 
greater exploration effort that has. been necessary in the. past. This 
accounts for the relatively high number of e."{f>loratory wells estimated 
necessary for this· alternative. One cannot assume that oil and gas in 
the Gulf of Mexico is readily available and that it fla.vs easily at the 
turn of the tap. In 1978, 309 of the holes drilled in the Gul£ of 
Mexico were dry. 

Another cost relates to the anission of the Chukchi Sea sale and 
those areas beyond the landfast ice zone in the Beaufort Sea fran 

. consideration in the 5-year program. This action would tend to reduce 
industry's incentive to develop technology for operating in pack ice and 
shear zone areas and must be vie,led as a disadvantage when consideration 
is given to the long-term need for such technology. 

COsts relating to the two-year delay in sale lt53 - Central and Northern 
california and the fle.Ubility of California sales, as described for -
Alternative V (State of California Proposal) in t.l-te SID, are applicable to 
this alternative. Similarly, costs regarding envirormental and 

~- archeological resources, subsistence activities, and onshore supp::>rt 
facilities for the Hope Basin region, as described under Alternative XI 
in the SID, are applicable to this proposal. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

MAR 6 1980 
Henorandum 

To: The Secretaiy 

Through: Executive Secretariat 

Fran: Assistant Secretaiy - Policy, Budget and Administration 

Subject: Relationship Beween National Energy Policy and the 5-Year Leasi.n;r 
Program 

The purpose of this merorandum is to advise you on the relationship 
beween the 5-year ocs oil and gas leasi.n;r program and national energy 
policy, . . 

The Menorandum of Understandi.n;r (MJUl of Septanber 1978 beween the 
Department of Interior {DOI) and the Department of Energy (DOE) on 
establishment and use of production goals sets the frame.vork for the 
integration of the OCS oil and gas leasi.n;r program with national energy 
policy. This l'DU provides for the develoflOOilt of OCS production goals 
by the DOE which are to serve as "objectives for the national production 
of energy resources ·fran Federal lands or interest in lands. includin:J 
the OCS which are necessary to cari:y out national energy ·policy and to 
enable each Department to fulfill its responsibilities under section 
80l(b) (1) of the Departmentof Energy Organization Act." One of the 
factors to be considered in setting these goals is "the overall energy 
strategy set forth in the current or most recent AnnUal Report and 
National Energy Policy Plan." 

As one of the first steps in the develop:rient of the 5-year program, 
Acting Secretaiy of the Interior Joseph, on October 25, 1978, requested 
Energy. Secretaiy Schlesinger to provide production goals for OC:S oil and 
gas. Draft responses to the October 25 request were received fran DOE 
on an informal basis, pr:ior to preparation of the Secretarial decision 
material on the draft pll:oposed program. As stated on page 3 of the 
February 21, 1979, decision merorandum fran Deputy Assistant Secretaiy 
Policy, Budge·t and Administration to you, the advice fran DOE was as 
follows: 



( 
"The general guidance fran COE on the role of the Outer Continental 
Shelf in our Nation's overall energy plan, both on a regional and 
national basis, is that increased OCS production will be necessacy 
to reduce the gap between danestic supply and demand or at least 
restrain its rate of grc:wth. OOE finds that at both the national 
and regional levels, the market will not constrain OCS production. 
That is, unlike the market for coal, the market for oil and gas is 
such that all resource$ which can be discovered and econcxnically 
recovered can be sold in the U.s • The effect of increasing OCS 
production is silllply to decrease energy illlports. · Fran the standpoint 
of econanic efficiency, the max:ilnum possible decrease in illlports · is 
what COE believes is needed. We are, therefore, asked to pursue 
as aggressive a leasing policy as possible, while meeting other 
statuto:cy and administrative requirement." 

This advice, together with draft production goals, was foma.lly transmitted 
by George s. Mcisaac, Assistant Secreta:cy, Resource Applications, to 
Deputy Assistant Secreta:cy Meierotto on March 2, 1979. As stated in 
that transmittal, :the draft goals were consistent with the National Energy 
Plan. 

Due to the timing of the decision on the draft proposed program the 
draft goals were not explicitly used in fonnulating that proposal, whereas 
the general. guidance was. On March 9, 1979, you sent the draft proposed 
program. to the Governors of the affected States for their ccmnent by 
April 20, 19 79. On April 5, 1979, President Carter in his second Energy 
Message to. the Nation, directed you "to propose additional acreage to 
that in the DEM leasing schedule." 

On May 7, 1979; President Carter transrni tted National Energy Plan II to 
Congress. With respect to OCS, the Presidential directive of April 5, 
1979, "to propose additional acreage to that in the DEM leasing schedule" 
was cited. · 

On May 17, 1979, John 0 'Leary, Deputy Secreta:cy of the Department of 
Energy, transmitted to under Secreta:cy James Joseph final OCS oil and gas 
production goals to be used in developing the proposed. leasing program 
which was scheduled to be sul:mitted to Congress the follcwing month. The 
supporting document,· Federal Leasing and Outer Continental Shelf Energy 
Production Goals, cited the President's Energy Program, as announced on 
April 5, 1979, as one o~ the three recent events which provided the 
opportunity· for fonnulatiion of a DEM approach to OCS lands management, that 
would enhance the Nation's ability to tap the energy potential of the 
ocs and thereby contribute to the achievement of national energy policy 
objectives. In detennining the role that OCS oil and gas resources should 
play in addressing our Nation's energy requirements, the OOE utilized 
preliminary consumption, production and illlport forecasts prepared for the 
second National Energy Plan. 

' . 



The OOE advised that national energy policy calls for i.ncreasir.g 0CS 
production to reduce the gap bet!Neen danestic supply and de::mand or at 
least restrain its gravth. That is, the use of energy sources other 
than oil and gas as set out in the National Energy Plan will still leave 
the u.s. dependent on imported oil, and danestic oil production is 
preferred to such imports to the fullest extent possible, although it 
cannot reduce imPorts to zero. 

The decision material on the proposed leasing program, dated May 29, 1979, 
contained both the directive fran President Carter and the final OOE 
production goals. Each of the alternative schedules presented was 
analyzed in teons of its ability to meet the OOE production goals. 

Your proposed OCS 5-year leasir.g program was transmitted to the Congress, 
the Attorney General and the President on June 18, 1979. The proposed 
program did not fully meet the final production goals established by OOE, 
but it did closely approximate then (87% of the oil goal and 94% of 
the gas goal) and did meet the Department's M:lU carmitment to do everything 
possible to achieve the goals in keeping with other statutory and 
aaministrative require:nents. Thus, the proposed program represented 
the Department's best effort to make the supply contribution envisaged 
for it in the National Energy Plan II, as interpreted to us through the 
OOE production goals, which were based on forecasts prepared for the Plan, 
and through the President's guidance of April 5 which was incorporated 
in the Plan. 

A chronology of events (attachment 1) and pertinent documents are attached. 

Attachments 
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Attachment 1 

Chronology of Events 

0 septanber 1978 - r.nu signed between DOI and OOE concerning the 
establishment and use of production goals for energy resources on 
·Federal lands (attachment 2). 

o October 25, 1978 - OOI requested of OOE, among other things, an 
:, analysis of the needS of regional and national energy markets as 
·they relate to the location of OCS regions, and OCS production 
goals as called for in above mentioned MJU (attachment 3). 

0 December 4, 1978 -DOE advised DOI of the status of !XlE/DOI 
discussions and that a draft energy goals production report would 

· be provided in late December (attachment 4) • 

0 Marc.'l 2, 1979 -DOE transmitted to DOI a draft report of "Federal 
Leasing and OUter Continental Shelf Energy Production GoalS' 
(attachment 5) . · 

0 March 9, 1979 - DOI requested ccmnents fran Governors on draft 
proposed 5-year program; ccmnents due April 20, 1979. 

-
0 March 13, 1979 - DOI-DOE Leasing Luuson Ccmnittee met. Deputy 
Secretru:y 0 'Leary stressed to Under Secretru:y Joseph the importance 
to national energy policy of meeting the pioduction goals. 

o April 5, 1979 - President Carter, in his second Energy l!Jessage, 
directed the Secretru:y of the Interior to propose additional 
acreage to that in the draft proposed program (attachment 6). 

o April 17, 1979 - DOI formally responded to OOE' s draft "Federal 
Leasing and Outer Continental Shelf Energy Production Goals" 
(attachment 7). 

o May 7, 1979 - President Carter sul:mitted National Energy Plan II 
to Congress. 

0 Hay 17, 1979 - !XlE fonnally transmitted "Federal Leasing and OUter 
Continental Shelf El)ergy Production Goals" (attachment 8). 

' 
o June 18, 1979 - Interior announced proposed 5-year lease sale 
schedule. 

Attachments 



Com:tents and Reconrrendations from Policy Officials 

a) Assistant Secretary - Energy and Minerals 

b) Assistant Secretary - Fish and Wildlife and Parks 

c) Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs 

d) Assistant. Secretary - Land. and water Resources 

e) Assistant Secretary - Policy, Budget, and Administration 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

March 10, 1980 

Memorandum 

To: The Secretary 

From: Assistant Secretary--Energy and Mineral~--~~ 

Subject: Recommendations for the Proposed 5-Year 
Leasing Program 

After careful consideration of the 13 options set forth in 
the SID for the 5-Year OCS Leasing Program, I am recommending 
that you select option 1, the program as proposed in June, 
modified slightly by elimination of the contingency sale. 
The options. which would allow for rescheduling sales delayed 
by litigation and for holding nationwide reoffering sales 
eliminate the need for a contingency sale. While there are 
no technical or administrative reasons for not adding the 
Hope Basin (alternative 11) to the June proposal, the heavy 
tilt of the proposal toward Alaska without yet another sale 
and the low resource potential of that area argue agains·t 
this option. 

Our positions on the technical changes (II) are indicated on 
the attached sheet. In addition, we believe you should 
adopt the annual nationwide reoffering sale (III), and the 
proposal which would allow you to reschedule, at the earliest 
possible date, any sale delayed by litigation (IV). Finally, 
with regard to the identification of environmentally preferable 
alternatives (V), alternative VIII, alternative IX, and the 
proposal by the Natural Resources Defense Council are the 
most. preferable. Of these, option IX offered by the State 
of Alaska is the most realistic in balancing environmental 
issues with the need for oil and gas. 

It is clear that the environmental and technical issues 
asso.ciated with the Alaskan frontier areas present by far 
the most significant· issues in the proposed program. Facto.rs 
related to environmental sensitivity, availability of environmental 
data, availability of technology, completion of coastal zone 
management programs and transportation and processing are 
addressed by a series of options that would, in general, 
delay or omit a number of Alaskan sales. These are generally 
valid concerns that reflect the high level of uncertainty 
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inherent in moving into the Alaskan frontiers. However, the 
delays proposed for leasing in these areas are relatively 
short in comparison to the time required to explore these 
areas, plan for and initiate development, and connn.ence 
production. Th1~ time frame will likely range from six to 
ten years; and many of the problems will not start to unravel 
until we are certain that commercial petroleum resources 
exist and, equal.ly important, whether an area tends to be 
gas prone or oil prone.. Many of the concerns will be addressed 
by a firm. commitment to the needed planning, program, and 
monitoring resources. · 

Thus, if you elect alternative 1 or alternative 11, I urge 
that the program document con·tain a strong statement that 
recognizes the problems of the frontier areas and indicates 
in some detail the steps the Department will be taking to 
assure that development and production will proceed only 
when all effects have been adequately studied and considered. 
Among the points that should be made are: 

• Environmental studies in each area will continue until 
adequate information is available to make informed 
decisions on leasing and, subsequently, on exploration 
and development. 

• The long lead times anticipated for commencement of 
production will allow for completion of needed studies 
and coastal zone management plans prior to approving 
development and production plans. 

• Detailed environmental reports will accompany frontier 
area development and production proposals for State and 
public review, and frontier area development environmental 
impact statements wiil be prepared for each area. 

• Careful scrutiny of proposed operating technology in 
all areas will take place through the Geological Survey's 
Best Available and Safest Technology Program, with 
opportunity for regular public input. 

• When. environmental and technical conditions so warrant, 
lease cancellation authority will be used. 

• Careful monitoring of all exploration and development 
activities will take place to identify potential problems 
and initia!te mitigating and enforcementmeasures. 
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To give more teeth to these points, .I believe it may be 
necessary to place greater emphasis on the environmental 
studies program in Alaskan areas, perhaps with a shi'ft of 
some resources from the more established areas, and to 
continue to enhance the Geological Survey's capability to 
anticipate and evaluate technical operatirig problems in 
frontier areas. This combination of long lead times, 
technical and environmental planni.ng, continued public 
involvement, and careful monitoring and enforcement should 
result in acceptable operations. 

Attachment 



I. Alternative Schedules 

A. Alternative 1 - Proposed. Pro;ram (June Scherlulel 

B. Alternative 2 - lXlE Production Goals 

C. Alternative 3 ,... Status of CZJ.'1 Prcgram5 

D. Alternative 4 -Availability of Environmental 
Imo~tkn · 

E. Alternative 5 -State of California Proposal 

F. Alternative 6 ... Sensitivity of Other Resources 

G.· Alternative 7 -Availability of Technology 

H. Alternative 8 - Transportation and Process.inq of 
Alaskan Oil and Gas 

I. Alternative 9 - State of Alaska Pro!_X)Sal . 

J. Alternative 10 - No FUture OCS Leasing 

- K. Alternative ll - Addition of E!CJFe Basin 

L. Alternative. 12 - House Select CO!m:Lttee on the OCS 
. Staff Proposal 

M. Other Modification: 

·1. Delay Atlantic sales for =re imomtion 

2. Other 

II. Technical Changes 

A. Switch sale dates for Jf52 North Atlantic with Jf69 
Gulf of Mexico 

B. Consolidate sale preparation for Gulf of Mexico sales 

c. Revise Mid-Atlantic/South Atlantic boundaries 

D. Consolidate South Atlantic and Blake Plateau areas 

E. Move North Aleutian Shelf northern boundaxy frou 
56° 30' north latitude to 57° north. latiblde 

F. Revise Qlukchi/Beaufort boundary 

G •. Other ·l!Odification 

15 

ASEM· 

ASEM. 

ASEM 

ASEM 

ASEM 

ASEM 

ASEM · 

'Delete contingen 
_sale from option 

1. 



( 

•' 

III. Adopt Annual Nationwide Reofferin:j Sale ASEM 

r;. Reschedule at earliest possible date any sale delayed by 
litigation (including 1979 Beaufort Sea salel ASEM" 

v. Identification of envi.romientally preferable 
alternative{s) IX 

alternative(s) 

16 



United States Department of the Interior 

Memorandum 

To: The Secretary 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

Through: Executive Secretariat 

r..J"' 5 t. 11I\ 

From: Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks 

Subject: 5-Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing Schedule 

We have reviewed the subject proposed schedule and offer the following 
comments and recommendations: 

We believe that decreasing dependence on foreign energy supplies is 
essential to maintain the well-being of this Nation. In attaining that 
goal we recognize that conflicts in natural resource allocation will 
arise. Resolving these conflicts will require careful analysis and 
prioritization of the total value of all resources to the Nation • 

. Petroleum development is only one of several possible uses of the OCS 
and should not necessarily be considered an .overriding use. If development 
of multiple resources is to occur sim!J.ltaneously, care must be exercised 
that· excessive detriment to one resource is minimized in development of 
others. If such detriment cannot be minimized then development of one 
resource at the expense of others should be curtailed. When subsequent 
knowledge is gained, and technology d.eveloped which results in an acceptably 
low level of disruption within the resource mix, then development could 
again proceed. 

The Service has, on numerous occasions in the past, recommended that the 
whole of Bristol Basin and St. George Basin be removed from consider
ation on any proposed leasing schedule. Examination of the current 
proposed schedule reveals,. however, that entry into Bristol Basin, 
titled North Aleutian Shelf, will commence with the call for nominations 
in March 1980 and a sale date of October 1983 •. St. George Basin has 
already undergone tentative tract selection for the proposed sal"e date 
in December 1982. The vast concentration of anadromous and marine fish, 
shellfish, marine mammals, waterfowl and seabirds coupled with the 
continuing total lack of infrastructure for industrial development in 
these areas mandate that this Service again make a recommendation for 
deletions in response to the present proposal. 



While industry is to be congratulated on the apparent lack of signifi-
cant disruption durin~ exploratory operations in the Northeast Gulf of 
Alaska and Lower Cook Inlet, the Service is not prepared at this time to 
approve rapid leasing in the more biologically valuable Bristol or. St. 
George Basins. The Service recognizes that these areas offer high 
prospects for commercially valuable oil and gas discoveri.es. Leasing in 
such areas is tantamount to rapid exPloration, development, and production. 
That exploration is a relatively innocuous activity seems to be borne 
out by experience in the Northeast Gulf of Alaska and Lower Cook Inlet. 
We have as yet, however, little experience in the greater impact-producing 
activities of development and production in frontier areas. Lessons 
learned in Upper Cook. Inlet and Prudhoe Bay will be of' substantial value 
in developing other Alaska regions, but the. great diversity of Alaska 
dictates that additional learning is necessary before entering basically 
dif'ferent, and, in the case of Bristol and St. George Basin, substantially 
more ecologically complex areas as identified in the Draft Environmental 
Statement for the 5-Year Leasing Program. 

Not only are there unknown complexitie.s o:f ecological interaction in 
these areas, but there are also signi:ficant known l;!iological resource 
values that warrant ultimate protection from disturbance, Both the 
Bristol and St. George Basins· comprise the major m.igratocy .cqrridor for 
marine mammals and migratory waterfowl between the Bering Sea. .and the . 
Arctic and Pacific Oceans. The Unimak :E'a.ss serves a.s passage :for 
waterfowl, shorebirds, and marine mammals twice annually (north in the 
spring and south in the fall) where millions of' animals a.re crowded 
together in and around this pass and the surrounding waters, Birds 
protected by the several International Migratory Bird Treaties utilize 
the passageway to reach nesting areas on the X'ukon ·Delta, They return 
through the. passageway to reach. most provinces o:f· Canada, every state in 
the U.S. and Mexico., all countries of Central and South America, virtually 
all Pacific Islands,. Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica, O:f the l70 
bird species identif'ied, lOO of them are water dependent. Marine mammaJ s 
protected by the Marine Mammal Prot,ection Act concentrate· in these area.s 
both. seasonally and year-round and more specifically the Alaska :fur seal 
is found in abundance on the Pribilof Islands, The resource problems o:f· 
the Beaufort Sea are compounded greatly in the St, George and Bristol 
Basins. The Unimak Pass and its surrounding waters support many more 
species than those of controversy in the Beaufort. Almost all of these 
species are valued by society and protected by Acts and Treaties that 
dictate a high standard of care, with little to no allowable risk to · 
their survival or habitat requirements, We do not know that. potential 
biological risks to these resources can be mitiga.ted with the present 
knowledge of ecological interactions or with technology presently 
utilized by the oil and gas· industry. We cannot emphasize these 
limiting factors too strongly. 

Conseque~;~tly, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service recommends tha.t the 
schedule be instituted as proposed with the exclusion· o:f Bristol and St •. 



George Basins. This arrangement will insure progressive· development of 
the remaining offshore areas while still providing a sufficient level of 
protection for two of the most superlative biological regions in Alaska .• 
Removal of these areas from the schedule at this time will provide not 
only a significant level of protection for the highly valuable living 
resources of these areas in the near term, but will also permit the 
accumulation of additional critical knowledge of frontier infrastruc
ture, to be gained elsewhere (Norton Sound, Kodiak, Navarin), for rational 
development in the long term. 

For the 5-Year Leasing Schedule configuration, the FWS recommends the 
adoption of Alternative VI, which omits the Northern Aleutian Shelf from 
the schedule, with the deletion of St. George Basin as well. This 
reduces the number of sales to 28 and we view the arumal reoffering 
sales as candidate sales to increase the number of sales higher than the 
29 total sales as proposed in Alternative VI. 

We further recommend the following technical changes to be adopted to 
accommoda.te administrative and technical difficulties: 

(A) Switch the sale dates for #52 North Atlantic with 
#69 Gulf of Mexico; 

(B) Consolidate sal.e preparations for Gulf of Mexico .sales as long 
as the biologically unique and valuable areas of the Gulf of 
Mexico remain adequately highlighted in environmental impact 

· assessment; 

(C) Move the Mid/South Atlantic boundary northward to 36.5°north 
latitude; 

(D) Consolidate the South Atlantic and Blake Plateau areas for 
planning purposes; 

(E) Because of our concerns for environmental damage to the Northern 
Aleutian Shelf ecosystem we do not recommend any oil and gas 

·activities in the Bristol Bay area; therefore, we do not 
recommend an expansion of the call area by 30 degrees; and 

(F) Revise the Chukchi/Beaufort call areas with the extension of 
the Chukchi eastern boundary to 156°30' west longitude and 
define ·the Beaufort as west of this point. 

As mentioned above the FWS favors adoption of the Annual Nationwide 
Reoffering Sale which would include only those tracts offered for sale 
the preceeding year. These tracts, having already undergone environmental 
assessment, should be reviewed for supplemental environmental analysis 
if necessary. 'Also, the rescheduling of sales delayed by litigation, 
once adjudicated by the courts, is supported by the Fish and ·Wildlife 
Service. 
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The FWS agrees with the discussion for identifying the environmentally 
preferable alternative and concurs with the conclusions of this section. 
The two main sources of oil pollution to date are discharges of crude 
oil from tankers and discharges of fuel oils from ships of all types. 
The serious consequences to birds are well documented. This is not to 
say that OCS oil and gas development does not have its environmental 
consequences or tradeoffs because of toxic drill rig effluents, but 
rather to recognize the working controls on OCS drilling activities that 
are so influential in avoiding catastrophic oil spills • 

• 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

March 5, 1980 

Memorandum 

To: The Secretary 

· Thru: Executive Secretary 

From: Assistant Secretary for Fish and Wildlife and Parks 

Subject: 5-Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing Schedule 

Attached .as a supplement to my memorandum. on the 5-Yea.r OCS 
Oil and Gas Leasing Schedule is a description andtable, in 
a form analogous to theSID presentation, of my "Alternate VI-A". 

ROBERT L. HERBST 

Attachment 



Alternative VI-A 

Brief Description 

Alternative VI-A differs from Alternative VI as it not only omits the 
proposed North Aleutian Shelf sale, located at the seaward edge of 
,Bristol. Basin, but also omits St. George Basin from the 5-Year program. 

This option was developed because of the environmental sensitivity of 
the North Aleutian Shelf and St. George Basin. The area supports signi
ficant biological resources, Shoreward of the proposed North Aleutian 
Shelf sale area is the Izembek Lagoon, a National Wildlife Refuge, which 
ia. a major migratory stop for significant portions of the world popu-

. lations of black brant, cackling Canada geese, Stellar's eiders and 
speckled eiders •. Both the Bristol. and St. George Basins comprise the 
major migratory corridor for marine mammals and migratory waterfowl 
between the Bering Sea and the Arctic and Pacific Oceans. The Unimak 
Pass .serves as passage for waterfowl, shorebirds, and marine mammals 
twice annually (north in the spring and south in the fall) where millions 
of animals are crowded together in and around. this pass and the surrounding 

.waters. Birds protected by the several International Migratory Bird 
Treaties utilize the Passageway to reach nesting areas on Yukon Delta. 
Marine mammals protected by the Marine Mammal Protection Act concentrate 
in these areas both seasonally and year-round and more specifically the 
Alaska fur seal is found in abundance on the Pribilof Islands. 

Major Characteristics 

Table III-A-VI-A illustrates the major factors associated with this 
Alternative. 

Estimates of Appropriations and Staff 

Table III-B-VI reflects the most recent estimate of appropriations and 
staff necessary to implement this alternative. 

Discussion 

Major Benefits 

This alternative will insure progressive development of the remaining 
offshore areas while still providing a sufficient level of protection 
for two of the most superlative biological regions in Alaska. Removal 
of these areas from the schedul.e at this time will provide not only a 
significant level of protection for the highly valuable living resources 
of these areas in the near term, but will also permit the accumulation 
of additional critical knowledge of frontier infrastructure, to be 
gained elsewhere (Norton Sound, Kodiak, Navarin), for rational development 
in the long term. 



Table III-A-VI-A 

Alternatives 

St, George VI VTA 
Total Oil· 320 6580 6260 
(million barrels)_ 

Peak Ofl production/yr. .112/1991 I 

(million ~~rels/dav) <2 271 [~.159 

Total .Gas 1.24 
(trillion cubic feet) 28.778 27.538 

' 

Peak Gas production/yr. .32/1991 
(billion cubic feet/ dav) 10.27 , 9co95 

Maximum acreage offered/ 1/1 31.1/ 30.1/ 
number of sales (million acres) 29 28 

Wells-exploratory/ 12/80 
development and production ·2070 2058 . 

Platforms 2 .546 544 

Statistically Probable 
No. of Oil Spills>l03 bbl. 1L84 33.32 31.48 

: 

Difference with 
AlL ·I. 

VJ VTA 
40 360 

.126/ 

. ' 

014/19<11 1991 

.16 1.40 

.36/ 
• 04/1992 1992 

1/1 2/2 

12/10 24/90 

1 3 

.23 2.07 -- ·-

I 

6620 

<2.285 

28.938 

.(10 •. ~1 

JZ,l/30 

2082/4924 

547 

___]1_, 55 - -~ 

. 
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United States Department of the Interior 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Executive Secretariat 
Attention: Bruce Weetman 

Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs 

Subject: Proposed 5-Year OCS Leasing Program 

MAH I 0 l980 

In regards to theabove Program, the Bureau of Indian Affairs favors 
Alternative III (status of Coastal Zone Management Plans). This 
alternative will allow the Alaskan Natives sufficient time in which 
to formulate local coastal zone management plans. 

Of the technical changes listed, the consolidation of the South Atlantic 
with the Blake Plateau is preferred. We would also favor adoption of an 
annual nationwide offering sale and the rescheduling at earliest possible 
date any sale delayed by litigation (including 1979 Beaufort Sea sale). 

If we can be of further assistance to you concerning this report, please 
advise. 



United States Department of the Interior 

Memorandum 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

FEB 2 9 !SED 

To: Executive Secretariat 

From: c Assistant Secretary - Land and Water Resources 

Subject: Recommendations on Proposed 5-Year Leasing Program Secretarial 
Issue Document 

This memorandum is in response to your request of February 15, 1980, for 
the comments and recommendations of the Assistant Secretary for Land and 
Water Resources. on the 5- Year OCS Leasing Program Secretari a 1 Issue 
Document. 

LEASING SCHEDULE 

Using the proposed June schedule as the basts, this office recommends the 
following adjustments in the schedule: 

o Sale 70, St. Georges Basin--Delay one year to 1983 so that 
environmental information can be developed more fully. 

o Sale 85, Chukchi Sea--Delete from 1980-1985 lease schedule, 
and reschedule in following five-year period. The basis for 
this recommendation is to permit further development of 
information concerning drilling and production technology, oil 
spi 11 c 1 eanup techno 1 ogy under pack ice conditions , and 
transportation technology. Even with the five-year lead time 
incorporated in the June schedule for this sa 1 e, it is 
prob 1 emmati ca 1 whether sufficient en vi ronmenta 1 information 
will be available for the extensive offshore region in question. 

o Substitute a Sale in Hope Basin for Sale 85 (Chukchi) in the 1985 
schedule.:.-The State of Alaska has requested the inclusion of the 
Hope Basin in the sale schedule, and preliminary assessments 
suggest that the·Hope sale is a feasible alternative to the more 
risky Chukchi region given the state of technology and environ
mental information which will be available at the time of pre-lease 
sale preparation. 

o Sa 1 e 75, North Aleutian Shelf-- De 1 ete the sa 1 e because of the risks 
to the Bristol Bay salmon fishery and other resource values in the 
area~ 
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The recommendations set forth are partially responsive to the concerns of 
Alaska with regard to the pace of development in the OCS, and also recognize 
the limits on technological and environmental information available for the 
more fragile operating areas. An additi ona.l factor in this recommendation 
acknowledges the limitations on the Bureau's capacity to meet the study needs 
for sales proposed in areas that have received little study in the past. 
Unlike areas in the Atlantic or Pacific where scientific and environmental 
research h<~.s been conducted for several decades, arctic waters are nearly 
devoid of systematic, well-designed and focused research. 

The effects of adopting the adjustments to the lease schedule as we recommend 
on the production goals, acreage, etc., are shown in an attachment to this 
memorandum. 

TECHNICAL.ADJUSTMENTS.IN THE.PROGRAM 

Consolidation of Sale·Preparation for Gulf.of Mexico Sales 

This Office recommends the adoption of a procedure which will permit th.e 
consolidation of sale preparation. 

Boundaries of Leasing Areas 

This gffice recommends that the Mid/Sou~h Atlantic boundary be mov~d north~>fard 
to 36 50' N lat; that the South Atlant1c/Blake Plateau be merged 1gto a s1ngle 
administrative unit; that the Chukchi/Beaufort li.ne be moved to 156 30' W. Long; 
and that the boundary for the North Aleutian Shelf be moved northward 30'. · 

Annual Nationwide Reof'fering Sale 

This Office recommends that an annual reoffering sale be held each year. 

Litigation·oelays 

This Office recommends that sales delayed by litigation be reoffered as soon 
as possible following any remedy necessary to satisfy the requirements of the 
court. 

COMMENTS 

Need for Pre~Lease Study·Activities in Anticipation of Second Five-Year Schedule 

The current 5-year schedule should be viewed as the first iteration of a re
curring process of planning and scheduling OCS leases. The environmental 
studies program must have sufficient fl exi bil ity to formulate and conduct 
generic and area-specific studies in advance of immediate prelease activities. 
The endangered species issues we are encountering for whales and marine mammmalc 
in the Beaufort area are. mere precursors of similar problems that will be · 
encountered in other Alaskan sales in the Arctic. This Office recommends that 
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the environmental studies program be reviewed in conjunction with the final 
5-year schedule, and that a plan be formulated to enable the implementation 
of longer term studies which are needed to avoid future delays in the leasing 
schedule. 

Size of Calls 

This Office recognizes the need for sales of significant acreage and resource 
potential to meet the Administrations oil import reduction goals. There are, 
how.ever, practical limits to the acreage which the BLM and GS is capable of 
administering through its study program. In formulat_ing the size of ca 11 s in 
the areas designated. in the 5-year schedule, we recognize that a balance must 
be struck between the capacity of thetbepartment to produce high-quality 
sales information which will withstand judicial secrutiny and the desire to 
maximize the acreage offered for development. 

BUREAU . OF .LAND MANAGEMENT. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Attached to thts memorandum are the recommendations of the Bureau of Land 
Management. To the extent that they are not inconsistent with the recommenda
tions outlined in this memorandum, this office fully supports the Bureau's 
recommendations. 

Attachments 



Characteristics of LWR Alternative 

Oil and Gas Statistics 

Total Oil (Million barrels)** 0 1 1 1 o 1 1 I 1 I 0 I I 1 1 1 

Total Gas (trillion cubic feet)** ••••••••••••• 
Net Economic Value ($billions) ••••••••••••••• 
Maximum Acreage Offered (million acres) ••••••• 
Ntunber of Sales ~~~,,,,,,,,, •• ,,,, ••• , •• ,,,,,, ••.• 
Number of Frontier Areas •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of Exploratory Wells ••••••••••••••••••• 
Number of Development & Production Wells ,,,,,, 
Number of Platforms ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Statisticall3 Probable Number of Oil 

Spills 10 bbl. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Timing of Frontier Sales/Relative Rankings 

I<od ial< , , , , , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , • , , , , , ., , , , , , • 
Norton .... , , .••• , , . , •.• , • , • , • , ••••••••• 
St. George , .•••. , . , , ••••••• , , •• •·•, ••• • • 
North Aleutian Shelf ••••••••••••••••••• 
South Atlantic/Blake ••••••••••••••••••• 
Navar in , , , , • , , , , • , • , ••• , , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Chuk.chi ••• , , • , , , , , •• , ••• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Hope ••••••••••••••• , •• , , , •••• , •••• , •••• 

Number of Sales per Region 

Atlantic ••.••••• , •••.•••• , •• , ••.••• , ••• 
Gulf of Mexico ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
California • , ••••••••• , ••••••••.••••••••• 
Alaska ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ye.ar 

1980 
1982 
1983 

1984 
1984 

1985 

6 
11 
4 
8 

5326 
24,988 

31,1 
29 
6 
2072 
4710 
541 

26,08 

Industry Interest 
in Exploration 

21 
10 

9 
4 

15 
12 
17 
14 

Resource 
Industry 

19 
9 
5 
6 

13 
11 
10 
14 

Potential 
Geological Survey 

18 
13 

5 
12 
17 
14 

2 
19 

' **Resource estimates are "risked estimates," that is, the probability that no oil may be found is factored into 
the estimates, 
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United States Department of the Interior 

• 

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

Meoorandum 

To: Assistant Secretary - Land and Water Resources 

Fran: Director, Bureau of Land Managenent 

MAR 7 1980 

Subject: BIM Rea:mnendations on the Five-Year OCS Oil and Gas Leasing 
Program 

'!be Bureau has reviewed the various OCS leasing program decision doc:lmmts. 
our reccmnended leasing schedule discussed below, reflects our position 
on the leasing schedule alternatives as well as on the many technical and 
program noiification cptions addressed in the decision tne!IDrandum. Particular 
attention was given to the issue of balancing the need for offshore hydro
carlx:ln develcpnent with envirornnental protection. '!be cperational aspects 
of the variouS leasing alternatives were closely examined, given our lead 
responsibilities in preparing for and conducting the lease sales. 

The BIM Rea:mnended Leasing Schedule 

our reccmnended leasing schedule, which appears as an enclosure, is a 
variation of the June 1979 Prcposed Schedule. In teDnS of the alternatives 
presented in the decision tnei1Drandum, our preferred cption is a 
canbination of a IOOdified Alternative 1 plus Alternatives 4, 6 and ll. 
It inoorporates many of the technical and program IOOdifications discussed 
in the decision tne!IDrandum. 

'!be BIM reccmnended leasing schedule includes the folld'Ning :inportant_ elements: 

1. '!be June 1979 program is shown as IOOdified to include 31 scheduled sales 
in the following areas: 

Gulf of Mexioo - 12 Sales 
Atlan~ic - 6 n 

california - 4 n 

Alaska - 9 n· 

Total 31 Sales 
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2. We recamend that Alternative 1 be further amended by the inrorporationl. 
of all the· technical adjustments discussed in the decision memorandum. 
This would include switching the 1981 sale dates for Sales #52 and #69 to 
reflect the two rronths lost from the Sale #52 leasing process because of 
the delay in using the Call for Naninations and Caments. The switching 
of sales would delay Sale #52 from July to Septerrber and advance Sale #69 
from Septellber to July. 

Three joint calls/tract selections/ES preparations are already underway for 
pairs of Gulf of Mexiro sales. This practice has been useful in reducing 
administrative burdens and should be contirrued. 

There are four proposed changes to the boundaries of sale areas discussed 
in the decision Irei!Orandum. . We recamend that all the prq;lOSed changes be 
made. 

3. The St. George l3asin Sale #70 would be delayed arout 10 rronths from the 
proposed Ilecelttler 1982 sale date to October 1983. This change, Alternative 4 
in the decision memorandum, would assure the availability of additional 
enviro~ntal infotmation over the entire sale area. 

4. The Northern Aleutian Shelf Sale #75 would be deleted from the schedule, 
per Alternative 6. The area has significant marine res6urces and serves as 
migration routes. for waterfCM!, fish, and marine maJIII1als, including endangered 
whales. Deletion fran this schedule would allCM long-tetm studies of potenti· · 
envi~ntal impacts. It would allCM time. for assessment of· onshore and '· 
offshore ilrpacts associated with St. George Sale #70, an adjacent sale area 
seaward of the Northern Aleutian Shelf area. 

5. A Hope Basin sale would be proposed for 1985 per Alternative ll. 
While not an area of high resource potential (ranked 14th anong sale areas 
by industcy and 19th by USGS), the addition of the sale to the schedule 
would allCM entcy into another Alaska frontier area in a timefrane which 
is adequate f= catpletion of required envi~tal studies. 

6. The changes discuSsed above would make our proposal rrore responsive 
to the State of Alaska's expressed concerns than the June 1979 leaSing 
schedule. The deletion of Sale #75 and the addition of the Hope l3asin sale 
were recamendations of the State. The delay of Sale #70 fran 1982 to 
1983 partially meets the State's <Xlncern for sla,er paced sales in that 
area. Similarly the State's recamendation to delete the Chukchi sale is 
partially adopted by the scheduling of that sale near the end of the 
program period. Further, we advocate a gradual entry into Chukchi area 
by the offering of only nearshore tracts in the first lease sale, if the 
nearshore resource potential is sufficient to warrant such a sale design. 
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7. Gulf of Mexico Sale t77 appears as a scheduled sale in 1983 rather 
than as a contingency sale as shown on the June 1979 schedule. Our 

· pt:OpOSa1 contains no contingency sales. We agree with the discussion in 
the decision m=rrorandum which suggests that contingency sales do not 
actually increase flexibility nor do they make best use of the planning 
resources at the State and Federal levels. 

8. We.recc:mn=nd that the first national reoffering sale be held in 
1982 rather than 1981. Our reasons are discussed at sone length below 
but essentially, we h;:lve concerns about potential adverse effects on 
bidder behavior during the two Alaska sales pn:::oposed for 1980. Since 
there are only two non- Gulf of Mexico sales in 1980 to feed tracts into 
a reoffering sale, a first such sale· in 1981 might not produce adequate 
results to test this leasing concept. 

9. We 'WOUld. like to restate our earlier position than any approved 
leasing progrC)IIl portray pre-lease. activities conducted· during the 
period 198Q-1985 for sales proposed for late 1985 and beyond. 
Offshore leasing will not l~ely end on May 3J.~ 1985. A leasing 
ptogtam document should display activities as part of an ongoing 
pmgl:am in order to present a picture of the Departmant•s plans. and 
requireuents to reviewers and participants in the ptog:tam. Assuming 
a continuation of the pattern of holding six sales per year, a nore 
<:atplete portrayal of the program 'WOUld show sone activity through 
1985 for about fifteen. outyear sales. No great aoount of detail need 
be shown nor would it be necessary to continue the schedule period to 
1987 to show' pt()frised sale dates. 

Such a portrayal would prove beneficial in at least three identifiable 
ways. First, it. would give affected States, the industry~ and other 
interested parties .advance notice of our intentions.. For example, this· 
meJIDrandum and the various schedUles. discussed in the decison documents 
talk to the "deletion• from the· program of North Aleutian Shelf Sale i75. 
However, it 'WOUld be nore accurate to des=ibe such a decision in teDllS 
of a sale delayed beyond 1985 ~ with studies and environmental assessments 
continuing towards a possible decision to lease sonetine in the second 
half of the decade. 

second, a :nore ccmplete schedule fo:tmat would avoid potential delays to 
outyear sales because key early leasing events were emitted from an 
~ schedule. The two Alaska sales proposed for 1985 are illustrative 
of this potential problem., Early decisions must be made and the calls 
depicted on 1980 - 1985 schedule in order to Ireet prOposed sale dates in 
early 1985. Given a total leasing process tine of close to four years 
and perhaps a full year to revise an approved program, there will always 
be sales near the end of the program period or at the beginning of the 
next, for which early ccmni.tments must be made and early leasing steps 
undertaken in order to lll!et a proposed sale date • 

.·--
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Finally~ a full schedule showing outyear proposals. would give a 110re 
cx::rrplete picture of the agency's program, budget and staffing requirenEnts. 
'lhe Depart!lent would be able to make a I!Uch 110re consistent presentation 
than is now the case with the leasing program and the Bureau's four-year 
authorization being sent . to Congress at about the same t:i.Jre buJ: showing 
different numbers for dollar or program requirements. 

10. It is reasonable to assune that opponents of offshore leasing will 
continue to bring litigation to delay lease sales. We reconmend that .·· · 
any approved leasing program package contain a policy statexrent that 
a sale delayed by litigation or for any other reason, will be rescheduled 
for the earliest possible date. 

'lhe Annual Reoffering: Sale 

The Bw::eau is in agreerent with the concept of a· national reoffering sale 
{liS). We could handle the administrative burdens of such sales although 
SClJe additional analysis would be required to work out the details regarding. 
the coordination a110ng our field offices• However~ we do have SClJe · 
reservations concerning the :illlpact of such a sale on the effectiveness of 
the leasing program and the receipt of fair p:turn to the government such 
that we cannot recatm=nd that a decision be made to schedule the fir5t RS 
in 1981. 

OUr !lOSt serious ooncern about scheduling an RS now for a 1981 sale date 
involves the potential effect of that decision on bidder behavior for 
ptOfXJSed Sales iSS and i46 later this year. There has been very little time 
allowed and no cnnplete econanic analysis done of those effects. 

An llS might introduce elenents into the bidding process analogous to 
sequEmtial bidding. There would be two bidding sessions; the lease 
sale and· the later reoffering session at which bidders would have 
considerable knowledge of the bids~ bidding patterns, leased acreage, 
the Goverrnnent • s tract evaluations~ and our acceptance/rejection 
criteria. Since fil:ms know this. and know that all other finns know this~ 
bidding strategy and game theory become inp:xtant considerations and 
can affect how finns bid at the first session. For exanple~. sene firms 
may feel it is to their advantage to hold back fran. the first offering 
at the regular sale. There could be such effects on bidding at the· 1980 
sales even though there may be a later detet:mination not to hold a reoffering 
sale in 1981.. We do not~ how great the effects might be, but it nay 
be 110re prudent to delay a decision 6n the reoffering sale for one year 
until we have 110re time for analysis of the concept and the results of 
the first attempt at sequential bidding under consideration for use at 
a fall 1980 Gulf of Mexico sale. 

We are also concerned that a 1981 sale might not produce adequate results 
and so tend to condemn the concept without it having been given a fair 
chance for sucess •. 



'Ihe prq:;JOSal was not presented in the earlier program package 
nor treated in the ES. Therefore, crucial industry reaction to 
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the reoffering sale is not available for oonsideration. Industry respoose 
may not be overwhelming if the rather poor results of the 197 4, Sale Sl 
experiment are any indication of the level of future industry interest 
in reoffered tracts. Further, a sale in 1981 would include the no-bid 
and rejected bid tracts frau only the two Alaska sales prq:;JOSed for 1980. 
A first reoffering sale in 1982 on the other hand, could include tracts 
frau four non-Gulf of Mexico lease sales prq:;JOSed for 1981 and so would 
likely be a larger sale with a potential for 110re prauising results· in 
terms of the acreage receiving bids and the dollar aiiDUilts of the bids. 

Discussion of Other Alternative Leasing . Schedules 

By reo:mnending a leasing program which is a canbination of foor of the 
alternatives presented in the decision doctments, the Bureau has 
essentially stated its position and given its rationale for reo:mnendations 
on all alternatives. A few of the alternatives not reo:mnended warrant 
additional ccmrent. 

Tlio major alternatives could not be supp:>rted since they do not :neet the 
legislative mandate of the OCS lands Act Allendrnents to balance orderly 
resource develc:p~ent with environmental protection. At one end of the 
spectrmn, the "no action" alternative would preclude further resource 
develc:p~ent. While this alternative has the potential for being identified 
as the enviLOrlllentally preferred option required by CEX:! regulations, it 
does not alloto1 for a balance to be achieved. Similarly, the ambitious 
leasing program contained in the House Select Camrl.ttee prq;osal could 
be carried out only by cutting short the environmental assess~~ent and 
studies prograJtS in order to :neet the advanced sale dates. Again, the 
balance required by the law could not be easily achieved since under this 
option, accelerated resource develc:p~ent would take overwhelming precedence 
over protection of the enviLOrlllent. 

As mentioned above, the Bureau's reccmrended schedule is responsive 
to the ccmrents of the State of Alaska and incorporates lllail¥ of the 
pieces of the State's prq;osed schedule. Our prq;osal does not reflect 
the ccmrents of the State of California which reo:mnended delays and 
deletions of sales off the coast of that State. We believe that our 
proposal !lOre closely reflects national energy goals as well as a proper 
and equitable distribution of the costs and benefits of offshore energy 
developrent arrong regions. Finally the NRDC prq;osal, while quite 
responsive to the ccmrents of both California and Alaska, does not call 
for sufficient entry into frontier areas and so cannot :neet the production 
goals set for offshore resources. It represents a position weighed too 
heavily on the side of environmental protection to the detriment of 
orderly L'e5C:li.\L'Qe develc:p~ent, a position not in balance nor in accord with 
the intent of the OCS lands Act Allendrnents. 
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In ccnclusion, we believe that our rea::mnended leasing schedule represents 
a ~le balance between resource developnent and envirormental 
protection. It reflects our positions on all of the relevant issues 
discussed in the decision doct.unents. One related issue not discussed 
that has em:rged during our review invOlves the need for the close meshing 
of early leasing decisions and the design of our studies program. 
Virtually all of the alternatives, including our own proposal, involve 
entcy into large frontier sale areas off Alaska. The potential Call areas 
are vecy large and could sanetimes enccnpass two or DDre regions with 
totally different environmental characteristics requiring llllltiple sets 
of studies and perhaps, llllltiple envirorntental inpact statem:nts. 

Such large Calls strain our ability to collect and analyze environmental 
data required for subsequent leasing decisions. . If geological and 
environmental factors indicate that it could be desirable to restrict 
the area of a Call for Ncminations and Ccmtents, the Department may wish 
to consider such a restriction vecy early in the planning process to 
better focus attention and reSOurces on a smaller, nore manageable area. 
We are beginning to assess alternative approaches to this issue and b.:lve 
started discussions with our field offices as to how to get an adVance 
warning of potential problens with large Call areas and requisite studies. 
We intend to involve Departmental staff in early discussions so that all 
parties are fully· aware of the issues and our approaches to resolving them. 



North Aleutian Shelf--Several oil =npanies have reccmnended that the 
northern boundary of this area be rroved northward one-half degree in 
order to include sane areas with high potential. The GS agrees that 
this is necessary in order to substantially .cover prospective geologic 
structures. 

Chukchi/Beaufort--An eastward shift in the boundary line between the 
Chukchi ·and Beaufort areas is reccmnended in order to facilitate both 
environmental and geologic assessment. The proposed revision would move 
the boundary line to 156° 30' longitude, with the Chukchi Sea lyin:J to 
the west of that line al'Jd the Beaufort sea to the east. 

ANNUAL NATIONWIDE REOFFERING SAIE 

In order to expedite the reofferin:J of tracts whose bids have been 
rejected or tracts which did not receive bids, an annual nationwide 
reofferin:J sale is proposed. This sale would be held each year and 
would include only those tracts which had been offered for sale the 
precedin:J year in areas outside the Gulf of Mexico and had either received 
no bid or a bid that was not accepted. Inclusion of such a sale would 
avoid the situation which =rently exists outside the Gulf of Mexico of 
havin:J to wait 2 or 3 years before being able to reoffer tracts. The 
practice would be s:Unilar to ones folla.ved by Texas, Louisiana, and 
Alaska. Alaska. plans to reoffer the tracts not leased at the Decanber 
1979 Beaufort Sea sale this April. 

LITIGATION DEIAYS 

As a result of the rigid procedures which must be follONed to schedule 
sales, opponents of OCS leasing may seek to prevent leasing in certain 
areas by merely delaying a sale beyond its scheduled date. If this is 
accomplished they would then maintain that the sale could not be held until 
a new subsection 18 program is approved with a new date for the sale. To 
pr_event this situation, which we do not believe to be consistent with 
the OCS Lands Act, as amended, we reccmnend that you approve rescheduling 
at the earliest possible date arry sale which is delayed as the result of 
litigation. We would specifically include in this category the only sale 
fran the 1977 schedule which has not yet been completed, the 1979 Beaufort 
Sea sale. 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES 

The OCS Lands Act, as amended (OCSLAA) calls for you to prepare a 
schedule indicating the "size; tilning, · and location of leasin:J activity 
which [you} determine will best meet national energy needs" for the 
next five years, consistent with the principles of Section 18 of the 
OCSLM.. The DOE has advised that national energy policy calls for 
increasin:J ocs production in order. to reduce the gap between danestic 
supply and denand or at least restrain its rate of grONth. Pursuant 
to the DOI/DOE Msnorandum of Understanding, DOE developed energy production 
goals that are cOnsistent with and an integral part of the National 
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Energy Plan. The DOE inform..."Cl us that the production goals and accanpanying 
policy advice were intended to guide us in the developnent of the 5--year 
program. Use of energy sources other than oil and gas as set out in the 
National Energy Plan will still.leave the u.s. dependent on imported 
oil, and danestic oil production is preferred to such imports to the 
fullest extent possible, although it cannot reduce imports to za;o. The 
relationship between the June proposed program and national energy 
t:Qlicy .is des=ibed !!'Ore fully in a menorandum to you fran me. 

Additionally, to in.Sure full NEPA =verage of alternatives, a no leasing 
option was analyzed in the ES. The discussion of t.'lis option in the ES 
provides references to other documents vlhere the environmental impacts 
of OCS leasing versus o.ther energy sources are analyzed. The sum of the 
foregoing materials provides information on the planned use of alternative 
energy sources to meet the national needs and on t.'le relative environmental 
impacts of these sources of supply. 

SELECriON OF THE ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE ALTERNATIVES 

The CEQ regulations require identification of the environmentally preferable 
alternative or alternatives. The alternative leasing schedules fall 
logically into three broad groups, based on production projections and 
estimates of· environmental risk. 

Group and Total Oil Statistically Probable Spills fran 
Alternative (barrels xlo9 l Number of Oil Spills Tankering of 
Schedules (1000 barrels or Foreign Oil 

greater) Fran OCS 
Activities 

1. I, II, III, 
IV, V, ·VI, VII, 
House Select 
ccmnittee ~6.2 30 to 45 Least 

2. VIII, IX, 
NROC 3.4 to 4.6 15 to 22 Greater 

3. X 0 0 Greatest 

Arranging these groups by the statistically probable number of oil 
spills associated with resulting OCS lease activity--an important indicator 
of environmental risk-shows Group 1 to have !!'Ore potential for harm 
than Group 2, and Group 2 mO~e than Group 3. 

Alternatives in Group 1 also tend to have a greater variety and broader 
geographic distribution Of environmental effects directly associated 
with them than sales in Group 2. Alternative X, which constitutes Group 
3, has the least variety of impacts associated with its selection
primarily oil spills fran tankers :importing foreign oil to replace oil 
that would otherWise be produced by dcmestic OCS production. 
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The variety and geographic diversibJ of possible effects enconpasses the 
wide spectrum of marine, coastal, and human resources which are differentially 
put at risk as a result of different levels of activity and different 
emphasis in geographic locations in each of the schedules. The Group 2 
schedules significantly reduce or delay envirormental effects off Alaska 
a::mpared to the Group 1 schedules. There would be less disruption of 
Alaskan Native subsistence culture; less likelihood of disturbance of 
Alaskan endangered species, including the Bowhead whale; and lessened 
COTq?eti tion between the fishing and oil and gas industries for Alaska's 
port space and wharfage. 

In schedules VIII and IX, these lesser effects off Alaska are s:iroply 
reductions fran the Group 1 potential. In NROC, sane additional offsettiro 
effects can_be expected in the Gulf of Mexico where substitute sales are 
scheduled, but these effects are not of the same potential magnitude as 
those avoided, because of less expected production and environmental 
sensitivity. Also, NROC provides add<=ci protection to California and the 
North Atlantic by delaying or anitting sales in those areas. 

Alternatives involving sche:lules fran Group 1 would only be environ
mentally preferable if the adverse envirormental effects of oil :imports 
were greater than those of OCS production. Adoption of a Group 2 or 3 
sche:lule would increase the possibility of spills fran tankering of 
foreign oil, while selection of a Group 1 sche:lule would lessen, but not 
el:iminate such effects. There is sane evidence to suggest that substituting 
OCS oil production for tankered :imports reduces the risk of very large 
oil spills along u.s. coasts. HO\<Tever, the estimates of oil spills 
greater than 1,000 barrels which appear in the FES and SID pertain to 
potential spills fran OCS operations only and do not reflect changes in 
spills of foreign oil fran ta'1kers in u.s. waters due to backing out of 
:imports by OCS production. While continued OCS leasing may ultimately 
prove to be environmentally superior, especially in light of improvements 
in environmental protection in OCS activities, the more conservative 
approach at this point is to regard the schedules of Group 2 and 3 as 
being environmentally preferable because they, in thenselves, are less 
likely to damage the environment fran oil spills than the schedules in 
Groupl. 

Although it is necessary to identify the environmentally preferable 
alternative or alternatives, implanentation of an environnentally 
preferable alternative is not necessarily most advantageous to the 
nation. Factors other than envirormental effects, such as law or national 
policy should be considered. For e.xarnple, section 102 of the 1978 
Amendments to the OCS Lands Act specifies, inter alia, that the p.rrposes 
of the Act are to '~ --

preserve, protect, and develop oil and 
natural gas re::;ources in the Outer 
Continental Shelf in a manner which is 
consistent with the need (A) to make 
such resources available to meet- the 
needs as rapidly as possible, (B) to 
balance orderly energy resource develop
ment with protection of the human, 
marine, and coastal environments, 
(C) to insure the public a fair and 
equitable return on the resources of 
the OUter Continental Shelf, and (D) 

to preserve and maintain free enter-
orise CCIIIPetition •••• 



M::>reover, the requiranents in President Carter's National Energy Plan II 
should also be considered. Alternatives which provide for leasing and 
developnent of OCS oil and gas yield important econ:rnic and national 
securi~ benefits fran reduction of oil imports. It is appropriate in 
select.in:j" a prcgram to weigh these benefits against the cost of environ
mental effects as =npared to the envirorrnentally preferable alternative{s). 
For example, each of the three sd1edules in Group 2 would ge.'1erate 
econanic benefits anounting to about $57 billion, or about $18 billion 
less than the $75 billion that v.uuld be achieved through the reduction 
of oil imports under leasirXJ alternatives such as I or II. Alternative 
X \YO\lld forego the entire $75 billion of econanic benefits generated by 
A;Lternatives I and II. It would be appropriate to choose a leasing 
program such as AlterP.ative I if the costs of adverse envirorrnental 
effects under Alternative I are judged to be less than the benefits 
which would be achieved. · 

It is difficult to estimate and assign values to all the environnental 
effects of OCS activity. However, the single most damaging environnental 
effect by far would be a major spill of oil in a coastal area. All of 
the available evidence shows that the environ:nental damages of even the 
largest coastal oil spills are not likely to exceed $100 million.· Thus, 
even if large oil spills are not reduced by substituting OCS production 
for tankered imports, the costs of the envirorrnental :impacts likely to 
result fran continued OCS leasing are far less than the net econ::rnic 
benefi 1:!'· 

OPriONS roR DECISION 

You are being asked to make. a decision on whether you wish to adopt 
one of twelve alternative schedules· as the proposed final leasing 
prcgram. You are also being asked whether you wish to have certain 
technical dJ.anges made, to adopt an annual natiorwide reoffering sale, 
and to reschedule at the earliest possible date any sale delayed by 
litigation {including the 1979 Beaufort Sea sale). Your deci~ion: on these 
three issues will apply, as appropriate, to whatever alternative schedule 
you choose. Finally, you are being asked to identify the alternative or 
alternatives which you consider to be envirorrnentally preferable • 

• 
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